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Preface 
The purpose of the Iowa Monograph Series is to provide a forum for the 
exploration of topics which are, in the opinion of the editors, relevant to the needs of 
direct service persons working with and for students with behavioral disorders. This 
particular monograph presents a selection of papers dealing with current issues in this 
area of special education from both theoretical and applied perspectives. With the 
exception of Dr. O 'Leary's paper, these papers have not appeared in print before. 
It is our hope that these papers will stimulate your thinking surrounding the 
decisions you implement in programming for students with behavioral disorders. 
It is also our hope that this monograph, along with earlier monographs, will lead to the 
improvement of educational serv1ces for such students. 
--Carl R. Smith 
--Barbara Wil cots 
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Mental, Emotional, and Learning Disabilities: 
School-Induced Handicaps 
by Matthew Trippe and John Mathey 
Matthew Tnppe is currently a professor in the 
School of Education at the Un1vers1ty of M1ch1gan, 
serving both programs of Spec1al Education, 
Speech, and Heanng Science and the Educational 
Psychology Program in the Interpersonal Process 
Area. In addition to concerns about labels and 
attitudes toward disability, he is Interested in 
concerns related to participation on the part of 
persons with d1sabilit1es. He 1s act1ve 1n several 
advocacy groups and currently teaches and 
conducts workshops in human sexual1ty and 
disabtl1ty. 
john P. Mathey is presently d1rector of 
Downnver/ Dearborn Learn1ng Center, Wayne 
County I ntermedtate School, a reg1onal center that 
provides d1agnostic and staff development serv1ces 
to school districts in Wayne County, M1chigan. 
Current professional interests include enhancing 
positive self-esteem in children, parents, and 
professionals and exploring attitudes toward 
differences in self and others. 
Introduction 
Th1s chapter 1s a result of work we have done in the 
past several years designing and 1mplement1ng 
workshops for regular education teachers and 
administrators. The Education for All Handicapped 
Children Act of 1975 stimulated a number of staff 
development needs, and the focus we chose to address 
was that of personal and organizational attitudes toward 
difference. As a result of these efforts, a number of issues 
wh1ch seem central to public education at this time 
surfaced. These 1ssues struck us as having profound 
implications for 1) the ways in which schools and 
classrooms are administered and organized, 2) a 
necessary realignment of the relationship between 
regular and special education, and most of all, 3) a 
reappraisal of the explosive growth that is taking place in 
labeling and serving children as handicapped. If some of 
these critical underlying issues can be precisely 
identified and confronted forthrightly, we believe we 
have within our grasp the potential for making major 
needed changes in public schooling as we know it today. 
This chapter is one attempt to do so. 
It is our view that much of what is currently 
designated mental, emotional, or learning disabilities is 
school induced and has been manufactured. The 
reasons for such manufacture are organ1zat1onal, 
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pollt1cal, and econom1c. The w1dely d1vergent op1nions 
among authont1es over the estimated prevalence of 
c hildren w1th u real " hand1caps rendered th1s 
observation Inescapable. These estimates, 1n the area of 
learn1ng d1sabd1t1es, for example, range from someth1ng 
less than 2 percent of the children 1n school, all the way 
to 25 percent or more, depending on definition 
(McCarthy and M cCarthy, 1969). In our view, the more 
conservative estimates are elitist and mystifying, and the 
more ltberal are benevolently opportun1st1c. 
Be that as 1t may, from a scientific point of v1ew, any 
one def1n1t1on IS as true as any other def1n1t1on . The test 
of any def1n1t1on 1s 1ts helpfulness or 1ts usefulness- a 
goal of sc1ence be1ng to arrive at def1n1t1ons that are 
Increasingly helpful. What is helpful 1n human affairs, 
however, comes from our values, and here we cannot 
look to sc1ence for answers, only guidance. Sc1ence can 
help clanfy alternatives and consequences, but cannot 
determ1ne goals. Goals differ among Individuals and 
among Individuals 1n different roles and groups. We all, 
to some extent, ((define" our own reality and then treat 
that reality as though it were in fact ureal " (Watzlawick, 
1977). 
In Part I of th1s chapter, the 1ssues of appropriate 
educatton and appropriate classroom behavior are 
addressed. A case 1s made for see1ng emotional, mental, 
and learn1ng 1mpa1rments as school related, defined, 
and 1nduced. Then, the demands of P.L. 94-142, as 
applied to school-def1ned disab1ltt1es, are related to the 
apprehensions classroom teachers have about this 
legislation . 
In Part II , learntng disability as a concept 1s c losely 
examined. Circumstances related to its invention are 
identified, issues associated with definitions are raised, 
and problems in arriving at a differential diagnosis are 
explored. Problems in distinguishing learning disability 
from both emotional impairment and mental 
impairment are presented first. Then the issue of 
differentiating learning disability from problems in 
learning or learn1ng difficulties that do not constitute 
/( handicap" are discussed. Advantages of being 
diagnosed learn1ng ((disabled" are 1denttfied, and 
learning ((disability" is examined from the perspective of 
the concepts of illness and disability. 
Part I 
Issues, Definitions, and Apprehensions 
Appropriate Education 
A basic problem for public education today 1s how 
best to secure an appropriate education for all children. 
One approach has been to broaden the concept of who 
or what 1s normal, ant1c1pated, expected, or tolerable 
and then to work toward establishing mean1ngful 
serv1ces that Incorporate a broad range of Individual 
d1fferences 1n common environments. The other has 
been to broaden the range of who or what is cons1dered 
unacceptable, handicapped, d1sabled, or deviant and to 
process, 1dentify, and prov1de spec1a l serv1ces in a range 
of environments for students so d1agnosed and labeled. 
Spec1al educat1on has promoted the latter as a short-
range goal for purposes of early 1denttf1cat1on, 
treatment, and cure, while for the most part advocat1ng 
the former as a long-range goal. 'A1th P.L 94-142, we 
now have leg1slated soc1al pol1cy that can broaden the 
concept of what IS normal in the regular classroom But 
the law requtres labeling of ind1v1dual pupils as 
uhand1capped" to secure th1s nght, thus creat1ng 
Circumstances wh1ch foster the necess1ty for v1ew1ng 
1ncreas1ng numbers of children as handicapped. 
We have grown accustomed to regular educat1on 
be1ng responsible for unormal" students and spec1al 
education be1ng respons1ble for tithe hand1capped." 
Th1s responsibility includes pay1ng for whatever extra 
costs are Involved 1n the education of pupils w1th 
d1sab1ltt1es. Research has faded to document that pupils 
w1th d1sabtl1t1es are more effect1vely served 1n 
segregated spec1al educat1on programs (Dunn, 1968, 
Gusk1n and Spieker, 1968). 
More Importantly, questions of value and the soc1al 
des1rabtl1ty of segregation and segregated programs 
were ra1sed (Hart, 1978) Thus, th1s lack of clear 
educational advantage, along "'' lth other soc1al 
considerations, through a program of advocacy and a 
series of court dec1sions, led to the enactment of P.L. 94-
142 in 1975. 
The law guarantees a free and appropnate educat1on 
for all children with handicaps 1nclud1ng those presently 
unserved and underserved. It also guarantees that the 
handicapped child's educat1on take place 1n as normal a 
setting as the child can handle. It would seem that the 
need to leg1slate that handicapped children are entitled 
to a free and appropriate education IS based on an 
underlying assumption that educat1on for all other 
children, except the handicapped, presently is 
appropriate and that ((hand1caps" are what prevent 
children from receiving an appropriate education. If 
one's education is not appropriate, then it must be due 
to the presence of a handicap. 
Would anyone argue that the government at this 
po1nt would knowingly not guarantee an appropriate 
education for all pupils? The 1954 Supreme Court 
desegregation decision found that separate was not 
equal; that is, not appropriate for black children. Civil 
rights for women and for persons with disabilities 
followed the civil rights movement for racial and ethnic 
minorities. In addition to confronting the stereotyping 
and discrimination in schools as a result of racism J 
sexism, and handicap1sm, what groups remain for whom 
education is not appropriate? 
This 1s a difficult question to answer, yet clearly the 
circumstances of children falling between 2 percent and 
25 percent estimates for learning "d1sabiltty" cannot be 
1gnored. Of the estimated e1ght million children w1th 
disabilities 1n need of spec1al education, more than half 
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of the d1sabll1t1es (emot1onal, learning, and mental 
impairments) are related to school expectations for 
learn1ng and behav1or (Stanford Research Institute 
1977) If children w1th speech and language problems 
are also cons1dered, the children w1th obv1ous physical 
and sensory impairments const itute only ten percent of 
the estimated e1ght million children 1n need of speCial 
educatton services. Ninety percent of the children 
thought to be tn need of spec1al education are 
constdered uhand tcapped" s1mply because they do not 
meet the expectations of the regular classroom for 
learntng, commun1cat1on, and behavior! Of course 
senous 1mpa1rment 1n any one of the areas of learn1ng, 
commun1cat1on, or behav1or can be hand1capp1ng, not 
only 1n school, but 1n ltfe. That IS not the 1ssue. We would 
rather ask, are these Impairments something that 
educat1on has a m1ss1on for amel1orat1ng even though 
appropnate skills and understandings are yet to be 
discovered? If th1s perspective is the case, what value IS 
there 1n classifying these children as ((handicapped?" 
We belteve that because ((handtcapped" 1s a 
conceptualization rooted 1n the field of medicine, it 
carnes w1th 1t the 1dea that educational 1ntervent1ons 
and competence are 1nsuff1c1ent to the task, and 
invok1ng the med1cal model readily expla1ns our 
diff1cult1es and failures. If the 1mpa1rment 1n funct1on1ng 
1s the consequence of a b1omedical dev1ation, (i.e., a 
((hand1cap") educat1on can readily attnbute 1ts lack of 
success to the b1omed1cal dev1at1ons. 
Stnce a large proportion of children w1th disabilities 
come from famd1es ltv1ng at or below the poverty level, 
present soctal policy seems to favor betng handicapped 
as a more honorable state than being poor. Further, 
schools have the power to determ1ne who is and who IS 
not to be considered hand1capped. If the issue 1s 
appropnateness of education for those children 
expenenc1ng difficulties in school, what difference does 
1t make whether the need 1s because of handicap or 
because of a whole host of other condit1ons or 
c1 rcu msta n ces? 
Education and Medicine 
The thoughts and meanings that surround the term 
((handicap" need to be carefully examined because it is a 
social concept primarily associated with the field of 
medicine, not education. Rhodes and Gibbons (1972) 
have observed that society relies heavily on a number of 
separate professionalized social systems to serve, 
contain, and manage the dev1ants who pose a threat-
real or imagined. They identified education as one soc1al 
system along with medicine, social welfare, legal 
correction, and religion. Each of these professionalized 
social systems has its own professional literature, its own 
conceptualization of deviance, its own theories as to 
cause, its own methods of intervention and its own 
service delivery systems. The incisiveness of this 
conceptualization is that it c learly identifies the 
operation of and necessity for constancy within the 
system. From this conceptua lization of deviance flows 
theory and interpretations as to bas1c cause, derived 
methods of intervention, and criteria for determining 
restitution and return to normal status. The same 
behavior can be seen as resulting from ignorance by 
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educatt_on, from sin by religton, from crime by the legal-
correctional system, and from disease by medicine. 
:~~andicap" as a consequence of disease, deformity, or 
InJury then l1es wtthtn the province of med1c1ne. For 
speCial education to attend to the education of the 
disabled or ((handicapped," 1n this v1ew, 1s to attend to 
indivtduals conceptualized by one profess1onaltzed 
social system (medicine), w1th the theor1es 
philosoph1es, and methods of another (education)~ 
Rhodes' and Gibbons' analysts, however, Indicates that 
conceptualizations make sense only within the conf1nes 
of the professionalized social system that g1ves rise to 
them. Shift1ng from one system to another Introduces 
error and confusion. These observations are pertinent 
for our present purpose since they help clarify the issue 
of attempt1ng to prov1de educationally for tndtvtduals 
conceptualtzed according to medtcal cntena and 
considerations. It is our view that the predisposition to 
use '(handicap" as a cause or explanation for 
educattonal difficulties is 1nappropnate and unduly 
complicates educational pract1ce. More on th1s later, but 
for now, 1t seems clear that the pnority assigned to 
uha~dtcap" by schools as an entitlement to spectal 
serv1ces comes from the belief that 1t is JUStifiable to 
experience d1fficult1es 1n school because of a hand1cap 
~nd . that the presence of a hand1cap makes the 
l1kelthood of school diff1cult1es h1ghly probable. 
Since ((hand1cap" accord1ng to the medical model is 
rooted 1n 1mpa1red b1olog1cal and psychological 
processes, we are encouraged to believe that these 
impairments determtned through medical procedures 
have a reality all the1r own, Independent of Institutional 
psychosocial, or cultural cons1derat1ons. ' 
The medical model or parad1gm of research and 
pract1ce is predominately the d1agnos1s and treatment of 
disea:e or disorder that results 1n changes 1n b1olog1cal 
functton and structure. It rests on a dualism between 
mental and bodily funct1on1ng 1n wh1ch the body 1s 
analogous to a mach1ne whose parts can be stud1ed 
separately. These parts constitute the whole and can be 
analyzed into a series of separate mechan1st1c parts with 
cause-and-effect relationships (Pell1t1er, 1979). Disease 1s 
a consequence of a breakdown of the machine and the 
doctor's task 1s to repair it. Emotions, consciousness, and 
psychosocial variables are, at best, v1ewed as nu1sances 
and interferences and are abttrarily excluded 1n order to 
focus on spec1fic areas in search of the smallest isolated 
causative component - a specific bactena or v1rus 
Since all bodies are considered essentially the same, the 
same intervention is applied to whomever is found to 
have similar organ1c signs and symptoms. 
('Handicap" then, occurs as a result of anomalies 
disease, or injury to the physical body. No longer sick: 
the person with a handicap 1s left with a cond1tion that is 
a deviation from some clearly defined biomedical norm. 
Education has come to consider these deviations as 
obstacles to the child's participation in regular school 
environments. ((Handicap" 1s established by medical 
p:ocedures that are capable of determining verifiable 
b1omedical deviations. These deviations are believed to 
requ ire specialized educational interventions that 
regula r teachers are incompetent to provtde. Because of 
this, special education was developed to provide the 
expe~tise, understanding, and skill necessary to facilitate 
learn1ng only for children with ((handicaps." 
• 
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Appropriate Classroom Behavior 
State laws require that all children come to school 
but schools as social organizations require appropnat~ 
student behavior and learntng charactenstics for 
continued attendance in regular classrooms. Because 
learn1ng IS the work of students, how fast one learns, the 
ways in wh1ch one learns, and one's attitude and 
behavior 1n school have become criteria for deciding 
what 1s or is not appropnate student behav1or. Th1s has 
become 1ncreas1ngly more true over t1me as success 1n 
school has become the single most accessible avenue for 
movement into viable adult occupations and work roles. 
Forget for a moment that school expectations for 
acceptable learning rate, mode, style, and attitude vary 
considerably from school to school and classroom to 
classroom. The fact 1s that schools do def1ne students 
who do not meet the expectations of the regular 
classroom as ((deviant" or ((handicapped" - mentally 
handtcapped 1f the learntng rate ts found to be too slow 
learnmg disab.led if the mode or style of learnmg is to~ 
uneven or d1fferent, and emotionally disturbed or 
behav1or dtsordered 1f the child's behav1or or attttude 
tow~rd self, ot.hers, and / or toward learntng 1s thought to 
be rnappropnate. P. L. 94-142 now mandates that the 
schools provide students defrned deviant or 
handrcapped by the school, an appropnate educatton 1n 
the least restncttve alternative placement. 
We start w1th laws stating that all children must 
attend school. Then the schools dectde who shall attend 
1n regular classroom. The children that fad to meet 
established cnteria are seen as handicapped and are 
diagnosed and so labeled. Th1s labeling bnngs them 
under the umbrella of the c1vd nghts movement for 
persons wtth d1sablllt1es, a movement that seeks to 
ensure equal1ty under the law for all persons with 
handtcaps. The law now says that children w1th 
hand1caps shall receive an appropriate education 
alongs1de other students, whenever poss1ble, and to the 
extent that the chll? can handle 1~. The law not only 
requtres that the child have a handicapping condition, 
but also, as a result of that condttion, the child must be 
educationally hand1capped, that ts, the condit1on must 
have an ((adverse effect" on the child's educational 
performance The u handtcap" must be truly 
hand1capp1ng in school. As a consequence of both 
requirements, the child is in need of special educat1on. 
N.ote, however, that (( handtcapped" is used 1n two 
d1fferent :vays; ~) as a ~ondition of biological or 
psyc~ol<?gtcal devtatton (child with a handicap) and 2) as 
a l1mttat1on or obstacle to the achievement of a desired 
goal (adverse effect on the child's education). The term 
is som.et1mes used to mean a label for a person, and 
somet1mes to mean the consequence of a situation in 
which the ach1evement of a specif1c goal 1s blocked. 
School Defined Disability 
C~tldren with mental, emotional, and learning 
1mpa1rmen~s must be v1ewed somewhat differently from 
children w1th other handicaps when considering the 
demands of P. L. 94-142. In each of these three categories 
of disab1ltty, the tmpairment 1s a statement that the child 
IS unable to meet the expectation of schools for 
participation in regular classroom. Thus, the classrooms 
cannot be adJusted to meet the needs of the children. 
Other categones of disability relate to physical and 
sensory Impairments - a biomedical characteristic of 
the chdd not limited to the school s~tting. Yet, these 
categones of drsab1ltty as previously noted account for 
only ten percent of the est1mated population of children 
w1th handrcaps. For the remaining 90 percenc schools 
have effectrvely in the past enforced their norms by 
embrac1ng the medical model of illness (mental 
defic1ency and mental Illness for mental and emotronal 
rmparrments) and have now established a medrcal or 
illness basrs for learning impairments In each rnstance, 
the net effect rs to blame the victrm for the failure of 
accommodation (Ryan, 1976; Bowe, 1978). These 
rmpairments are school-defined, or we might say school 
manufactured. These children fail to meet expectations 
for appropriate learnrng rate , l~arning style, or learning 
attitude. Rather than being seen s1mply as not having 
charactenst1cs necessary for part1c1pation rn regular 
classrooms and rn need of alternatrve solutions, schools 
have succeeded in having these children referred to 
special education and labeled as handrcapped. It rs the 
consequence of these procedures that now constrtues 
the shock that must be reabsorbed when regular 
teachers are asked to mainstream children w1th mental, 
emotional, and learning impairments It is clearly an 
instance of havrng to contend with problems that are the 
consequence of prior solutions The prior solution in 
thrs case rs the utilization of the medical model to justify 
lack of success w1th certain krnds of chddren. 
The Apprehension of Regular Teachers 
It should come as no surpnse then that regular 
classroom teachers are resrstant, fnghtened, and angry 
over havrng to provide for children with handrcaps rn 
therr classrooms (Mathey, 1977) The process of 
rdent1fyrng children as havrng specral needs because of a 
handrcap and see1ng them as in need of spec1al 
educatron effectrvely communrcates to regular 
classroom teachers that 1) they do not possess the skd Is 
necessary for these children to recerve an approprrate 
education; and that, 2) therr pnmary function is to be 
sens1t1ve to charactenstrcs assocrated with these 
handrcapprng cond1t1ons. Specially trained personnel 
then provrde the technrcal help these children need. 
Until about 25 years ago, the bulk of specral 
educatron services in schools were d1rected to children 
with mental impairments The effect of creatrng spec1al 
classes for children with mental rmpa1rments was to 
legrt1m1ze an expectation of a m1n1mal acceptable rate of 
learning rn the regular classroom. This drd much 1n the 
eyes of teachers who were struggling wrth Interferences 
and d1sruptions created by children who could not keep 
up and for whom teachers were unable to determrne 
appropnate learning methods or goals However, thrs 
practrce was only part1ally successful in eliminating 
children who posed senous problems for teachers rn 
regular classrooms. 
Over the past 25 years, there has been tremendous 
growth in classes for children with emotional problems 
-children who disrupt class routine, interfere with the 
learn1ng of other children, defy the teacher, or who, 
because of excess1ve fears and anx1etres, do not 
part1c1pate or learn. One effect of thrs growth has been 
to legit1m1ze wrth1n the regular classroom expectations 
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for appropriate classroom behavror and attitude toward 
learning. Now we are expenencrng s1mdar growth in 
special educatron for children with learnrng disabilities. 
One effect of th1s growth rs to legit1m1ze certain 
standards of learnrng style or method as appropnate for 
the regular classroom and other ways of learnrng as 
outs1de the provrnce of the regular classroom. 
For each of these three groups, there 1s no questron 
that, for the extremes, accommodatron 1n the regular 
classroom would be most difficult or rmposs1ble under 
the best circumstances. The diffrculty, however, 1s that 
we are tempted to vrew the entire group as havrng the 
charactenst1cs of the most extreme. Further, by seeing 
the hand1cap as a biomedrcal deviation wrth1n the child, 
we are not encouraged to explore alternative patterns of 
classroom organization, rnstructronal methods or 
classroom management. The difficulty Ires wrthrn the 
child. The chdd 1s blamed, the circumstances go 
unchallenged, and any stressor that mrght foster change 
is effectively defused. The belref that children w1th 
handrcaps are different and that these drfferences are 
best taken care of outsrde the regular classroom or with 
hrghly specialized resources IS grven support. We are 
encouraged to belreve that rt requ1res drfferent theones 
for understandrng and different practrces and 
procedures for effectrvely reachrng these children. 
(Sarason, 1978) 
It 1s with1n th1s context that regular teachers are berng 
asked to take children w1th handrcaps back into their 
classrooms. Th1s IS a momentous change! In our vrew. 
such change IS doomed to fatlure under ex1st1ng 
Circumstances. Wrthout teachers who belreve rn the 
child's nght to an educat1on 1n as normal a setting as 
possible and who are willing, as a consequence of thrs 
belief, to entertain the necessrty for change themselves, 
such pract1ce amounts to the needless sacnfrce of 
children. 
PART II 
Learning DisabilityExamined 
Creating Learning Disability 
Successful elimination of pupils wrth mental 
retardation and emot1onal drsturbance from regular 
classrooms did not leave these classrooms problem-free. 
Problem children rema1ned, but there was reluctance to 
apply erther of the available labels. Earlier studies rn 
mental retardation had rdent1f1ed two maJor etiolog1c 
groups, one related to a constellation of environmental, 
familial vanables, and the other to a constellatron of 
vanables suggestrve of phys1cal rnsult and InJury 
resulting 1n brain damage or neurologic disorder. If 
bra1n damage could cause severe learning problems of 
such extensiveness and degree to render the individual 
mentally retarded, could not "minimal" brain damage 
account for learning problems in children whose 
intelligence was not nearly so depressed? Once the 
quest1on was asked, spec1al educators, psychologists, 
neurologist, pediatricians, and even optometrists and 
physrcal therapists, among others, were more than ready 
to respond 1n the affirmative. The med1cal model now 
became available for th1s new group of children as 1t was 
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for the other two groups who also could not be expected 
to adapt or ach1eve because of a ((d1sease" or Illness The 
1ntent was not to provide help for all children at nsk, 
only for those who ((could not help it" because their 
malfunction was a consequence of injury and insult to 
the bra1n and thought to requ1re h1ghly spec1al1zed 
1ntervent1ons. We have become soc1al1zed 1nto 
accepting the idea that 1t 1s more justifiable or 
acceptable to have a learning problem due to a learning 
udisability" w1th the 1mplicat1on of underlying 
b1ological dev1at1on than it IS s1mply to have problems 
w1th learn1ng. And, if 1t's a spec1f1c learn1ng d1sabdity or 
because of a central nervous system d1sorder, it is all the 
more hononf1c. In fact, the more closely the term 
resembles a med1cal d1sease or cond1t1on, the more 
authoritative and leg1t1mate 1t sounds. M1n1mal brain 
dysfunction (MBD) was an earlier term for children 
curently labeled as ''learning d1sabled," and regardless 
of the particular term used, and there have been many to 
designate learning d1sabtlity, MBD was the explanation 
for their problems. 
Cons1der the term dyslex1a. It sounds l1ke a 
compl1cated med1cal cond1t1on and, for many, 1t 1s so 
viewed. Yet for others and operationally in many 
research 1nvest1gations 1t s1mply means a failure to read 
subsequent to 1 nstruct1on, or reading at a level several 
years below grade level or expectation That some 
Instances of read1ng failure may be found to be related 
to organ1c cond1t1ons 1n no way means that everyth1ng 
called dyslex1a is organically based Learn1ng d1sabllity as 
a disability derives leg1t1macy and enhanced status by 
evoking the med1cal model. 
Some years ago, Thomas Szasz (1960) observed that 
modern psychiatry was 1n the pos1t1on of def1n1ng as 
mental d1sease or illness many problems and concerns 
that in the past were attnbuted to Witchcraft and 
demon1c possession. In def1n1ng these problems as 
disease, medicine became the soc1al system respons1ble 
for their treatment and care He went on to note that 
there is very little that problems 1n living have in 
common with what med1c1ne typically cons1ders 
d1sease. What was done was to take personal, soc1al, and 
ethical problems in l1v1ng and to define them arbitrarily 
as disease. Conceptualized in th1s manner, an attitude is 
fostered that the disease is Within one self, and that one 
can't help 1t. Thus, by conceptualizing problems 1n l1v1ng 
as illness, med1c1ne defined a set of feelings and 
behaviors as com1ng within 1ts jurisdiction to treat and 
cure and conveyed to individuals that one's problems 
are not one's responsibility but rather are the 
consequence of a disease. In th1s process, the d1sease 
(mental illness) became the cause so that now we think 
nothing of characterizing disordered behavior as being 
caused by a mental illness. In a similar manner, many 
medically onented professional groups have coined the 
term learn1ng disability for some problems in learning 
and now the disease (learning disability) with its 
Implication of MBD becomes the cause of the failure to 
learn. Th1s was done by asserting that biomedical 
deviations are related to numerous instances of learn1ng 
failure. This maneuver was a logical extension of the 
successful utilization of the medical model in the areas 
of mental retardation and emot1onal disturbance. 
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In their rev1ew of several dozen studies over some 17 
years, Herbert and Ellen R1e (1980) concluded that 
((There IS no syndrome of minimal brain dysfunction; 
there are any number of determinants of hyperactive 
behavior; learning d1sorders occur for many different 
reason (p.1X)." A rev1ew of th1s text (Somatics, 1980) 
states: ((Some 17 years ago the term 1 mlnimal bra1n 
dysfunction syndrome' appeared. During the years 
Intervening between then and now, this concept has 
had· a brutal1z1ng and tattered history - brutallz1ng, 
because the concept categorized children as 
neurologically damaged; tattered, because the concept 
was never consistently defined or fully substantiated. 
Gradually, the 1nsuffic1ency of the concept of 
m1n1mal bra1n dysfunction became more obv1ous, 
leading some professionals to characterize it as (a 
sophisticated statement of ignorance,' a (myth' based on 
1nval1d d1agnost1c cntena and the 1 Unw1tt1ng confusion 
of psychologic construct w1th a b1omed1cal fact."' 
The rev1ew ends w1th: ((One cannot overestimate the 
spec1al 1mportance of this (critical view' provided by 
Herbert and Ellen R1e. Every school distnct should have 
th1s handbook available, lest they end by harm1ng the 
young humans they are supposed to help." 
Defining Learning Disability 
Most def1n1tions of learn1ng d1sability 1nclude that 1) 
the chtld 1s funct1on1ng at a normal or above normal 
level of 1ntell1gence 2) performance across both skill 
and academ1c areas IS uneven; 3) there IS a discrepancy 
between performance and expectation; and 4) this 
discrepancy is not due to other known disabling factors. 
Some years ago, a group of special educators were 
off1cially assembled to develop a set of 
recommendations for defin1ng learning disability. The 
discussion moved to an examination of how learning 
d1sabtl1ty 1s d1fferent from both mental retardation and 
emotional disturbance. One of us made the suggestion 
that 1f, in the best judgement of the people Involved, it 
was thought that if the child couldn't learn he would 
probably be seen as mentally retarded; if he wouldn't 
learn, he was more than likely to be seen as emotionally 
disturbed, and that 1f he wasn't learn1ng, and it was 
thought he should be learning, more than likely, he 
would be seen as learning disabled. The attempt at the 
t1me was to be humorous, but we have not read or seen 
much over the years that would cause serious 
reconsideration of this rather uncomplicated and 
nonmystical approach to differential diagnosis. We 
mention this to point out that the diagnosis of learning 
d1sabdity IS a differential one among learn1ng disabtl1ty, 
emotional disturbance, and mental retardation. It is also 
a differential one between a learning disability and a 
learning problem. 
Differentiating Learning Disability from Emotional 
Disturbance 
The def1nition of learn1ng d1sabllity requires that for a 
child to be classif1ed ((learning disabled" the 
discrepancy between performance and expectation 1s 
not a consequence of other known handicapp1ng 
conditions. Physical and sensory disabling conditions 
can, with attention be ascertained with a relatively high 
degree of accuracy, but how does one determine that 
the discrepancy is not associated w1th emotional 
disturbance? To begin with, learning disability is a more 
favorable label than mental disturbance. Mental 
disturbance suggests intra-personal and Inter-personal 
turmoil and parental or family psychopathology. Next, it 
is rather po1ntless to ask if a particular child is really 
learn1ng disabled or emotionally disturbed and to 
expect that the quest1on can be answered accurately and 
reliably by presently available clinical procedures and 
evaluations It is rare for the data to fulfill the conditions 
of our neat, d1screte categories, and the determinants 
are hooked into social, cultural, and situational variables 
that are extremely susceptible to bias and distortion. 
This complicated process is a good example of the 
needless expenditure of resources and energy 
demanded by education's romance with the medical 
model and the consequent involvement of 
governmental bureaucracy. Not only IS the dec1sion 
extremely complicated and difficult to make, 1t is of 
m1n1mal value 1n making educational dec1sions once it is 
made If, however, the evaluation procedures 
concentrated on Illuminating the relationship between 
the problems 1n learning and feeling about self, logically 
derived educational interventions could be instituted 
much more readily Thus, if the assessment procedures 
ind1cate that the child's self-esteem and self-concept 
need attention before the child can undertake serious 
learn1ng, then the problem might be best seen from the 
po1nt of v1ew of the th1ngs that we do w1th children to 
foster emotional growth, self-esteem, self-
understanding, and conf1dence. If, on the other hand, it 
IS thought that improvement 1n learn1ng will bnng about 
favorable changes in self-concept, then it would be best 
to concentrate on the child's learn1ng and do the k1nd of 
spec1al th1ngs that are done to improve learn1ng and 
cogn1tive development. More often than not, however, 
nature 1s not nearly so respectful of our neat categones, 
preferring variety and interrelatedness Yet, 
d1fferent1ate we must. To be cons1dered learn1ng 
disabled, a child's learn1ng problems must not be a 
consequence of emot1onal disorder. But how do we 
know whether or not the child's problems are a 
consequence of emotional or personality vanables? 
What is meant by emotional? How can personality or 
dynamic psychological vanables be excluded? 
If someone were to expenence upsetting phys1cal 
compla1nts and seek med1cal assistance, the first step 
undertaken by the phys1c1an would be to look for 
phys1cal evidence to explain the s1gns and symptoms. 
F1nd1ng none, it IS likely that the phys1c1an would suggest 
that the possibility of an emotional basis be explored. 
That 1s, the possibility that the symptoms might be due to 
emot1onal factors is considered after the fruitless search 
for physical cause. It has been reported that from 60 
percent to 90 percent of vis1ts to physicians' offices are 
due to stressfu I emotional factors (Pelletier, 1979). The 
point is that in med1cal practice, emotional factors are 
what IS left to cons1der after phys1cal factors have been 
ruled out. In d1agnos1ng learning disability, physical 
factors are assumed after emotional factors are ruled 
out. Th1s suggests that persons working wath1n the 
education system can do what persons working w1thin 
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the medical system are unable to do. Can it be that we in 
education are more skilled 1n util1z1ng these medical 
procedures than med1cal practitioners themselves are? 
Our view IS that we are not so skilled at ruling out 
emotional factors as we are at s1mply decidtng that the 
child's problems are not due to emot1onal problems. 
Another way of say1ng this IS that 1f a child IS hav1ng 
learn1ng d1ff1cult1es but seems bright, 1s pleasant, 
adaptable, presentable, l1keable, and isn't troublesome, 
then the tendency would be to favor h1s or her be1ng 
learning dasabled rather than emotionally impa1red. Or, 
if he or she IS troublesome and still likeable, then 
frustration over not learning may be used to JUStify the 
troublesome behavior and still favor see1ng him or her as 
learning disabled. In any event, if it were poss1ble to 
eliminate emot1onal factors, 1t seems h1ghly unl1kely that 
the kind of 1nd1v1dual stud1es necessary to effectively 
rule these out are ever done 
Back to Szasz's observations. First, he has shown how 
one profess1onal1zed soc1al system, by def1ning certain 
k1nds of problems as d1sease or illness, lays exclus1ve 
cla1m to the treatment of and responsibility for that 
condition Second, through the process of arbitrarily 
defining these problems as d1sease, the d1sease comes to 
be viewed as the 'cause" of the cond1t1on. Thus. to 
define learn1ng s1gn1f1cantly below expectation as 
learning d1sabdity, the learning d1sability becomes the 
"cause" of the problem in learning The th1rd po1nt, and 
the one we w1sh to explore in some depth concerns the 
variables attnbuted to the development of mental 
iII ness. 
Much of the psychiatric JUriSdiCtional cla1m for the 
treatment of "mental illnesses" IS based on the fact that 
disturbed behav1or can occur as a consequence of 
organ1c d1sease and phys1cal changes. Psychiatrists, 
be1ng med1cally tra1ned, so the argument goes, have 
special expertise 1n 1dentlfy1ng and addressang these 
physical deviations Yet, psychiatnsts, for the most part 
show little interest 1n the treatment of such cases. Most 
psych1atnc theonz1ng and treatment IS 1n the realm ot 
problems 1n l1v1ng and human relat1onsh1ps. The 
vanables tnvestagated and the methods of treatment can 
be seen as the exploration of Circumstances relating to 
the care and nurture of persons for positive and effect1ve 
growth and development, both personally and soc1ally. 
Our purpose is not to dwell on psychiatry's 
anachronistic status among the med1cal specialties, but 
rather to identify a s1mllarity between educational and 
psychiatnc concerns-the care and nurture of persons 
for positive and effective growth and development. 
Problems 1n living are a consequence of the human 
cond1t1on and can be seen as expressions of a person's 
struggle with the problem of how he or she should ltve. 
Yet schooling more appropriately 1s a social invent1on, 
more specifically, an educational Intervention. To 
diagnose children's problems in school as emotional 
disturbance or mental illness is risky on two counts; 1) 
the inappropriateness of the medical model for 
problems in living and 2) the inappropriateness of 
accepting schooling as we know 1t as a fixed aspect of the 
human condition rather than as an institutionalized 
professional social service del1very system. 
This shared concern between psychiatry and 
educat1on gets lost when problems in learning are 
conceptualized as a ''hand1cap" and viewed from the 
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perspective of the medical model. The thrust sh1fts from 
a concern about condrtrons and clrmates and 
circumstances for growth to an examrnation and 
detai led study of the person for biomedical devrations. 
Such study on the surface is undertaken with the belief 
that through understanding cause, treatment can be 
1 nstitu ted. 
If children were seeds and our business were 
growing plants, what sense would it make to examine 
the seed or plant in great detail should 1t fad to grow and 
thrive. Only after assunng ourselves that all we know 
about what our specrfic plant's needs and requ1rements 
are for soil, minerals, moisture, and sunlrght have been 
fulfilled would we be JUStlfred rn submrttrng the seed to 
careful study and scrutrny. When children are 
cons1dered handrcapped and we search for causes for 
the hand1cap how well have we satrsfred ourselves that 
all of the necessary condrtrons for positrve growth and 
development have been satrsfred? That the psychratrrc 
professron as one branch of the medrcal profession 
shares our concern wrth climates for human growth and 
development in no way obviates our responsrbility to ask 
questrons about fulfilling the necessary conditrons for 
growth. We in no way are suggestrng that psychratnsts 
cannot be helpfulrn such explorations. We only wish to 
clarify that it rs not 1n searchrng for the cause of d1sease 
or determrnlng who rs really srck that psychiatry can be 
helpful. It rs 1n the creation of proper environments for 
growth. Classrfy1ng the chrld as handrcapped evokes the 
medical model and directs our invest1gat1ons rn the 
drrectron of disease-causrng condrtrons We, who are 
concerned w1th the educatron of children, have allowed 
the confusron with1n med1cine that consrders mental 
illness as ((disease" to muddy up our waters. 
Differentiating Learning Disability from Mental 
Retardation 
The 1ssue of drfferentiating learning drsabilrty from 
mental retardation 1s Important srnce learn1ng drsability 
1s defrned as occurrrng in the context of normal 
rntell1gence. In the prev1ous sect1on, an attempt was 
made to rdentify problems associated wrth the implicit 
acceptance of the medical model as applred to 
emot1onal disturbance. Mental retardation 
conceptualized as rnd1vidual pathology or disease ra1ses 
other 1mportant issues. 
The mental retardation label, l1ke emotional 
disturbance, is more st1gmatizrng than learning 
disabdrty. It IS readrly associated with lack of intell1gence, 
Incompetency, and stup1d1ty. By def1n1t1on, 1t refers to 
below average general intelligence originating in the 
developmental perrod together w1th 1mpa1red adapt1ve 
behavior. 
Wrthout go1ng 1nto great detail the value of 
Intell igence tests rests on the1r ability to pred1ct the 
likelihood of success 1n school as we know it. An I.Q. of 
85 1s one standard deviation below the mean of 100 and 
defining normal1ty as scores above 85 yields 
approximately 16 percent of the population as 
subnormal. A more tradit ional definitron of 70 I.Q. yields 
approximately 2.5 percent of the populat1on as mentally 
retarded. Thus, on the bas1s of 1ntell1gence test scores 
alone, mental retardation prevalence rates are 
determined by the cutoff level specif1ed in whatever 
defin1t1on 1s adopted. 
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The same goes for adaptive behavior. Adaptive 
behavror refers to personal Independence and social 
responsibility or ability to cope in a variety of social 
circumstances. Actual measurement of adaptive 
behav1or is much more difficult but important if the 
rndividual's ability to cope rntelligently with life is a 
serious consrderatron. Based on the Riverside 
eprdem1olog1cal study (Mercer, 1973), the traditional 
three percent criterron on both intellrgence tests and 
adapt1ve behavior was recommended for universal 
adoptron . ldentrfyrng persons as retarded who fall in the 
lowest three percent on I.Q. tests and in the lowest three 
percent on a measure of adaptive behavior yields a 
crude prevalence rate in the general populatron of 
roughly one percent. Thrs level has the hrghest degree of 
consensus among professronals, most closely 
approximates actual labeling practice in the community 
and is least likely to result in an over representation of 
members from lower socroeconomic groups. Finally, 
thrs level succeeds 1n rdentrfy1ng those who are not able 
to manage their own affairs and, as a conseqeunce, are in 
need of supportive services and supervisron. 
The R1versrde study used both an agency survey and a 
field survey to determine the prevalence of mental 
retardatron. The medical model was found to be 
rnadequate for explarning the complexitres of the 
agency data. A sacral systems model was employed to 
interpret the findrngs from the agency labelrng practrce 
survey. In thrs model, mental retardation rs viewed as 
sacral devrance and refers to the process by which a 
person rs so labeled because hrs or her behavror deviates 
from the norms of a sacral system. Retardatron rs a status 
in a sacral system held by a person who is so 1dentlf1ed 
and treated by others in the system. It does not 
necessarrly describe rndividual pathology. The study was 
done between 1963 and 1965, and it was found that more 
than half of all persons rdentlfred as retarded were 
Identified by the public schools. Of these nominees, 
three-fourths were not named by any other social 
organrzatron or by nerghbors. Further, the publ1c 
schools relred almost exclusively on I.Q. tests alone as 
the basrs for labeling children mentally retarded. 
Srnce that time, there has been consrderable 
controversy over tests, testrng, cultural bras, and the 
drsproport1onate representatron of lower 
socroeconomrc and mrnority children rn special classes 
for mental retardation. This controversy exploded rn 
numerous court tests, professional chatlenges, 
legrslatron, and admrnrstratrve decrsions, all directed to 
the illumrnation and el1mrnatron of discriminatory 
practices against children of racial and ethnrc minorities, 
the poor, and the workrng classes. Public Law 94-142 was 
in part an attempt to Incorporate and provrde addrt1onal 
legrslative safeguards against the injustrces identrfred 
and contested over the years since the passage of the 
Civrl Rights Act of 1964. 
No longer able to relegate many children of low 
status parents to classes for the retarded, 1t appears to us 
more than coincidental that the same period of time has 
witnessed dramatic growth and expansion in the field of 
learning d1sabilitres. Limited accessibility to the label of 
mental retardation can be seen as directly related to the 
expanded utrlizatron of the learning disability label. The 
children are still there, they have not changed nor has 
there been any dramatrc alteratron rn the nature of 
public schoolrng to accommodate greater diversrty. The 
need for serv1ces for children identifred as learning 
disabled in part 1S a consequence of changes 1n social 
system labelrng and noc as some would have it, the 
d1scovery of a new deficit or disease that ressurrects the 
med1cal model 1n educat1on. G1ven the culture laden 
bras of both I.Q. tests and publrc schools, large numbers 
of chrldren are strll rn need of help and assrstance. 
lnterestrngly, Mercer (1979) reported that a bill was 
Introduced 1n the Californra leg1slature that would 
restnct classes for the mentally retarded to children 
scorrng from two to three standard deviations below the 
mean on an IQ test It was not passed because of major 
oppos1tron by Anglo-American parents of chrldren with 
intellrgence test scores between 70 and 85 who did not 
want their chrldren excluded from special education 
classes. Belrevrng that their children benef1ted from 
these classes, these parents were willing to continue 
hav1ng the1r children labeled mentally retarded, rather 
than lose the serv1ces of special education. 
Learning Disability or Learning Difficulty? 
Drfferentratrng learning drsabilrty from emotional 
drsturbance and from mental retardatron assumes that a 
handrcap ex1sts and attempts to determ1ne the most 
accurate label. Some of the problems assocrated w1th 
th1s complex task have been discussed. Differentiating 
learn1ng disabrl1ty from learn1ng drffrculty begrns with 
the learn1ng problem and asks rf it rs of suffrc1ent degree 
or nature to constrtute handrcap. Makrng thrs drstrnct1on 
rs also tenuous and complrcated. 
Problems in learn1ng that anse from cultural 
drfferences, according to the federal def1nrt1on of 
learning drsabrlity, d1squalify a chrld from be1ng 
d1agnosed learnrng drsabled even though berng 
learning d1sabled carrres wrth it the opportunity for 
spec1al help and assistance through specral educat1on. 
The key here 1s that the extra help 1s through special 
educat1on. The Congress of the Unrted States favors 
categorrcal a1d to schools resultrng rn drfferent programs 
of help or support for poverty areas, bil1ngual programs, 
career educatron, vocational education, and 
handicapped educat1on to name a few. Each of the 
variety of federal programs carrres with it its own rules, 
procedures, entitlements and the like. Such 
fragmentation cannot help but have un1ntended results. 
It would seem that impl1cit 1n this view that excludes 
cultural differences is the belief that handicap 1s the 
consequence of a b1omed1cal dev1ation and that spec1al 
education services are restrrcted to serv1ng children rn 
school that have med1cally defrned deviations that 
requ1re specral assistance. Yet, as noted prev1ously, 
deviance can also be v1ewed from a sacral system 
perspectrve. In thrs context then, the question becomes 
arbitrary. Why 1s a child a ((handicapped" child because 
he or she has problems in learn1ng as a consequence of 
certain rnferred conditions and not a ((handicapped" 
child because the learning problems are associated with 
cultural heritage, socroeconomrc differences or 
drfferences in nat1ve language? 
It seems obvious to us that the determrnatron that a 
learn1ng problem exrsts can be made with relative ease. 
To have to reduce attempts to understand and to explarn 
the complrcated rnterrelated processes that result in 
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learning failure to a single cause is the result of blind 
faith in the medical d1sease model. The major 
justification for determ1n1ng cause IS to determine 
whether or not extra help rs available and who w11l pay 
for it. 
Amencan education has for many years been 
concerned wrth what to do w1th the udiffrcult 25 
percent." We go through fad and fash1on in 
conceptualrzatrons as to the nature of th1s problem and 
what to do about rt. With legislation requrrrng an 
appropriate education in as normal a setting as possrble 
for children with handrcaps-handlcaps that for the 
most part are the result of sacral system labelrng by the 
schools-we have come full c1rcle. Vve have now created 
a new category of handicapped children w1th learning 
disability. Th1s hand1cap rs 1nferred or made out to be 
due to rather spec1f1c b1omedical causes. The learning 
farlure of large numbers of students whose d1ffrculties 
cannot be justrf1ed on these arbitrary tenuous grounds 
are ignored. 
Since PL. 94-142 funds are used exclusively for 
children d1agnosed as handrcapped, there is every 
reason to rncrease the number of students diagnosed as 
hand1capped As prevrously noted, federal funds come 
from a range of programs resulting from different laws 
(each with rts own regulatrons) passed to satrsfy or 
appease different special interest groups. Labeling 
children, however, to the wh1ms of lawmakers IS no way 
to ensure therr approprrate education. 
In most handrcapprng conditions, the labeled chrld is 
the vrctr m of stereotypr ng, altered expectatrons, 
prejudrce, mythologizrng, fears, and the l1ke. By rnsist1ng 
on vrewrng certain problems rn learn1ng as a hand1cap or 
a d1sabrlrty, we are requ1ring children to nsk disability to 
ga1n servrce. As a handrcap though, learn1ng disabrlity at 
present seems to occupy a rather spec1al status among 
the vanous handrcapp1ng cond1trons. Further, rt seems 
that the children wrth learnrng problems that do not 
qual1fy as handrcapped may be even more at risk. They 
are entrtled to specral education serv1ces and are lrkely 
to be vrewed as JUSt plarn slow, lazy, indrfferent, or 
troublesome. They have no sav1ng grace. 
Learning Disability - Special Status 
In addition to receivrng spec1al help through spec1al 
education and reducing the lrkelihood of being vrewed 
negatrvely because of unexpla1ned poor performance, 
there are other advantages assocrated with the learnrng 
drsabrlrty status. Learn1ng drsabrlrty IS less perjoratrve 
than emotionally drsturbed or mentally retarded 
Because he or she rs learn1ng drsabled, there is less 
likel1hood of blaming h1m or her for poor performance 
The chrld IS seen as not havrng control over the poor 
performance. Furthermore, the teacher 1s entitled to 
spec1al help and not held solely responsrble for the 
chrld's poor performance. 
Learning disability seems to occupy a unique status 
among handicapping cond itions. In addition to being 
seen more positively, it is believed thac with appropriate 
help, the chrld with a learning drsability more than likely 
will be able to achieve in such a manner as to move into 
more traditional mrddle class roles and occupatrons. 
Even though unsuccessful rn achiev1ng this goal, th1s 
child will have avoided the strgma of mental or 
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emot1onal impairment and the1r associated risk to self-
esteem and self acceptance. Further, in retrospect, low 
grades in school can be readily explained. 
In this sense, learning disability can be seen more as 
placing the child 1n the ranks of those who are dl rather 
than those who are uhandicapped." Gl1edman and Roth 
(1980) related Talcott Parsons' conceptualization of the 
srck role to disability. When an individual falls sick, that 
indiv1dual 1s excused from usual role obl1gat1ons so that 
he can get well as soon as poss1ble. The person 1s def1ned 
as powerless 1n one respect, berng unable to fulfill h1s or 
her role and redef1ned as powerful 1n another more 
narrow respect, be1ng capable of 1nfluenc1ng to a certain 
extent the speed w1th which he or she recovers. To be 
handicapped, accord1ng to Gl1edman and Roth, rs to be 
assigned a peculrarly destructive variant of the srck role. 
One is not merely powerless because one is sick; one is 
doubly powerless because one cannot be expected to 
master the role oblrgatrons of the healthy, able-bod1ed 
Individual. The sick able-bod1ed suceeds at gett1ng well, 
but because the handicapped person's def1cit IS not yet 
suscept1ble to cure, the handicapped person farls to 
assert a srmrlar mastery over h1s atlment. 
In th1s sense, the child labeled learn1ng disabled rs 
more ill than hand1capped. He or she 1s thought to be 
able to learn with appropriate help to compensate for or 
to overcome the diff1culty. Accommodations can be 
made for d1fferences 1n style of learn1ng and other 
unique and specrfrc interventions can be provided. W1th 
the expectatron of success through hard work and 
approprrate instructron, learn1ng dtsab1lity 1s much 
closer to illness than other d1sabrlittes whtch are not 
presently susceptible to cure. 
What 1t comes down to is that one rs better off 1f one 
can't help whatever IS wrong and others are conv1nced 
that one 1s doing all one can to get better. We are very 
hard on those we th1nk can help 1t and who have willfully 
created their own circumstances. Public attitudes 
toward obese persons give ample test1mony to this 
generalrzat1on. Yet, 1n another sense and from the po1nt 
of view of personal change and control of one's dest1ny, 
it is disastrous to adopt the point of view that one's 
circumstances are due to conditions that one cannot 
help. Is the ult1mate distinctron between regular and 
special education based on whether or not one can help 
performing poorly? Is specral education for those poor 
souls who can't help it? Is berng able to help rt the 
fundamental critenon that drstingu1shes "handicapped" 
from all others, us from them? Or is selectrve blaming 
and the need to blame somehow interwoven in subtle 
ways. Both ((blaming" and (( not helping it" fasten our 
concerns on deficits. If the mass of our regular 
educational effort is for those students relatrvely able to 
achieve mastery, then rt seems desirable to make special 
efforts and provide special education for those who 
need help regardless of whether or not they can help it 
and without resort1ng to blaming. 
We have previously observed that handicap 
sometimes is used to mean a condition within a person 
and sometimes to mean experiencing an obstacle to 
achievement of a specific goal, and that most often the 
intended meaning is not specified. Also rn reference to a 
specific person, handicap is sometimes used rn the 
context of the medical model to refer to individual 
pathology and sometimes in the context of sacral system 
• 
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labelrng to refer to a specral status that he or she 
occupres as a result of a process. Thrs process results in 
Judgement by others that the individual has a leg1ti mate 
excuse for being unable to exercise mastery over any 
rmportant aspect of hrs or her social life. A person so 
vrewed is a member of a class of persons not recogn1zed 
by one's socrety or culture as being normal or as a natural 
part of humanity. It has historic association w1th beggrng 
and helplessness and rs usually because of some physical 
or mental characterrst1c that commands attentron 
because of behavror or appearance. 
To add to the confusion, handicap 1s often used 
rnterchangeably with disabrl1ty. Disability may be 
thought of as a deprrvat1on of ability rn physrcal or 
mental funct1on1ng, and therefore less soc1ally or 
culturally determ1ned than handicap (Mathey and 
Trippe, 1981). A disabling cond1tion is one that interferes 
w1th funct1on1ng, and to be disabled calls for adaptation 
and adjustments. It would then seem to follow that 
handrcap more precrsely is prrmanly associated w1th the 
social labeling model and disability wrth the individual 
pathology model. 
Educational termrnology and legrslat1on has used the 
term hand1cap almost exclus1vely. If we assume the 
intention to be that of experiencing handicap rather 
than ind1v1dual dev1ance based on bromed1cal 
assessments, then to be hand1capped 1n school means 
that the chrld has a l1m1tatron that Interferes with 
successful school performance. Thus poor listen1ng, 
reading, spelling, writ1ng, or arithmetical skills can be 
very handrcapp1ng rn school. But it rs equally 
handicapprng to anyone regardless of 1nferred cause. 
Anyone rn this culture, for example, who does not read 
rs seriously limited or handicapped in a wide range of 
endeavors. But, readrng rs a skill and as such is differently 
drstrrbuted among persons. There is no single ucause" or 
underly1ng pathology that results 1n someone dorng 
poorly just as there is no one ((cause" for superior 
performance. Any one person 's performance is the 
result of a constellatron of rnterdependent genet1c 
constitutional and experrential events. Schools operated 
for many years with this orientation. Because reading is 
so important to successful school performance, tutorral, 
remedial, and other read1ng services were made 
available to help rmprove the reading performance of 
chtldren who d1d not do well. 
lnabdtty to drive a car sufficiently well to obtain a 
ltcense or avo1d accrdents can be very hand1capptng but 
there rs no one ((ca use" for thrs lack of skrll. Because a 
person experrences berng hand1capped as a result of the 
Inconvenience of having to make other arrangements 
for transportatron does not make the person (/driving 
handrcapped" (i.e, a member of a stigmatized group of 
persons labeled by others as being less than human). 
Back to learning disability; the inability to perform 
adequately 1n some or all basic school sk1ll areas can be 
very hand1capping in school and even later. However, 
thrs is qu1te different than berng regarded by others as 
less than human. And to the extent that it does, it seems 
only logical and humane to change the social system 
labeling practrce. 
Summary 
Rudolph Dreikurs (1971) suggested that nobody in 
the world gets more attention both at home and at 
school than the chi ld who isn't reading. He went on to 
say that contemporary research has as its main goal to 
provide teachers with justification for their inability to 
influence and teach children who refuse to learn and 
cooperate and thereby add to the child's problem rather 
than help it. Such concepts as dyslexia, cerebral 
dysfunction, and perceptual problems are highly 
overrated as causes, but they do serve to just1fy the 
failure of teachers with an ever-growing number of 
reluctant learners. For Dreikurs, the failure is rooted in a 
lack of a sense of belonging and cooperation. Failure to 
learn is a consequence of pursuing faculty, mistaken 
goals to re-establish one's sense of belonging. 
The educational system readily embraces the 
medical model to explain student failures, but stops 
there. In medicine, however, there is considerable 
interest in studying 11lnesses that occur as a consequence 
of medical treatment or interventions. There IS precious 
little in educat1onalliterature that parallels th1s study of 
iatrogenic illnesses 1n medicine. Such research wou ld 
exam1ne sources of pupil failure as a consequence of 
educational interventions. Such study m1ght be called 
d1dactogenic. 
In the preface to her wonderful account of teaching 
six young children with hearing impairment, Frances 
Pockman Hawk1ns (1969) dared ask questions along 
these lines. Her account deserves extens1ve quoting: 
About twenty-f1ve years ago in our d1n1ng room I had a 
dtscusston with a fnend, Dr. Harry Gordon, who was then 
work1ng with premature babies - premtes as they were 
called in our medical school's department of ped1atrics 
He was telltng me of the high tncidence of bltndness 
among bab1es betng saved in incubators. In my lay 
1gnorance and audaetty, I asked whether perhaps the 
same percentage would have been bltnd before, had they 
been saved I remember his thoughtful answer: 'No, 
Frances, we are doing it to them; we are doing someth1ng, 
the hospttal 1s doing it.' 
I remember also the initial profound exCitement and 
shock those words caused in my thirty-five-year old mind. 
The excttement I attribute to the realization that I was 
being spoken to from a frontier. I already knew my 
informant as a top pediatrician, scientist, fnend, and I felt 
the surety of his response reflected knowledge and work 
to be trusted. I still feel the strength that such men and 
women 1n teams around the world can g1ve all of us- al l 
who search. 
As some of you w tl l remember and others w tll have 
read, th1s part icu lar mystery - bli ndness tn premature 
bab1es or retrolental f1broplas1a - was cracked not long 
after th1s ep1sode. 
-and-
Faced with the failure of children in our schools, their 
fatlure to learn well along the track wh1ch school has 
paved for them, where are the school doctors (not from 
the outs1de) who wi ll say, with such 1nformed and 
perststent conv tctton, 'it IS someth1ng we are dotn g to 
them, our schools are dot ng to them?' Instead of seet ng a 
child's failure as a response to our do1ng, to our fa tlure, tt 
becomes a 'learn tng disabuty', a 'behavtor problem' and 
we are exonerated. 
Very much of what children need for their learn1ng 
must come d trectly and 1ndtrectly from adu lts. As oxygen 
to the lungs, 1t must be read ted for them and transm itted 
to them. Faced wtth failure in the process, we respond too 
easily by increasing the 1ntens1ty of the efforts which have 
already faded, and 1n doing so we may block the very 
channels through which children can gain knowledge and 
understanding. 
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High oxygen pressure attacks the deli cate lu ng t1ssues 
of the premature and so decreases the surface area 
through which it can be taken into th e bloodst ream A nd 
so, in many of our schools. The input we offer IS needed, 
yet not assimilated. What we offer with one tntent, but 
unanalyzed in its total meaning, has signaled another 
meaning Don't use you r reason, just memonze and pass a 
test wh tch wtl l not ask you to think 
I shou ld not be understood as oppostng tncubators fo r 
prematures, or 'methods' fo r teach1 ng of the young. In 
every ongotng work, even 1n the care and edu cat1on of 
children, there 1s a need for elements of mechantza tt on 
and routine. But these are always a danger They cannot be 
substitutes for learning to observe, for interpreti ng 
feedback, for bringing our own reason to bear upon the 
challenge of how to educate outs1de the home " 
It is important to recogn1 ze that lea rn1ng disability 
has emerged as a resul t o f a number o f fo rces operat1ng 
within a particu lar culture cl1mate at a t1me when o ther 
related developments were unfo ld1ng. Schools were 
recod1ng from the 1mpact o f Sputnik and its increased 
demands for p upil performance. The middle-cla ss 
orientation o f schools w as be1ng challenged by racial 
and ethnic m1 no n t1es, the Grea t Society was mounting 
war on poverty, schools were 1n a period of rap1d 
expansion, school child ren became more difficult to 
manage, the 1r pa rents co nf ro nt1ng rather than 
cooperative. Spec1al ed ucation fo r mental retardation 
and emotional d istubance did not remove all of the 
problem children from the classes and some children, 
who in an earl1 er day m1ght have been classified as 
reta rded could no longer be so labeled. Add to this 
scenano the aw areness that a small percentage of 
otherw1se soc iall y and academically competent 
students, students o f influential parents, were failing to 
thnve 1n one o r more o f the basic school skills. Learning 
d1sabil1 ty was an attracti ve alternative . And yet they 
learned q u1 te well as ev1denced by the fact that they are 
cons1dered otherw1se competent. It could be that they 
don't learn through th e usual school procedures having 
to re ly on other avenues and alternative procedures for 
ga1n1ng and processing skills and knowledge. Because 
t he1r r eq uire me nts d emand attention through 
alterna tive routes, 1t was easier to invoke the disease 
model and through special education nurture them 
Without ever questioning conventional, traditional 
practi ces. 
By calling this type o f child handicapped (learning 
d1 sa bl ed), 1t arti culates that he or she has a handicap in 
ach1 eving success in school. He or she, however, is not a 
member of that group o f children so deviant as to be 
cons1dered no t no rmal or less than human. Since we all 
at times experience handicap related to some purpose 
o r des ire, w e are all handicapped. If, however, we are all 
handicapped, the designation is not very helpful and, in 
fact, is meaningless. Handicap in another sense then is 
best seen as social system labeling by the schools and not 
a biomedical determined condition of physical or 
mental pathology. 
The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1974 
redefin ed a (/handicapped individual" as any person 
who 1) has a phys1cal or mental impairment which 
substantiall y limits one or more of such person's major 
li fe act1v1ties, 2) has a record of such an impairment, or 3) 
is regarded as hav1ng such an impairment. Our view is 
that schools cannot continue to create hand1cap at the 
same t1me that we have a nat1onal comm1tment to soc1al 
policy a1med at reduc1ng and elim1nat1ng hand1cap as 
well as hand1capism. 
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Generally the mark of a profess1on is the ex1stence of 
standards and practices that are generally accepted by 1ts 
pract1t1oners, systematically taught to those entenng the 
profession, and constantly under scrut1ny and rev1s1on 
to better serve the profession's clients. In the f1nal 
analysis, the justification for a profession's social 
acceptability is m1n1mallythat 1ts cl1ents are better served 
in matters related to the des1gnated scope of that 
profession than they would be by (/nonprofessional" 
(untrained, unlicensed, uncert1f1ed, etc.) persons. 
In recent years, educat1on, like most other 
professions (or sem1professions as some call education), 
has seen considerable growth in pract1t1oner 
speCialization. Even within a spec1alizat1on l1ke special 
education, most states regulate the issuance of seven, 
e1ght, or more add1tionalllcenses. One of these l1cences 
invanably includes endorsement to teach emotionally 
disturbed/ behaviorally disordered. The logic of creating 
greater numbers of specializations (subprofessions or 
sub-semiprofess1ons?) within a general area of pract1ce, 
denves from an assumption that specific pract1ces are 
clearly indicated 1n working effectively with certa1n 
types of problems or with certain types of clients. Too 
often left unsaid, but equally important, 1s the 
assumption that these practices are known and that their 
performance by members of the profess1on can 
reasonably be assured. 
Knowledge about those professional pract1ces that 
are most effect1ve in resolving the problems of special 
education students derive from two principal sources: 
clinical (and general life) experience and ((scientific" 
research (i.e., research which satisfies both common 
sense or the rudimentary rules of behavioral science). 
This chapter focuses on the latter. 
The observations in this chapter about the condition 
of the research base of special education for emotionally 
disturbed/behaviorally disordered students derive from 
a very modest examination of a very narrow topic. The 
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top1c IS how subjects are selected and descnbed in 
publ1shed reports of research on emotionally d1sturbed 
or behaviorally d1sordered children. While the cnteria 
used for the select1on of subjects 1n research may not 
seem of cruc1al ((practical 1mportance," it must be 
po1nted out that 1t 1s the method of selecting subjects of 
research that truly determines the top1c of that research. 
For example, If one 1s do1ng research on horses by 
study1ng as a group every an1mal 1n the horse barn 
(1nclud1ng dogs, cats, a s1ck goat, two m1ce, and the 
farmer hrmself), l1ttle definitive knowledge about horses 
will be ga1ned. Put simply, the method of selecting 
(/horses" was inadequate. 
If there is to be a research-based, client-centered 
JUStification for the rather spec1alrzed endeavor of 
categoncal education for behaviorally d1sordered 
students, two cond1t1ons must be met. There must be: 1) 
evidence that there are un1que qualities among 
members of that group and 2) demonstrably effective 
treatment pract1ces that correspond to those qualit1es. 
Th1s paper wrll 1gnore other poss1ble JUStifications for 
categorrcal educat1on of behav1orally disordered 
students (e.g., a systemic justif1cat1on which suggests 
that a crucially 1mportant benefit of educational 
programs for behaviorally disordered students is that 
they reduce constderably the disruption of the regular 
education program). Instead this chapter focuses on the 
extent to which a research base has been created wh1ch 
JUStifies categoncal 1dentificat1on and treatment of 
students as behaviorally disordered (emotionally 
disturbed, etc.). 
Purpose/Method of Review 
Th1s chapter d1scusses research on research in the 
area of childhood behavior disorders. The emphas1s of 
this examination was not on what specifically was 
((discovered", but on the methods by which the 
researchers approached the select1on and description of 
the sample of children wtth whom the study was 
conducted. In do1ng this, the 16 professional journals 
which appear to be most frequently referred to tn texts 
explaining what teachers should know and be able to do 
in working with emotionally disturbed/ behaviorally 
d1sordered children and youth were examined. These 
may be class1fied into three ((types"~ ((special education 
JOUrnals," ((behav1oral psychology journals," and 
general ((psychology JOUrnals." 
Issues of the most frequently cited journals 1n these 
three categones published in a ten-year penod up to 
Primary Labels 1978 were screened for research reports meetrng the 
followrng crrterra. 
1) Reports drscussed more than one subject. 
2) Subjects were rn a school settrng or of school age. 
3) Subjects were characterrzed as havrng socral 
behavror sufficrently abnormal to be of concern to 
an adult referrrng or treatment agent. 
4) The prrmary emphasrs of the artrcle was not on 
parent charactenstics. 
In the studres revrewed, fifteen drfferent prrmary 
labels were attached to the subjects of the research. 
" Prrmary label" refers to the termrnology most 
frequently used by the author(s) to subsume all subjects 
of the research (excludrng the words, chrldren, students, 
and subjects). The primary labels found employed, in 
the order of frequency are shown below: 
5) Subjects were not consrdered uautrstrc" or ''child 
schrzophren res. " Primary Label Frequency 
6) Research drd not concern the treatment of specific 
phobras 
7) Research drd not refer to delinquency without 
further descrrbrng the subjects as havrng persrstent 
emotronal and / or behavroral problems, so that 
srngle acts of delrnquency would not be equated 
wrth psychopathology. 
The number of research reports meetrng criterra rn the 
article rdentrfrcation process rncluded. 29 artrcles from 
specral educatron JOurnals, 84 artrcles from psychology 
JOUrnals, and 63 artrcles from behavroral psychology 
JOUrnals An arbitrary decrsron was made to randomly 
sample 25 percent or 21 artrcles from the psychology 
JOUrnal pool and equal numbers from each of the other 
two clusters. 
Table 1 
emotronally drsturbed 
drsruptrve 
behavrorally drsordered 
behavror problem 
de lr n que n t/ offender 
aggressrve 
predelrnquent 
conduct problem 
maladaptrng 
noncomplrant 
behavrorally drsabled 
behavrorally disturbed 
moderately drsturbed 
emotronally handrcapped 
conduct drsordered 
List of Journals Reviewed* 
Special Education Psychology Behavioral 
American Journal Behavror Modificatron (2) 
24 
8 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
of Orthopsychiatry (3) 
Child Development (1) 
Journal of Abnormal Child 
Psychology (3) 
Behavior Research and Therapy (4) 
Behavioral Disorders (0)** 
Exceptional Children (10) 
Journal of learning Disabilities (1) 
Journal of Special Education (1) 
Psychology in the Schools (6) 
21 
Journal of Clinical Psychology (2) 
Journal of Consulting and Clinical 
Psychology (9) 
Journal of Genetic Psychology (2) 
Psychological Reports (4) 
21 
Behavror Therapy (6) 
Journal of Applied Behavior 
Analysis (9) 
21 
*Number of articles selected from each journal appears in parenthesis 
**Included were articles from Behavroral Disorders in the population of articles. 
However, when randomly sampled, none were selected. 
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Primary Labels and the Semantics of Psychological 
Ideology 
The three journal types were found to differ 
considerably in the kinds of primary labels applied to the 
subjects of research reported in them. While a high 
degree of stmilanty was seen among special education 
and psychology journals in the applying of generic labels 
such as emotionally disturbed or behaviorally 
disordered to subjects, those articles 1n journals 
reflect1ng the ubehavtoral" perspective tended to apply 
primary labels descriptive of more narrowly def1ned 
behaviors of interest (e.g., disruptive, aggressive, 
noncompl1ant) far more frequently. Th1s 1s not to say, 
however, that 1ncreas1ng precis1on has been employed 
1n the designation of subjects 1n research reported in 
behav1oral psychology journals. It simply means that the 
subjects about which the author is reporting are 
1ncluded with1n a more h1ghly speclf1c terminology. 
11 Disrupt1ve," for example, seems more narrowly 
defined than ('emotionally disturbed." If, however, as is 
the case in a study by Barrish et al. (1969), an entire 
regular education classroom of fourth graders IS 
cons1dered ((d1srupt1ve," for all the apparent speclf1city 
of the term, one may quest1on how adequately the 
Individual subjects have been described by the term. 
O perational Definitions 
Primary labels are not, however, particularly 
important in the ultimate designation of the sample 
studied. It 1s the operational definition that serves 1) to 
determ1ne how Individual subjects have been 1ncluded 
in a study, 2) to describe those persons in the study's 
sample, and 3) to differentiate the persons a study is 
uabout" from those it is not about. 
In a rev1ew of 63 studies representing the body of 
research-based knowledge on the treatment of 
behavior disordered students, on ly 4 methods of 
operationally defined pnmary labels (selecting subjects) 
were identifiable. In terms of the1 r frequency of use, 
they were the inclusion of subjects as representative of 
the primary label on the basis of: 
1) being in a setting or program for children 
designated by the pnmary label (25) 
2) betng nominated or referred to the study as 
children representing the primary label with no 
additional definitional or diagnostic criteria 
applied (25) 
3) being rated by one or more nonclinical persons 
on characteristics or symptoms with the primary 
label based on those rated characteristics (8) 
4) being clinically judged as representing 
particular psycholog1cal symptomology or 
being grouped along these dimens1ons, or 
being referred as being representative of the 
primary label with specific diagnostic criteria 
applied to validate the labels (5). 
Remarkably, then, over 80 percent of the studies 
reviewed selected subjects by presence in a setting 
(remember the horse in the barn?) or by so licit1ng and 
accept1ng nominations of subjects without any attempt 
to substantiate, quantify, or qualify the cases of those 
n omi n ations. Litt le wonder that '(clinical and 
experientia l knowledge" provides the primary bases for 
p rofessional decis1ons and practices in this field. 
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In addition to the gross problems in subject select1on 
and description already noted are others which affect 
the eventual pract1cal ((usability" of this body of 
research. Among these are: 1) about half the studies 
reported subjects ages in ranges of four or more years, 
and almost none conducted analyses of results by age; 2) 
l1ttle interest was shown for sex as an 1mportant 
behav1oral variables; 3) fewer than 20 percent of the 
studies reported the I.Q.'s of subjects despite the 
consistent strength of I.Q. measures to predict 
performance of research subJects; 4) only one 1n seven 
studies reported the academic ability of subjects despite 
the fact that the vast majority of the studies involved 
school setttngs; 5) fewer than 20 percent of the studies 
reported the socioeconomic class of subjects; and 6) 
fewer than 10 percent of the 63 studies provided 
research resu Its broken down according to individual 
subjects. Many more specifics could be given about 
subject selection and description practices, but the 
potnt has already been made. 
Personal Observations 
If two maJor conclusions can be drawn from this 
modest study of stud1es, they would be 1) that special 
educators (or anyone else for that matter) ought to be 
very humble about making implicit or explicit claims of 
expertise about the nature and appropriate treatment of 
childhood behav1or d1sorders; and 2) that when you get 
right down to it, w1thout significant reconceptualization 
of the methods and rededication to the purpose of 
research efforts the real subject of this research will 
probably continue to be the various theories about 
children's behav1or d1sorders rather than any group of 
children currently or potentially identified as 
manifesting them. While these conclusions may be 
perce1ved as negat1ve, there 1s no particular reason to 
present them as such. Certainly humility IS far superior to 
arrogance, particularly among people operating from 
very incomplete knowledge. Second, there is no logical 
reason why pract1t1oners should not be Identified by 
their favored theory and tra1ning rather than client 
group designation, 1n this case emotionally disturbed or 
behaviorally disordered students. Such Identification 
could be made clear by theory or method Identifying 
occupational titles such as school behavior modif1er, 
Dystar remedial reading teacher, school 
psychotherapist, and so forth. These would all be clearly 
more empirically JUStifiable than categorical special 
education, although for a number of historical and 
political reasons, almost none of which make much 
sense, special education is unlikely to go in such a 
direction . This brings us back to the recurnng theme of 
this paper, which 1s: If one seeks to JUstify or evaluate 
current professional practice in the area of treating the 
behavior disorders of school age children from 
published literature, there is a v1rtually insurmountable 
problem. Researchers simply do not often select and/or 
describe their subjects in ways that allow one to 
meaningfully evaluate the extent to which programs are 
effective for behaviorally disordered students in general 
or for students w1th specific types of disorders, 
concentrating instead on documenting the efficacy of 
their favored theory. The magnitude of this problem 
becomes readily apparent to anyone who would try to 
organize systematically what research has previously 
been done with behav1or disordered children. As Balow, 
Rubin, and Rosen noted in their extensive rev1ew of 
l1t~rature relat1ng pre- and peri-natal complications to 
later behav1or d1sorders. 
"The problems of definition and measurement, while they 
appear first to be ma1nly 1 techn1cal' psychometric 
problems, upon examination become challenges to much 
of the current th1nk1ng in the f1eld of child behav1or" 
(1977, p 84). 
G1ven the lack of meaningful descnptions of those 
children w1th whom research is conducted, summanes 
of that research tend to become little more than 
annotated b1bl1ograph1es with uscholarly" transition 
phrases. Only through abundant faith, cons1derable 
w1shful th1nk1ng, and a ready willingness to leap chasms 
of 1gnorance w1th bold inferences can anyone claim that 
much 1s be1ng learned about those children and youth 
for whom, or in the name of whose d1agnost1c category, 
thousands of spec1al education programs have been 
founded. Contemporary research has led to 
considerable elaboration and proliferation of 
techn1ques w1th1n the various psycholog1cal 
perspectives, but 1n terms of knowledge about the client 
group there has been little progress 1ndeed. 
Cons1der the language used. The descnptive labels 
used 1n refernng to the subjects of th1s research are 
almost exclusively determined by our theoretical 
perspective For example, in studies published in 
behavioral psychology JOUrnals one may f1nd the same 
pnmary label, ud1srupt1ve," appl1ed to children and 
youth rang1ng from res1dents of a state hosp1tal whose 
disruptions are reported to 1 ncl ude 'f1ght1 ng, swean ng, 
and throwing objects'" to some k1ndergarten children 
whose presenting problem 1s that they were talking and 
not staying on the1r mats dunng rest penod. S1mllar 
examples are available from research governed by other 
theoretical perspectives. 
Cons1der that 1n approx1matley 40 percent of the 
research on childhood behav1or d1sorders, subjects are 
Included by be1ng 1n a sett1ng or program where all 
children were assumed merely by the1r presence to f1t 
the descnptive term1nology employed by a researcher; 
and that 1n another 40 percent subjects are 1ncluded 
solely on the basis of be1ng nominated by someone as 
representing whatever category of problem behavior a 
researcher wished to examine. In none of these cases are 
the subjects a sample in any probabilistic sense. The 
problems of this sort of subject 1nclusion are readily 
apparent when one looks carefully at what kind of a 
p1cture of a study's subjects can be gained from these 
dom1nant research pract1ces. 
Cons1der first those stud1es 1nclud1ng subjects solely 
on the bas1s of their be1ng 1n a sett1ng where students are 
reported as emotionally d1sturbed, behaviorally 
d1sordered, maladaptive, and so forth. The problem 
here 1s s1mply that the reader who would like to p1cture 
the students with whom this research was conducted 
can only revert to a personal mental image of what kind 
of students are found 1n such settings. As far as the 
research report is concerned, behaviorally disordered 
students are defined as those students who are 1n 
sett1ngs for behav1orally d1sordered students. The 
circularity of such a description might be more tolerable 
if th.ere was any ev1dence that the charactenst1cs of 
children or youth placed in programs for emotionally 
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d1sturbed or behav1orally d1sordered students were 
more or less constant w1th1n and across settings. 
However, the fact IS that they are not. Sol1d ev1dence of 
th1s was prov1ded by Browne (1975) 1n a study of 
d1fferences among students in vanous types of 
educational sett1ngs for emotionally disturbed students 
1n Massachusetts. In Browne's study, systematic and 
stat1st1cally s1gnlficant d1fferences were found 1n such 
cruc1al vanables as I.Q. , academ1c achievement, 
socioeconomic status, behav1or rat1ngs, and clln1cal 
diagnosis of students 1n d1fferent programs. 
Some writers attempt, by present1ng lists of collective 
problems or m1sbehav1ors of the subjects, to ref1ne 
inclus1on by sett1ng. For example, 1n one study, the 
subjects' ucollect1ve m1sbehav1or" was reported to 
1nclude uf1ght1ng, truancy, d1sobed1ence, sexual 
promiscuity, th1every, temper tantrums, and specif1c 
infractions of school rules." While at f1rst glance this may 
s~em to help p1cture the subjects, If one were to make a 
s1milar ltst of the collective m1sbehav1or of Iowa 's special 
educat1on teachers on any given Fnday n1ght, the 
problem 1n equat1ng such a l1st w1th adequate subject 
descnpt1on would be readily apparent. 
Cons1der next the 40 percent of the stud1es 1n wh1ch 
subjects were 1ncluded on the bas1s of be1ng nom1nated 
or referred as representing a particular problem or 
problem behav1or. The most blatant problem w1th th1s 
form of subject selection 1s that it IS often the nature of 
the env1ronment and the soi1C1tat1ons of the researcher, 
more than the 1ntens1ty or chron1c1ty of the problem 
behav1or, wh1ch determines the referred subjects. The 
extremes of th1s tendency were shown 1n the two studies 
of students referred as disruptive. Both groups were 
1ndeed d1srupt1ve 1n someone's eyes: one group 
apparently was disruptive enough to be sent to a state 
mental hosp1tal. The other group was disruptive enough 
that the teacher was wlll1ng to part1c1pate in a behav1or 
modif1cat1on program to keep them qu1etly on the1r 
mats dunng rest penod. 
Not only does this 1mprec1s1on 1n describing students 
cause the pnmary literature to communicate 
cons1derably less than need be the case, it spills over into 
reviews of that same literature. One of the studies 
exam1ned in this review was one by Barrish, Saunders, 
and Wolf (1969). In this study, an entire class of fourth 
graders is described as disruptive. A group contingency 
program is established, but two students who have 
previously "been referred to the pnnc1pal on a number 
of occasions for disruptive behavior" were dropped 
from the program because their continued 
disruptiveness was judged to unfairly penalize the other 
ch ildren. In short, w1th these two students the program 
failed. However, in five reviews of literature on 
umethods of" teaching children with disordered 
behavior in which this study is referred to, in only one 
did the authors mention that this program had totally 
faded with the most disruptive of the students. 
Obviously, better descriptions of subjects will not 
improve the general lack of specificity unless those using 
the research care about the accurateness of what they 
communicate. 
What then is the present state of research related to 
the task of providing special services for children and 
youth w1th adjustment problems? Generally, it would 
seem that there is consistent evidence that random 
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attempts to work w1th such children have shown success 
over the short term when success is measured as group 
effects. However, if one is interested in more specific 
notions of what types of programs are most effective 
with what types of students, there is very little that can be 
sa1d. Notions of pupil characterstics-treatment 
interactions such as that outlined by Lynda! Rich 1n the 
March 1980 issue of Iowa Perspective are interesting 
conjecture but lack empirical substantiation. The reason 
for this is, as has been noted, that researchers have been 
interested almost exclusively in validat1ng techniques; 
to borrow a notion of philosopher Suzanne Langer 
(1969L they are interested in, ((doing the whole science 
at once." Researchers must improve on the specificity of 
treatment efforts according to the characteristiCS of 
those widely varying individuals who populate programs 
for behav1orally disordered students If this field is 
eventually to justify 1ts existence on grounds other than 
its offering a place for students wanted nowhere else. 
In only 20 percent of the studies reviewed were 
subjects included in the study or considered as specific 
subgroups with1n the study based on any type of 
assessment of subJect characteristics by the researcher 
prior to including an individual in a study sample. 
Whether this is the case because ies simply Inconvenient 
to do so, because researchers assume a homogeneity of 
subjects despite irrefutable evidence to the contrary, or 
because they do not consider it relevant to their 
philosophy of treatment, cannot be said with surety. It 
can be sa1d, however, that there is considerable 
atheoret1cal research to suggest that reliable means of 
collect1ng information about important indiv1dual 
characteristics are available to researchers in the form of 
the various behavior rating scales that have been 
developed 1n the past 20 years. They are not flashy and 
unfortunately will seldom appeal to those who wish to 
probe the psychiatric depths of a subject's personality or 
to those who will accept only what they can count. To 
others, they seem to offer some hope that present 
procedures can be improved upon considerably 
without starting from scratch. 
The most frequently used rating scales are those 
which ask a rater, usually a parent, teacher, and / or 
clinician, to specify the degree to which words or 
phrases describing traditionally accepted symptoms of 
childhood and adolescent psychopathology (disturbing 
behaviors) are present in the young person being rated. 
The subjects' ratings are then compared to clusters of 
symptoms already identified as more or less 
independent syndromes or problems identified through 
factor analysis of the ratings of a standardizing sample. 
The logic of their use stems from the fact that people 
who see children on a daily basis can make pretty 
accurate assessments of the frequency and intensity of 
that behavior. The utility of their use is that they assess 
students on a wide range of noteworthy behaviors. The 
best known of these scales is probably The Behavior 
Problem Checklist (Peterson, 1961; Quay, Morse and 
Cutler, 1966) although several others exist. 
Behavior rating scales have an impressive within-
setting reliability, are accommodating to environmental 
variations in behavior, involve relatively little cost and 
time to administer, have the potential for eventual 
standardization, and do not violate common sense. 
Beyond this they encourage consideration of research 
• 
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outcomes on a basis more refined than the total group. 
The present tendency to do group research with no 
specific attention directed to individuals or subgroups 
w1thin the larger group has totally supported the 
domination of research about theories as opposed to 
about children. Any means that can beg1n to interject 
sharper focus is highly needed if we are to justify our 
categorical identifications let alone develop more 
effective child treatment practices. Reasonably reliable 
means for accomplishing this exist, and If anyone were 
interested these could easily be further improved by 
greater objectification and standardization. 
But more careful descriptions and analysis of the 
effects of programs on 1ndiv1duals or subgroups is only a 
beg1nning to the kind of subject description that will be 
required if this field hopes to develop an adequate 
understanding of its clients and its effects on their lives. 
Researchers in other areas of education and psychology 
have demonstrated frequently and conv1ncingly that 
there are a number of factors which are highly related to 
behavior. Among these variables are age, sex, mental 
age, academic abil1ty, and socioeconomic status. 
Despite these strong 1ndicat1ons that these are variables 
about wh1ch researchers must be concerned if they are 
to do client-centered versus theory-centered research, 
and desp1te the fact that subjects of present research are 
often very different in regard to these factors, seldom 
d1d the authors of the research reviewed examine 
and / or report the effects of these variables in their 
particular studies. Neither was variability of behavior 
across settings ever used as an independent variable, 
even though 1t has appeal in distinguishing between 
abnormal behavior deriving from an abnormal mental 
state ('(emotional disturbance") as opposed to abnormal 
behav1or which is learned (((a behavior d1sorder"). Why? 
Probably because these terms have become markers of 
philosophy but treated otherwise as meaningless. 
However, there is good reason to suspect that they could 
have cons1derable meaning should anyone care to 
explore them carefully. 
Few procedures have been shown to be as important 
in presenting a meaningful picture of subjects of 
research as control groups and follow-up procedures. 
G1ven the well-documented transcience of problem 
behaviors in childhood, the thoughtful use of these 
procedures is imperative to the researcher who wishes 
to accommodate th1s known fact. Most behavioral and 
emotional problems of childhood are resolved w1thout 
treatment by certified educational or clinical personnel. 
This does not demean professional efforts. Most 
Infections are cured without the intervention of medical 
personnel. This does not mean that med1cal personnel, 
or their med1ci nes, are not usefu I in treating infections. 
It does mean, however, that if one wants to know if they 
are more useful than any alternative treatment, 
Including nontreatment, one must use a comparable 
control group. Given the powerful effects of time, 
concerned others, and change of environment, the 
behavioral researcher must add to this requirement a 
follow-up of these groups over time. 
These two techn1ques: the use of comparable 
control groups and follow-up procedures, were used in 
only one of the 63 studies examined for this chapter. 
That single study, by Kent and O 'Leary (1976), showed 
temporary success of a behavror modification program, 
but no difference between treated and nontreated 
11Conduct problem" groups over a follow-up period 
wh1ch Included environmental change. It is a study 
wh1ch may inteqect some measure of real1sm about the 
total 1mpact of 1ntervent1on efforts. Replication of th1s 
type of effort, examining more carefully 1nd1v1dual 
subjects wtll be welcomed by those who are wtlltng to 
openly challenge the strength of the1r present bel1efs 1n 
pursuit of improved profess1onal pract1ces 
If control groups and follow-up procedures seem so 
prom1s1ng 1n develop1ng a better understanding of what 
1s be1ng or might be accompl1shed 1n th1s f1eld, why are 
they so seldom used? One reason, of course, 1s that they 
make research more difficult since tw1ce the number of 
subjects and sett1ngs are requ1red. Another factor, no 
doubt, IS that they require much more t1me than the 
other research found 1n the general literature At least 1n 
terms of gett1ng publ1shed, an Important factor 1n the 
lives of most academ1cs, less of an effort has been 
adequate. Also, qu1te likely, these procedures may be a 
little frighten1ng to researchers w1th vested Interests 1n 
the status quo, s1nce 1t 1s considerably eas1er to show 
pos1t1ve effects when there IS the natural course of 
maturation work1ng in the1r favor, as well as the 
reassurance that any attempt to solve a problem usually 
bnngs some measure of success. Finally, some may 
assume that 1t IS wrong to depnve a child or youth of the 
treatment that he/ she needs in the name of 1mproved 
research methodologies. Haywood (1977) has 
responded to th1s argument 1n some comments he made 
regard1ng s1milar problems 1n the study of mental 
retardation: 
Translated literally, that means that s1nce we are tn 
possession of revealed truth, we must not depnve anyone 
of its benef1ts Th1s (stren) song 1s deadl1est s1nce 1ts 
assumption IS that knowledge that 1s worthwhile comes 
about by revelation, rather than by systematiC tnqutry. (p. 
314) 
Based on the rather limited ev1dence now on hand, 
researchers should feel fairly safe 1n proceed1ng w1th 
control groups followed over a penod of time. When 
untreated groups are not poss1ble alternatively treated 
groups are an acceptable opt1on. But g1ven the present 
sophistication of treatment procedures there is simply 
very little evidence that the denial of general programs 
(special education) for general categories (emotionally 
disturbed) or more specific treatments (behavioral 
techniques) for more specifically designated categories 
(conduct d1sorders) wdl 1n the long run be to the 
detnment of control subjects (Calhoun and Elliott, 1977; 
Kent and O'Leary, 1976; Vacc, 1972). 
S1xteen years ago, Carl Fen1chel (1965) noted that ((As 
yet there is little sol1d ev1dence based on statistical 
stud1es or controlled research to measure the value of 
any special education program." That statement, at least 
1n regard to children with d1sordered behavior, remains 
pretty much true today. To change that, there must be 
more people willing to put their faith on the line, but 
there is no shortage of appropriate research techniques 
to test the soundness of that faith. Our intentions are 
generally good, and it is hope that they are not paving 
many roads to hell, but what is being accomplished may 
be less or more or very d1fferent from what one might 
have reason to conJecture at th1s po1nt 1n the infancy of 
our special education. 
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Practitioners can always use more techniques in 
work1ng w1th children 1n th1s f1eld. It must be 
remembered, however, that there are already more 
techniques than anyone can poss1bly read about, let 
alone master The task must become eventually to sort 
through what has been amassed to see 1f any of these 
techniques has consistent util1ty 1n affect1ng change 1n 
children, and wh1ch children, and what kind of change 
And to do this count1ng and publ1c1z1ng failures 1s JUSt as 
important as the record1ng of successes. Nothing 1n th1s 
field has been less 11SC1enttf1c" than the tendency to 
prefer stat1st1cally s1gn1ficant f1ndings over well-
designed stud1es 1n mak1ng dec1s1on about what will be 
published. 
Spec1al education for children and youth 1dent1fied 
as emotionally d1sturbed 1s a federally mandated, 
hundreds-of-million dollar pol1cy, the general effects of 
wh1ch have been remarkably poorly evaluated. While 
one hopes that the efforts mandated through P.L. 94-142 
have a posit1ve effect on the l1ves of chddren referred to 
as behaviorally d1sordered, there 1s precious l1ttle 
ev1dence one way or the other. Generally, the 
JUStification for the growth of th1s profess1on has denved 
from that law rather than from ev1dence that what is 
done 1n th1s f1eld 1s generally benef1c1al to 1ts cl1ents. 
Unfortunately, th1s legal justif1cat1on for existance has 
lulled concerns about the logical or eth1cal JUstif1abll1ty 
of our practices. For example, recently a nat1onal 11 needs 
assessment" of programs for emotionally disturbed 
students was conducted A lot of money was Invested to 
determ1ne how many more programs for emotionally 
d1sturbed students are needed. From one perspective It 
m1ght be useful to have some 1dea whether programs for 
emotionally disturbed students tend to help or hinder 
the1r eventual adjustment (and at what cost) before 
talk1ng about how many are uneeded." The horse 
appears to be behind the cart and there 1s little evidence 
that it 1s ga1n1ng ground. 
I have fa1th that as a f1eld, education for children with 
behav1or d1sorders wtll surv1ve and grow from hard-
nosed research on the effectiveness of its programs for 
children with behav1or d1sorders. But I emphasize that 
word faith. It is hoped that, 1n the interim, as we 
advocate more programs and polic1es for this troubled 
group of children and youth, we will keep in mind that 
we do so on belief, not ev1dence. We must be espec1ally 
wary that we don't advocate for ourselves in their name. 
F1nally, I feel strongly that our branch of speCial 
education needs to open 1tself to scrutiny by 
nontraditional means. Although William James, 
preeminent psychologist of his day, warned us 80 years 
ago that ((to know psychology ... is no guarantee that we 
shall be good teachers," special educat1on has adopted 
the research methods of psychology as its own. If we 
knew that we knew all the right questions to ask about 
our practice, this might not be limiting. But do we? We 
simply need to theorize less and collect more data. Let us 
encourage others simply to watch us and describe us and 
what we do, and let us watch and describe ourselves. 
This is no less science than what we are doing now. 
Researchers must humbly proceed, improving 
traditional research practices, and making much more 
room, 1n fact encouraging new conceptualizations of 
what constitutes research on children and youth with 
behav1or disorders. They need to look carefully at new 
or alternative models working with children w1th senous 
adjustment problems and to describe those extremes of 
service from which we may all derive inspiration and 
rededication. Above all else, researchers must 
remember that the services offered to children and 
youth in the future will be determined by the way that 
those in their socially pnvdeged role define their 
responsibility today. The prospect should weigh more 
heavily than that of maintaining any particular psycho-
social ideology. 
Finally, with some trepidation, I'll try to respond to a 
quest1on about (/the 1mplicat1ons of all th1s for 
practitioners who are turning to the literature for ideas." 
In doing so, my comments are based on my own 
experience as a teacher. My comments may reflect only 
my own idiosyncracies. 
Teachers l1ve in a world wh1ch is very d1fferent from 
that of the profess1onal scholar/ researcher. It 1s easy for 
researchers to overvalue what is and what should be the 
impact of the1r work on the professional pract1ces of 
teachers. Teachers are as likely (actually more likely) to 
be Influenced by cl1n1cal 1ntuit1ons and expenent1al 
knowledge as they are research findings. Most often 
the1r new 1deas come from inspiration, word of mouth, 
or the (/nonsc1ent1f1c" l1terature that teachers wnte for 
other teachers. Teachers are uttl1tanan, and research, 
like ideas from their peers, must satisfy the scrut1ny of a 
pract1cal eye. If teachers are to use research, that 
research must serve their commitment to prov1ding 
educationally sound and enjoyable academic and social 
expenences to indiv1dual students. But teachers do and 
wdl continue to use research that 1S of pract1cal value. 
Certainly in mainstreaming mildly mentally retarded 
students, teachers and teacher organizations, based on 
research ev1dence and pract1cal expenence, have been 
the pnme movers of a radical change 1n educat1onal 
pract1ces in just a few years. 
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It seems unlikely, however, that pract1c1ng teachers 
will invest themselves very much in the kinds of research 
on childhood behavior disorders rev1ewed for this 
chapter. One reason for this is that for the most part, 
informal systems ex1st among teachers wh1ch prov1de 
information which is as useful and often more useful to 
them. The profess1onal Interchange 1n which one 
teacher tells another that a particular act1v1ty, techn1que, 
set of materials, etc. ((worked pretty well 1n my class" 
differs little from the bulk of the published research on 
children's behavior disorders in wh1ch the same bas1c 
message is conveyed through statistiCS, charts, and tables 
of group data. And research on the ((characteristics" of 
children w1th behav1or disorders 1s generally of even less 
util1ty. 
Second, the publ1shed research on children and 
youth with behav1or disorders tends to cover only a 
narrow part of what teachers must accomplish 1n the 
classroom. If my goals as a teacher are representative, 
teachers tend to look to academ1c achievement as the 
most sound and realistic measure of a student's (and 
the1r own) success. Yet with the exception of what might 
be considered ((creat1ng a favorable env1ronment for 
learn1ng"- without quest1on a v1tally important factor 
in learning - not much research on students with 
behav1or d1sorders even touches 1ssues of academic 
progress. 
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Third, research as presently written up is 
cumbersome and not at all amenable to the needs of 
teachers. Reviews of past research and highly technical 
and pedantic descriptions of research procedures and 
outcomes jammed with weighty statistics are not only of 
little use to teachers, they are seldom justified in the first 
place, since few of the (/samples" 1n our research are 
randomly drawn from any population of children 
manifesting the primary label. Teachers want and feel a 
true need for new ideas, but the bottom line IS whether 
they appear appropnate to the teacher's goals, 
problems, and need to provide stimulation and variation 
1n the lessons they prepare for the1r students and 
whether they seem ltke they'll probably be successfu I. 
These are not considerations based on categorical 
classf1cat1ons of students; they are universal to teachers 
and, therefore, such needs are often better fulfilled by 
publications designed to provide teachers with creative 
1deas and to g1ve them a forum for sharing ideas. 
When one carefully scratches the veneer of our often 
very presumptuous statistical analyses, it becomes rather 
clear that the exclus1ve clubs of tra1ned academics who 
s1t on the ed1tonal boards of professional journals have 
done little in shaping the professional knowledge base 
that would have been above the ability of most spec1al 
educat1on pract1t1oners. If only by default it seems long 
overdue that practitioners be g1ven much greater 
opportun1ty to part1c1pate 1n decisions about what 
appears 1n professional JOUrnals. In professional JOUrnals 
related to applied fields, like special education, where 
clinical and experiential knowledge will always be as 
strong a determinant of pract1ce as is formal research, a 
forum for 1nformal research (1 1 thlngs that did and did not 
work") really ought to exist beside the formal studies. 
From th1s rev1ew, the gap 1n epistomolog1cal punty 
between the (/formal" and (( informal" research is 
narrow indeed. 
I suppose there are other ((implications" of this study 
of how we do research for teachers, but honestly I th1nk 
the 1mplicat1ons are really for researchers. It is 
unreasonable to expect teachers to read much of the 
(/professional" literature s1mply out of fd1altty to a 
professional group. It is unrealistic to expect that 
teachers will read much of the professional literature 
unless 1t IS more useful to them 1n what they do and what 
they advocate than other l1terature available. The ball1s 
really in the court of the researchers. For too long we 
have been wlll1ng to ex1st 1n total d1agreement about 
everything except that there ought to be more programs 
for emotionally disturbed/ behaviorally disordered 
students. D1rect1on IS badly needed. 
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To Punish or to Heal: The Issues and Dynamics 
of Educating Emotionally Disturbed Children 
by Virginia Rezmierski and Marla Frudden Rubinstein 
Virginia Rezmierski IS currently director of a 
National Model Project for school- aged 
Handicapped Students called The Intervention By 
Prescription Project (I BP) and an assistant professor 
of education at the Un1versity of Michigan-
Dearborn. As a former teacher of emotionally 
d1sturbed students, consultant to teachers, and 
special education administrator 1n the schools, her 
teaching at the University 1s focused on providing 
regular education teacher candidates with a wide 
range of information regard1ng students with 
special needs. As director of the IBP ProJect, she 1s 
actively attempt1ng to prov1de 1nformat1on to 
educators and cl1n1c1ans regarding the cntica l need 
for developmental information 1n diagnosis and 
the usefulness of a problem-solving model to 
restore clinical rigor to the consideration of school 
and child-centered problems. 
Marla Frudden Rubinstein 1s a doctoral student 
in educational psychology at the Univers1ty of 
Michigan. Formerly a school psychologist, she is 
currently the Project Assistant for the Intervention 
By Prescription (IBP) Project, a Hand1 capped 
Children's Model ProJect. The ProJect 1s a1med at 
developing and 1mplement1ng an alternat1ve to the 
psychometric model of assessment in the schools 
which 1s based on developmental pnnc1ples and 
ecological1nformation. She is also a therapist and is 
doing research on family Interaction patterns 
through the Family Therapy Project at the 
University of Michigan. 
Over the past twenty years, the focus of programs for 
educating emotionally disturbed (E.D.) students has 
changed several t1mes. One of the most persistently 
d1ff1cult problems for spec1al educators, one which has 
contributed to changes in focus, has been that of 
def1n1ng what ((emotional disturbance" means. With 
confusion as to who should be included 1n the 
population of students called (I disturbed," 1t follows that 
there would be conttnual controversy regard1ng the 
procedures to be used to 1dent1fy th1s population and 
the objectives of the educational programs for this 
group. Indeed, this has been the case. Discussions about 
definition and appropriate educational programs have 
appeared frequently 1n the literature. Few authors, 
however, have attempted to descnbe the ways 1n which 
the dynamics of 1nd1vidual and system responses to th1s 
population of students have added yet another 
s1gn1f1cant element to the confus1on in this f1eld. 
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In th1s chapter we will explore the 1ssues in educating 
emot1onaly disturbed students, examine the dynamic 
responses of ind1v1duals and systems, and discuss some 
of the ways in which they enter into the decision-making 
process in schools. Finally, we will briefly review two 
models which have the potent1al, if purposefully used, 
for decreasing the confus1on around the 1ssues of 
def1n1t1on and programming and the negative effects of 
1nd1v1dual and system responses. In the way that a 
comprehensive road map assists a traveler in reaching a 
destination by illuminating options without depriving 
h1m of dec1s1ons regarding route and sched ule, these 
models have the potential for ass1sting educators 1n 
ma1nta1n1ng the1r focus on the problem-solving task 
wtth E. D. students, Without so often becoming derailed 
by changes of focus and obJeCtive. 
Definition and Educational Philosophy 
Before one can understand why the educat1on of E. 
D students has seemed to persist 1 n a state of confus1on, 
1t 1s necessary to f1rst separate issues of definit1on from 
those of educational philosophy. Definitional issues 
have not been easy to agree upon for any of the areas of 
spec1al educational service for any of the handtcaps. 
However, defin1ng emotronal disturbance is especially 
problematic because it is the product of how broadly 
soc1ety, and educat1on in particular, defines its 
responsibilities to chrldren. How emot1onal disturbance 
IS defined also reflects the orrentat1on a group of persons 
holds regarding the meaning of behaviors. 
There are bas1cally three orientations to child 
behav1or which are reflected in the literature- ways in 
which child behav1ors are assigned meaning. From the 
f1rst onentation, behaviors are v1ewed as indices of the 
1nd1v1dual's state of health on a cont1nuum which ranges 
from mental sickness to mental health. This (I sick-well," 
or med1cal, orrentat1on places the focus of the problem 
most often within the child. It also leads one to bel1eve 
that a statement m1ght be designed which establishes 
def1n1tive cut-off points, against which children's 
behav1oral patterns m1ght be judged and decis1ons of 
group 1nclusion or exclus1on m1ght be made. Students 
may thus be judged to be either disturbed or not from 
their behavioral response patterns. 
In the second orientation, behav1ors are viewed as 
s1gns of the nature of Interactions between two persons. 
This (linteractive," or ecologtcal, onentation leads one 
to exam1ne the envtronments w1th1n which a chtld 
funct1ons for the mean1ng of the behaviors wh1ch are 
observed. Rather than behav1ors having mean1ng 
relat1ve to the s1ckness or health of the child, they are 
meaningless w1thout knowledge of their interactive 
target and purpose For those at the extreme of th1s 
onentat1on, emotional disturbance- mental Illness -1s 
a myth w1thout existence unless the system 1s also 
v1ewed as dysfunct1ve. Many 1n the f1eld of spec1al 
education now approach the problem of emot1onal 
d1sturbance 1n the schools from a vanat1on or 
combination of these first two onentat1ons. 
In the th1rd onentat1on behav1ors are exam1ned as 
they compare to, or dev1ate from, those behav1ors of the 
norm for a g1ven age group within the same context Th1s 
((normative -nonnormative," or ep1dem1olog1cal, 
approach leads one to constantly adJust the parameters 
of a def1n1t1on accord1ng to the normative behav1ors of a 
g1ven population. What I may choose to def1ne as 
abnormal behav1or 1n one popuiat1on may not be 
def1ned as such 1n another population. Through th1s 
arrentation one beg1ns to reach a better understanding 
of the normative changes wh1ch take place in behav1oral 
patterns as the ind1v1dual develops through vanous ages 
and stages. 
In the same way that def1n1tion of disturbance is a 
funct1on of one's onentat1on to and understand1ng of 
behav1or, the onentat1on a group of persons holds 
towards chdd behavior IS an outgrowth of the bas1c 
educational philosophy wh1ch IS subscribed to, that 1s, 
how that group def1nes 1ts educational respons1bll1ty to 
children. Over the past twenty years in education there 
has been a continuous vacillation between two maJor 
philosophies regard1ng th1s respons1blity. This has been 
a major contnbutor to the state of flux and confus1on 1n 
educating emotionally d1sturbed students. 
One of the philosophies promotes the view that the 
responsibility of school personnel 1s to facilitate and 
foster growth and learn1ng w1th1n students. Th1s 1s done 
not only by creating environments which are conduc1ve 
to learn1ng, but also by prov1d1ng the type of support 
which any g1ven student may need to be able to respond 
to the learning experience. For students who have 
emo~ional or behavioral problems, th1s may requ1re the 
prov1s1on of spec1al management programs to assist in 
manag1ng their impulses and behavior or therapeutic 
serv1ces within the school to ass1st them 1n 
understanding school-related conflicts. 
. The second major educational philosophy fosters the 
v1ew that a teacher's responsibility is to teach. This 
means that a teacher should provide the expenences 
and the Information which are needed for learning to 
take place. Any student who is e1ther unable or 
unwilling to learn in such a sett1ng must be placed in 
another setting or be brought into compliance. Such 
chll~ren have been identified and subsequently placed 
outs1de of the regular educational stream. Much of the 
t1me in the past two decades, educators have subscribed 
to. th1s second,. rather exclusionary philosophy for 
children w1th senous emotional and behavior problems. 
The cognitiv~ functioning of students has consistantly 
been emphas1zed over the other domains as if the others 
were of !esser significance to the learning task. Morse 
and Ravlln (1979) commented on this phenomena: 
!he fact that children come to school with functionally 
1 nseparable melanges of affect1ve, cognitive, and motor 
doma1ns IS ignored by those who cont1nue to labor under 
the illusion that schools deal w1th only 11disembod1ed 
intellect." (p 336) 
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As educat1on in general has swung between these 
two philosophies, programs for E. D. students, even 
decis1ons regarding the ex1stence of such programs, 
have correspondingly reflected these changes 1n focus. 
We have struggled w1th the quest1on of what ((is" and 
"1sn't" the proper role of education w1th th1s 
populat1on Often several d1fferent notions have existed 
w1th1n a school system regard1ng the responsibility of 
schools to children and how to def1ne, understand, and 
respond to student behav1ors. 
D1fferences 1n onentat1on toward student behaviors 
- the pull between pun1sh1ng and healing, between 
exclus1on and 1nclus1on -frequently are found w1th1n 
and between members of a board of education, 
admin1strat1on, commun1ty, and teach1ng staff. Under 
these cond1t1ons, program goals become confused. 
Frequently 1nstead of reach1ng a consensus as to 
philosophy and approach, we have s1mply Incorporated 
a w1de vanety of v1ewpo1nts and as many different 
approaches to programs for th1s group. With such 
fragmentation, energy has become diverted from 
student-related problem solv1ng and dec1s1ons as to how 
best to serve a g1ven child, to act1v1t1es to defend 
programs, to clanfy goals, to create yet another 
approach, to res1st changes, to detail benefits or lack of 
benef1ts in a g1ven approach, and so on. A type of 
layenng occurs as personnel gradually lose s1ght of 
student-related 1ssues and become 1ncreas1ngly 
absorbed 1n 1ssues related to clarification of 
responsbd1ty, goals, and def1n1t1ons. A h1stoncal rev1ew 
of educational programs for emotionally disturbed 
students shows ev1dence of th1s sh1fting between two 
educational philosoph1es and also the confusion of 
1ssues and diversion of energ1es which seems to have 
resulted. 
Historical Overview of Educational Programs 
In the early 1950's, spec1al education classes were 
found 1n Institutions and hosp1tals. Students whose 
emotional and behav1oral needs were beyond that 
wh1ch was expected 1n publ1c schools were placed 
outside of the school setting. A spec1al1zed educat1on 
was provided within the hosp1tal or institution. It was 
basically remedial in nature, prov1ding an opportunity 
for the students to keep up or to catch up with the skills 
of their age-mates. Educators and therapists had 
different views as to the s1gn1ficance of education in the 
treatment of the d1stu rbed students. For some, 
education served to occupy the chi ld 's time between 
therapy appointments, and noth1ng more. For others, 
the restorative powers of a carefu lly prescribed 
curriculum and support program were felt to play a 
much more central role in the overall treatment plan. 
During this period, from the point of view of general 
educators however, the behaviors and attitudes of these 
students were such that they needed to be served in a 
setting other than public school. Responsiblity for their 
education was often willingly transferred to medical 
programs or ignored. Because the purpose and 
responsiblity of education to this population was 
unclear, special educators spent much of their time 
demonstrating the value of their programs and 
discussing and defining their role on the treatment 
team. 
In the late 1950's and early 1960's, special education 
classes began to develop in the public schools for E. D. 
students. The students in these programs were often 
suspended from the ((regu lar classrooms," labeled 
((e mottonally disturbed," and placed in these special 
classes. Teachers were expected to manage the student's 
deviant behaviors, teach academic subjects, and provtde 
sufficient emot1onal support for the students to become 
involved in learn1ng.ln many schools, teams of clin1cians 
were available to ass1st the teacher 1n provid tng the 
needed therapeutiC support. Dunng this penod, 
teachers often found themselves d1v1ded between 
d1rectives from two different sources of authority- the 
team of cl1n1ctans who prescribed therapeutic handltng 
and the administrator of the school who set the 
parameters of permtssable school behaviors. 
One teacher described h1s struggle with these 
d1rect1ves as the ((c hameleon caper." In the halls and 
other general school areas, he and the students 1 n the 
special education class were expected to behave by one 
set of standards. For instance, those open expressions of 
anger to the teacher or other adults which were 
acceptable, indeed encouraged, 1n the spec1al 
education room were not acceptable 1n the school hall 
or playground. During this period the ftrst real struggles 
to define the school's respons1bdity to th1s population of 
students could be seen. Though still excluded from the 
general population of students, these students were 
now within public school buildings and were taught by 
teachers who were part of the publ1c school system. 
Educators asked what they should be expected to do 
w1th th1s group. 
By the late 1960's and early 1970's, programs began to 
shift away from the emphas1s on emot1onal therapeutic 
support toward behav1oral and academtc management. 
Remed1at1on of academic sktlls as well as behavioral 
patterns become the focus. Helping the student to be a 
more successful student and more teachable became a 
theme. Students whose performance or school 
behaviors were beyond the norm continued to be 
removed from the regular setting and placed in spectal 
education programs; however, the efficacy of removing 
them from regular education began to be questioned. 
The controversy between the two previously descnbed 
educational philosophies and their translattons into 
programs for E. D. students began to rage. What was the 
role of the schools? Should school personnel provide 
therapy or education? Where did the school's 
responsibility for a problem end? Which were the 
parent's responsibilities? These and other questions 
were being asked and debated by school personnel. 
Another question , perhaps res1due from the 
previous period, was also heavily discussed. Who should 
be the source of authority and administration over these 
programs for disturbed students; the school 
administrator in whose building the program was 
located, or the clinician who coordinated the treatment 
team? One can see that the most basic issue which 
needed resolution was that of philosophy and 
subsequent goals for these programs. However, energy 
became diverted into struggles for authority, defense, 
blame assigning, and other such issues, as systems 
struggled with trying to establish the parameters of their 
responsibility. 
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From the mid-1970's to the present, the controversy 
has continued. Legtslation mandating services to 
children wtth special needs has made it more difftcult for 
systems to simply exclude students who are not 
comply1ng with behavioral standards. Appropnate 
placement and educational programs must be 
determined and are the designated responstbility of the 
schools. 
From the ealry 1950's to the present, the 
responsibility for def1n1ng thts populatton has shifted 
from the clinicians to the educators. Historica lly, 
med1cal personnel defined whether or not a student was 
emotionally disturbed - a reflection of the sick-well 
onentat1on towards child behaviors. However, as 
programmtng efforts shifted from the hosp1tal and 
res1dential sett1ngs to the communtty and school 
settings, so did the responsibility for defining who 
should be tncluded in such programs. 
School personnel began by adopt1ng the medical 
definitton of disturbance. As we have expanded servtces 
to those chi ldren who fit this definition, as well as to 
others who school personnel feel are experiencing 
emottonal and behav1oral problems, it has become 
1ncreas1ngl y clear that a deftnition for this populatton 
has not yet been sa tisfactorily estab lished. Perhaps as 
Kauffman (1980) conJectures, we have now gone beyond 
educators to the leg1slators for our deftnit1ons. 
The fteld may now be entenng an era dun ng wht ch the 
primary responstbd1ty of advocacy for except1onal 
children shtfts from psychologists and educators to 
bureaucrats and attorneys. Perhaps the new leg1slat1on 
represents a shtft from the motivation of moral1mperat1ve 
to the mot1vat1on of legal precedent, from reltan ce on 
cl1ntcal Judgement to reliance o n the rules and regulations 
that deftne techntcal compl tan ce (p 523) 
After twenty years of programs, we are still struggl1ng 
with the same 1ssues. Who should we serve? In what 
setting should they be served? What should be the 
purpose of our spec1al servtces? For what period should 
such serv1ces be available? 
These problems continue to plague this area of 
educat1on because the basic educational philosophy 
regarding our responstbltty to th1s population has been 
unstable and unclear. Morse and Ravltn (1979) suggest 
that (/the unclear role of the schools vis a v1s the affective 
domain remains an unresolved issue in 
psychoeducation" (p. 336). To attempt the definitional 
task pnor to establtsh1ng the philosophy and scope of 
educational responstbility results in a confusion of 
issues. Under such circumstances, personnel expenence 
cognitive d1ssonance and confusion. Energy is lost and 
diverted from the problem solving whtch ts needed to 
succeed in helping this population of students. 
There ts evidence of at least three basic orientations 
to behavtor- ways of assigning meaning- and at least 
two baste philosophies underlying educattonal 
programs for E.D. students. Hence, tt 1s not difftcult to 
see how many possible combinations of these elements 
might enter into the design and goal setting of such 
special programs. Perhaps in v1ewing our struggles w1th 
issues of definition and program destgn from this 
context of fluctuating parameters, we can better 
understand the existence of confusion and chang1ng 
focus in this area. There is no nght or wrong answer to 
the issue of def1nition. Educators must come to grips 
with th1s reality. 
The realtty that a mild variation from developmental 
norms can sometimes be a handicap and sometimes not a 
hand1cap 1s an amb1gu1ty educators must learn to tolerate. 
It will then be poss1ble to find ways to descnbe the mildly 
hand1capped learner without resort1ng to e1ther - or 
reason1ng (Meyan and Moran, 1979, p. 530) 
Educational courage is called for-courage to res1st 
try1ng to destroy amb1gu1ty s1mply by creat1ng categones 
and art1f1c1al parameters rather than address1ng bas1c 
philosophy of serv1ce They need courage to move 
ahead, d1rect1ng energ1es towards creat1ng max1mal 
learn1ng environments for all children instead of 
becoming absorbed by exclus1on-inclus1on dec1s1ons. 
Educators need to seek the greatest amount of 
agreement among those people within a system, select 
the onentat1on towards behav1ors which they can most 
support, def1ne the educational philosophy which they 
th1nk should d1ctate the1r programs, and then des1gn 
programs wh1ch clearly and consistantly reflect that 
philosophy and that orientation. They should act1vely 
res1st the 1nfluence and pressure of those nonsystem 
groups, or even groups w1th1n the system, wh1ch add 
layers of bureaucracy or fragments of other philosophies 
upon the1r system without f1rst address1ng the agreed-
upon pos1t1on of that system, which respond f1rst to 
econom1cs or pol1t1cs and last to educational 
philosophy Programs should not s1mply be added 
because a group of people 1ns1sts, or because the 
approach 1s new or d1fferent. To the degree that people 
are unclear as to what onentat1on and philosophy 1s 
be1ng reflected in the1r programs wi[h th1s population of 
students, there will be more confusion and less energy 
to focus upon student problems. Cognit1ve d1ssonance 
and defens1ve energ1es will pers1st and we will cont1nue 
to struggle try1ng to def1ne who IS and who 1s not 
disturbed. 
The fact 1s that there 1s no clear, unamb1guous def1n1t1on 
of emot1onal disturbance It's t1me we faced the fact that 
d1sordered behavior is whatever we choose to make 1t; 1t IS 
not an objective thing that ex1sts outs1de our arbitrary 
sociocultural rules any more than mental retardation IS 
(Sarason and Dons, 1979, as quoted 1n Kaufman, 1980, p 
525) 
The Dynamics of Individual and System 
Responses 
It is not, unfortunately, the multiple and mixed 
educational philosophies alone wh1ch cause the shifts 
and uncertainty in focus of spec1al education programs 
for E. D. students. More than 1n any other area, dynamics 
of 1nd1v1dual and system responses to these students play 
an important role 1n determ1n1ng the nature of programs 
and the focus of human energ1es. The nature of these 
students, their behav1ors, the problems which they bnng 
to the school environment, and those which they create 
within that environment cause adults to lose sight of the 
pnmary student needs and become caught up in a cycle 
of responses to the students and to multiple secondary 
1ssues 
I nd1v1dual responses to these students cause 
tremendous loss of energy, as educators struggle with 
the1r own vactllat1ng motivations to pun1sh or to heal. 
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This often results in a sense of confus1on and failure. 
Energy 1s also lost as 1nd1v1duals attempt to deal w1th the 
responses of systems to thts group. The system responses 
IS primarily one of layenng: pol1c1es and rules are set; 
guidelines for 1dent1f1cat1on, management, and 
exclus1on are created; and structures are designed. As 
1ndiv1dual educators, as well as parents, try to respond to 
the system d1ctates, these layers soon cause the anginal 
student problem to become lost, 1n the same way that a 
creep1ng fog gradually obscur~s the detail of the terrain 
A certa1n amount of layenng phenomena seems to 
be present 1n system responses to all populations of 
students Perhaps 1t IS inherent in the nature of systems 
to respond f1rst and to explore and understand second. 
It is our contention, however, that the layenng of 
react1ons and the resultant confus1on around 1ssues IS 
magn1f1ed more 1n work with E. D. students than w1th any 
other popu lat1on of students. 
The bas1c dynam1c wh1ch seems to be operat1ng 1s 
that the human cogn1t1ve processes are overpowered by 
the affective processes. The phenomenon IS referred to, 
in psychoanalytiC terms, as ''counter-transference:'Th1s 
dynam1c seems to be the same for 1ndiv1duals as for 
systems However, the complex1ty at the system level 
makes a separate exam1nat1on of these responses more 
understandable. 
Table 1 (page 25) may serve to Illustrate the levels of 
th1s confl1ct and the resultant 1nd1v1dual and system 
responses. It wtll be d1scussed 1n the follow1ng sect1ons 
of th1s chapter. 
The Energy Loss Phenomenon 
The process wh1ch we are describing seems to 
happen 1n vary1ng degrees for d1fferent 1nd1viduals, and 
1n different s1tuat1ons. It ranges from a simple confus1on 
over the cause of a chi ld's reaction to a Situation or event 
and d1ff1culty reconstructing the problem, to a near total 
blockage of reason1 ng by mass1ve reactions and intense 
feelings. Th1s struggle between affect and cognition, th1s 
d1ssonance and disequtltbnum, seems to be more acute 
for adults working w1th disturbed students than for 
those working with other types of hand1capped 
students. The reason for this seems to lie in the degree of 
ease with which the adult Identifies the problem and IS 
able to maintain psychological distance from 1t, 
understanding it but not becoming part of it. 
Few educators would deny that education for 
students with learning d1sabil1t1es has 1nherent in it some 
of the same dilemmas of how to def1ne the disability and 
how and where to provide programs. However, learning 
d1sabtl1t1es, like many other handicapping conditions, 
can more easily be ass1gned a focal po1nt, a locus. A 
teacher can more easily understand the problem as a 
"student problem." The problem does not ex1st 
primarily within the interaction between the adult and 
the child, as is the case so often with disturbed students. 
The teacher can identify the problem as, "the child 
cannot read," or "the child's visual memory is 
1mpaired." Once certain parameters are established, the 
adult can respond to the problem without becoming 
confused by his own responses. A course of act1on can 
be set; a focus can be determined; an academic program 
can be designed. 
Table 1: Individual and System Responses to Dissonance 
level of Dissonance Individual Response System Response 
Mild Cognttive 
discomfort: 
conflict between 
expectations and 
reality 
Energy towards: 
•clarification 
Energy towards: 
•adjusting focus-dealing 
with other issues 
•restructuring-creating, or 
assigning responsibilities 
•defi n ition-creati ng 
guidelines, rituals 
•u nderstand1ng 
•correct answers 
•structuring 
Moderate Cognitive confusion, 
affect aroused: 
confl1ct between 
adult needs and 
student needs 
Energy towards: 
•ass1gning blame 
• el1m1nating problem 
•self-doubt, 
Energy towards: 
•elaborate rule and ritual 
making 
•policies for evaluation, 
placement, and elimina 
t1on 
reevaluation 
Severe Massive affect 
aroused, cognition 
blocked: 
attack on values, 
self-image, phys1cal 
self, standards 
Energy towards: 
•den1al 
•despair 
•avoidance 
•depression 
•aggression 
Energy towards: 
•defining social 
responsibility between 
systems, e. g., educat1on 
and mental health 
•policy and legislated 
exclusionary definitions 
Likew1se, if a student cannot hear many of the sounds 
of spoken language, wears a hearing aide, and / or speaks 
poorly with incomplete comprehension, a teacher can 
see the need for special assistance. The locus of the 
problem 1S clear and understandable. Certainly there 
may be technical questions which will need to be 
answered. Certainly, too, there are clear responsibilities 
which rest with the school-responsibilities to facilitate 
this youngster's learning. However, teachers need not 
feel conflict about whether or not they have caused the 
problem. 
Recently a principal placed a frantic call for 
consultation. She stated that her skilled teacher of deaf 
and hearing impaired children requ1red immediate 
assistance. As she described the situation, the teacher, 
though recognized as highly successful with deaf 
children, had become psychologically paralyzed by the 
emotional problems of students in her class. She was 
unable to manage the class, wanted students excluded, 
and found it difficult to come to school each day. For this 
teacher, and for many others, without the presence of 
emotional problems in the students, dissonance 
between teacher and child needs would not be a major 
problem. Those adult needs to nuture, direct, control, 
guide, and others which are the foundations for 
selecting teachers as a profession, would most probably 
be met without significant confli ct. The human 
processes of affect and cognition might remain relatively 
balanced. Children with emotional problems cause 
these processes to fall out of balance, however. 
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A child who etther cries and 1s persistantly fearful1n a 
classroom, or one who cons1stantly breaks classroom 
rules and fights, creates situations where the needs of 
the teacher are often brought into conflict with his/ her 
profess1onal and adult role expectations. These 
behaviors are much more difficult to simply define as a 
problem which 1s the student's alone. They are 
interactive by nature and by design. They more easily 
rub agatnst the needs of the teacher. 
The struggle to respond to the needs of the student 
rather than being reactive to his/ her behaviors is 
basically a normal struggle to maintain a balance 
between cognition and affect If our own needs are so 
stimulated that they flood cognitton, making it difficult 
or impossible to sort out and solve student problems, we 
are unable to teach, to support, to guide. This is not to 
say that cogn1tion should always take precedence in our 
actions. Being human, and hav1ng needs of our own, it is 
doubtful that such a condition could exist. More 
importantly, our identification with students, with their 
joys and pains, is often the vehtcle which delivers us to 
an understanding of and a relationship with them. In 
describing the importance of this identification process, 
Felleman (1973) wrote: 
The teacher must stn ke a balance in herself between the 
two extremes of tdentlficatton. She must have a senstttvtty 
and an empathy for the feelings of the child and a secure 
acceptance of the teacher's need for models To stnke this 
balance ts the hallmark of ftne teachtng {p.S). 
Confl1ct between expectations and reality is 
inevitable for those who work w1th emotionally 
disturbed students. To funct1on from a posit1on where 
affect constantly overpowers cogn1tio n however, IS a 
neurotiC and unproductive stance for an educator. It 
marks the loss of energ1es and an inabil1ty to successfully 
accomplish the reach1ng task. Morse (1980) suggests 
that. 
We must forego the normal expectations If we are to work 
wtth the dtsturbed .... One has to get ones sat tsfaction 
from knowtng we are doing the rtght thing to help though 
the change may be too delayed to give us the desired 
feedback .We need to understand when our normal 
expectat ion becomes a rescue fantasy which distorts the 
true condit ton (p. 9) 
Felleman (1973) supports the need for healthy adults 
teaching students 
It ts ego-fortifytng for the chi ld to interact with adults who 
do not make irrational demands nor set up Situations that 
o nly grattfy thetr own neurotiC needs (p 10) 
A closer look at the d1fferent levels of d1ssonnace and 
d1sequd1bnum between affect and cogn1t1on may be 
helpful to teachers 1n avoid1ng these sources of energy 
loss. It may be he I pfu I to su perv1sors 1 n ass1st1 ng teachers 
w1th the1r natural responses to emotionally di sturbed 
and d1sturb1ng students 
Individual Response: Mild 
At the mild level, d1ssonance IS experienced as only a 
slight 1mbalance between cogn1t1on and affect The 
adult expenences some d1scomfort f\S attempts are made 
to bnng expectations and real1ty into l1ne. Energ1es are 
focused on ga1n1ng clarif1cat1on, on understanding, and 
on ga1n1ng "correct" answers to questions about why a 
student would react or behave 1n a particular, 
unexpected manner. There generally IS a real des1re to 
((get to the bottom" of an 1ssue; to f1nd out ((where th1s 
k1d IS com1ng from. " Children who are expenenc1ng 
emot1onal problems, or who have not learned to 
manage 1mpulses and consequently come 1nto frequent 
conflicts with1n the school environment, frequently 
stimulate this level of response 1 n teachers. 
The child who, w1th1n the structure of the classroom, 
can take directions and work relatively well w1th 
frequent support, may become the ((terror of the 
lunchroom" where structure is less obvious. The 
teenagers who are typ1cal students, and who at home are 
generally respons1ble, may one day find a momentary 
thrill 1n partially dismantling a playground structure at 
the nearby elementary school. These are (' normal" or 
perhaps mildly disturbed students who cause teachers to 
experience this level of mild d1ssonance. The adult is 
able to pause and reflect on what may be the student's 
reason or the need wh1ch led to the behav1or, but there 
is confusion and discomfort at th1s dissonance between 
expectation and real1ty. There is difficulty in 
understanding the behav1or, often because the adult is 
responding from his or her personal history with value 
judgements as to the appropriateness of the behav1or. 
Children in transition from one developmental stage 
to another frequently create this confusion in the adult 
as well. The four-year-old who has had a compliant, 
loving relationship w1th her mother may suddenly 
express her own wants and des1res to her mother's 
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disma y. The mother may wonder what happened to her 
sweet little g1rl, w1thout recogn1z1ng th1s as normal four-
year-old behavior There 1s a d1screpancy between the 
adult's expectation and the real1ty of four-year-olds . 
These unsettling moments are typ1cal at every trans1t1on 
po1 nt 1n a child 's matu rat1on. It becomes particularly 
confus1ng when there IS slippage back and forth 
between stages. 
Sl1ppage and vacdlat1on between stages IS 
particularly common at the JUnior h1gh level and also for 
di sturbed students. The mild level of d1ssonance 1s also 
very common 1n the adults who teach at the JUnior h1gh 
schools A JUnior h1gh student may at one moment need 
and solicit adult attention and approval, only to scoff at it 
o r perhaps blatantly reJect it 1n the next. As students 
progress to new stages, new adult/student relat1onsh1ps 
are needed Work1ng out a new relat1onsh1p requ1res 
that old rules be broken and replaced w1th new ones. 
T1es of dependency and open protection no longer 
work. In the school sett1ng, a balance must be struck 
between the school tak1ng respons1bdity for students' 
behav1or and students be1ng g1ven a degree of flex1bd1ty 
to assume the1r own respons1blity. 
It IS not d1ff1cult to see how responses to th1s level of 
d1ssonance, the sea rch for answers, the psycholog1cal 
struggles between expectations and real behav1ors, if 
constantly engaged 1n without understanding be1ng 
ach1eved, m1ght lead to the loss of both t1me and energy 
While productive responses m1ght be made wh1ch 
would ass1st the student 1n evaluating, chang1ng, or 
accept1ng his feelings and behav1ors, the adult 1nstead is 
involved 1n a struggle to put h1s or her own perceptions 
of the pieces in order. When teachers ' expectations and 
responses are based more heavily upon their own needs 
than upon those of the1r students, a h1gher level of 
energy dra1n occurs. 
Individual Response: Moderate 
The moderate level of d1ssonance 1s characterized by 
confl1ct between the adult needs and the student needs. 
At th1s level there is cognitive confusion accompanied 
by arousal of affect w1thin the adult. Energy is d1rected 
towards achieving clarification and understanding as 
before, however, the h1gher level of affect which is 
aroused causes teachers to pursue one of several 
possible forms of relief to the dissonance which they 
feel. Energy may be spent 1) assigning blame, 2) pursu1ng 
chan nels for eliminating the problem or even the 
student, 3) experiencing self-doubt and self-evaluation, 
or 4) part1c1pating in more active problem solving. 
Returning to the previous example of those children 
who persistantly cried or broke classroom rules will assist 
us in seei ng how these responses develop. When a child 
cries or is fearful in the classroom, refuses to talk, curses, 
or erupts 1n a burst of anger, teachers may wonder what 
role they have played in causing the problem, question 
their effectiveness, experience dismay over how the 
child could do that to them, or want to give up in 
despair. The threat that these reactions pose is that 
objectivity can be lost. Out of desire to nurture or to 
convey empathy, the teacher may become over-
Invo lved or over-protective, attempting to fight the 
child's battles for him. Or when reason fails, they may 
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respond in a punitive or rejective manner out of anger, 
disgust, or hurt. This ((fight-or-flight" dilemma, these 
mixed motivations to punish or heal, presents a 
tremendous challenge to teachers' capacity to maintain 
self-control. 
Various labels have been attached to this 
phenomenon of counter transference, ((the stress and 
conflict cycle" (Long and Duffner, 1980), "helplessness 
rage" (Bloom, 1981), ((struggles for distance" 
(Rezmierski, 1981L and ((fear" (Pickhardt, 1978). At the 
heart of the problem is a desire to cope- to manage the 
conflict and somehow divorce oneself from it. These 
((distancing mechanisms" can be externa lized, "fight," 
solutions such as assigning intent to the student 
behavior (e.g., ('He did it on purpose to bug me"), or 
becoming a crusader for student rights. Internalized, 
('flight," responses take the form of self-blame (e.g., "If I 
were a better teacher this wouldn't happen to me") or 
martyrdom ('(When the other teachers see what I have 
to put up with they will really be 1mpressed"). 
Such responses as these- blaming, eliminating, and 
self-doubt- may be self-defeating because not only do 
they drain previous energy away from solving the 
student's problem, but they may also yield the opposite 
effects- they may exacerbate the problem. Affect is not 
be1ng medicated by cognition in these instances. In fact, 
there is a disequilibrium between these two processes. 
Cognition needs an assist to overcome the affect which 
is aroused 1n these cases. Cognition often needs such an 
assist in work with emotionally disturbed students. The 
cycle of stress and conflict is descnbed by Long and 
Duffner (1980) in an attempt to help teachers understand 
how these dynamics operate. Once teachers understand 
the cycles they become caught within, the way in which 
stressed students can create their feelings and at t1mes 
their behaviors in those with whom they interact- Long 
feels they will be less prone to react to students' 
defensive and defeating behaviors and be in a better 
pos1tion to help students cope w1th the1r stress. 
At the moderate level of dissonance, stress-conflict 
cycles are common between teachers and d1sturbed 
students. Such cycles typ1cally begin with a stressful 
incident or event, from within the student, or from daily 
encounters. The stress of this event creates feelings in 
the student that may or may not be recognized or 
((owned." If the student somehow feels that h1s feelings 
are "bad" or unacceptable, then he will1) deny these 
feelings, 2) project them onto others, or 3) reorgan1ze 
them so they are acted out in disguised forms. A 
desirable goal for the teacher is to help students 
recognize and "own" the1r feelings so that they can 
learn to distinguish them from the resultant behavior 
(e.g., while it is "ok" to feel angry at a friend who has 
hurt your feelings, it may not be appropnate to retaliate 
by physically attacking him). 
A student's behavior can trap adults as well as peers 
in the conflict cycle. This may ultimately culminate in a 
" power struggle." The teacher has to guard against 
reinforcing and perpetuating the student's 
inappropriate behavior by responding in a fash1on 
similar to that of the student. For 1nstance, an aggressive 
pupil can make others feel anxious and act in impulsive, 
irrational ways, whereas withdrawn pupils can get others 
to ignore them (Long, 1980). When 1t occurs, energies 
become increasingly devoted to ((winning" rather than 
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to solving the original problem. This stimulation and 
subsequent diversion of energies into struggles with the 
student and with our selves is characteristic of the 
moderate level of dissonance. When this diversion of 
energies becomes more severe and blocked, it is 
characteristic of level three - severe dissonance. 
Individual Response: Severe 
At this level, the reaction on the part of the adult to a 
set of student behaviors is so intense that there is an 
inability to think about the problem and particularly 
about the student's needs. The behaviors arouse such 
massive amounts of affect that cognition is blocked. In 
most typical adults, such severe dissonance occurs only 
after direct and serious attacks on the adult's values or 
standards, self-1mage, physical self, or sense of well-
being. When adults reach this level of response, energy 
is devoted to denial, avoidance, defensiveness, or 
despa1r and depress1on. Gaining Information about a 
problem is of little consequence at this level because the 
dissonance and imbalance between affect and cognition 
is such that regaining stability 1s the main goal; 
protective, defensive behaviors take precedence over 
logical processes. There are numerous incidents in work 
with E. D. students in which the adult may find himself at 
this level of responsiveness. 
Those whose own history of development has not 
progressed far enough to be beyond the turmoils and 
reevaluations of adolescence may be thrown into this 
level of responsiveness frequently in working with 
d1sturbed adolescents. Such students will challenge 
adult beliefs, fa1rness, and concern and test the status of 
their group acceptance. Likewise, teachers whose 
history of development has left them particularly 
vulnerable wdl discover the uncanny ability of disturbed 
students to target their behav1ors at that area of 
vulnerability, thus throwing the adult into frequent 
conflict as sensitivities are continually tested. If this 
conflict reaches severe levels and is consistantly present, 
the adult may begin to typically respond with behaviors 
wh1ch represent th1s third level of d1sequrl1brium. 
In a camp sett1ng, a young teacher was assigned a 
group of disturbed pre-adolescent girls. Already 
concerned about managing the interactions of these 
girls and help1ng them to avoid destructive 
interpersonal conflicts, the teacher/ counselor soon 
found herself confronted with group control problems. 
One of the g1rls, a very meek and shy teenager, had a 
history of being scapegoated by peers. Another group 
member, a very verbal and aggressive girl with 
leadership abilities soon focused group 1nteract1ons 
directly upon the shy one, point1ng out her 
1nadequac1es and goading her to respond. Several tries 
by the teacher to bnng more empathy into the group 
and other efforts to terminate the behavior were 
unsuccessful. She began to be angry with the group 
leader, and overprotective of the shy girl. More attempts 
were made, equally unsuccessful, to regain group 
control. Finally, feeling a complete failure, and after two 
days of continuous loss of authority, the teacher 
dissolved 1nto tears and asked to be relieved of her 
responsibilities with this group. She did not want to face 
or work with these girls any longer. In fact, she asked to 
leave the camp employment. The d1sequrl1brium she 
expenenced overpowered her ability to solve the group 
problems, even Individual problems; she needed to 
avoid the 1nteractrons completely. 
Other inc1dents, such as unexplainable student 
su1crdes, seem1ngly senseless violent attacks on one 
student by another, destructron of school property, and 
many other events can cause adults to respond at thrs 
level also As values are affronted by such realit1es, the 
drssonance rs such that we frnd a withdrawal into despair 
or dental, a throwrng up of hands, or a shrugg1ng of 
shoulders to be our only ways of resolvrng such 
d1screpancres. Because of the magnitude of the 
drssonance we expenence, we choose not to uown" the 
feelrngs We resolve, or at least diminish, the conflict by 
avordrng even contemplation of the matters wh1ch cause 
such arousal. These responses are consistant wrth what 
m1ght be expected according to Festinger (1957). He 
states the two basic hypotheses of the theory of 
Cognitive D1ssonance to be: 
• The ex1stence of d1ssonance, being psychologtcally 
uncomfortable, wtll mot1vate the person to try to 
reduce the dtssonance and ach1eve consonance 
• When d1ssonance is present, in add1t1on to try1 ng to 
reduce 1t, the person will adively avoid Situations and 
Information which would l1kely 1ncrease the 
d1ssonance (p. 3) 
In the preceeding sections, we described the three 
levels of Individual responses to the d1ssonance which IS 
often created 1n work with E D students At each level, 
energy IS drained and drverted into 1ncreas1ngly 
defensrve maneuvers and attempts to reduce or avo1d 
the d1scomfort. Systems also respond to these students 
1n dynam1c ways and wrth procesces wh1ch represent 
varyrng levels of defensrve energ1es 
The Layering Phenomenon 
Understanding system responses to thrs populatron 
of students becomes very compli cated because of a 
process wh1ch we have trtled "the layerrng 
phenomenon." Each dec1sron whrch rs made w1thrn a 
system reverberates through drfferent parts of that 
system. If a group establishes a policy to pursue one 
course of study w1th rts students 1n sc1ence, for example, 
everyone who 1s in any way affected by that dec1sion wtll 
have a response. The teacher who must teach the 
material will respond, perhaps needing additional 
informatron or trarning, perhaps with feelrngs of 
exc1tment or inadequacy, perhaps with strong 
professional drsagreements, or with support for the 
content or methods. Likewrse, the students, parents, 
community members, even the custodian of the 
burldrng, may have a response to th1s decision. Each of 
these levels of response, and the subsequent reactions 
to them, causes a layer to be built. It rs possible for system 
responses to become so layered that the orig1nal need 
which was the focus of a particular policy decis1on 
becomes obscured. 
When many different parts of the system are caused 
to reverberate by a system decision, and when that 
decis1on causes dissonance of such magnitude within 
1nd1vrduals that great quantrties of energy are expended 
in react1on, the process and the decrsron Itself may be 
counter-productrve. The federal system response whtch 
produced P.L. 94-142 seems to be one such example of a 
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policy which has many layers of clarification and 
response and has subsequent ly caused massrve 
expenditure of energy 1n reactrve rather than productive 
educational process Many feel that the intent of that 
policy has become lost or, at the least, hopelessly 
obscured, a vrctrm of the layering phenomenon. This 
phenomenon as rt occurs withrn systems 1n response to 
emotionally disturbed students can best be seen by 
refernng back to Table 1 (page 25) as we rev1ew system 
responses to vanous levels of drssonance caused by th1s 
populatron. 
System Response: Mild 
Systems respond to ambrguity and confus1on by 
trying to create a sense of order. Thrs seems to be the 
charactenstrc response to the mtld level of d1ssonance 
caused by students who are disturbed or drsturbrng. The 
conflict at thrs level1s drscomfort between expectations 
and reality; systems are seen to readJust the focus of 
concern, deal with other tssues, restructure or reassign, 
and deftne. One relatrvely common example w1ll suff1ce 
to Illustrate how systems respond at thrs level of mtld 
drssonance to these emotional and behavroral 
problems. 
In the elementary buildings of one school drstrict, 
teachers reported that many students were hav1ng 
trouble behavrng 1n the lunchroom, frequent lnJunes 
were occurring dunng the play period which followed 
lunch, and many students were hav1ng drff1culty settlrng 
down 1n the classrooms upon returnrng from the 
playground. The lunch hour duratron was 60 m1nutes (30 
for eating and 30 for play). A unanrmous dec1sron was 
made by the d1stnct elementary pnncrpals to shorten the 
lunch hour to 30 mtnutes (15 for eat1ng and 15 for play) 
The rationale to support thrs dec1sron was that the lunch 
hour was too long, mak1ng the day too long for the 
children 
A dec1sron to shorten the lunch hour elrmrnated the 
possrbility of students gorng home for lunch, potentially 
~hortened the school day, and affected teacher 
contracts and bus1ng schedules. As a result, energy was 
qu1ckly diverted from understanding and solvrng the 
behav1oral problems o~ the students or dealing with the 
envrronments in w~rch students were experiencrng 
difficulties to substantiatrng the arguments needed to 
support the decision wh1ch was made. New and 
different sets of needs become obvious when pnncrpals 
were pressed to provide a rat1onale for the dec1s1on. 
Pnnc1pals reported that they were unable to use the 
lunch hour to meet with staff because they were 
occup1ed handl1ng behav1oral problems, were too often 
put 1n the position of adm1n1stenng frrst atd instead of 
attend1ng to their adminrstrative duties, and felt tred to 
thetr buildings dunng these penods- were not free to 
leave to take care of other matters. Teachers began to 
expend energy substantiating the argument that if the 
student day were shortened, 1ndeed the teacher's day 
would also need to be renegotiated. Parents began to 
expend energy establishing a rationale for why students 
should be allowed to go home for lunch. 
Eventually, the unanimous elementary pnnc1pal 
recommendation to shorten the student day lost 
momentum. Ironically, this occurred not because rt did 
not address the actual student problem, but instead 
because it was becoming too bureaucratically 
complicated. In th1s process, not only was there l1ttle 
energy left for cons1dering the anginal student problem 
and for trying to understand its causes, but the ongrnal 
problem 1tself was indeed obscured. Questions such as, 
why were the students hav1ng behav1oral problems 1n 
the lunchroom, why were they experiencing InJuries on 
the playground, and why were they having difficulty 
settling 1n the classrooms, were not asked. 
It is 1mportant to note rn th1s example that the 
system's response to mrld d1ssonance between 
expectations for school behavior and reality and 1ts 
attempts to reduce ambigu1ty by structuring and 
refocus1ng 1ssues, were essentially fru1tless. Since they 
were not primanly founded upon an understand1ng of 
student needs, they may have exacerbated the origional 
problem. At the lease they confused the issue by 
layering other 1ssues on top and by dra1n1ng valuable 
professional energy away from the student problem.lt rs 
the degree of dissonance that is created for individuals 
which causes this reaction, not the degree of 
disturbance. Even severely d1sturbed students may 
create only mild d1ssonance for adults. 
A fascinating tw1st has occurred rn programs for 
emotionally disturbed students. This tw1st has to do with 
the fact that even though P.L. 94-142 specif1es that mildly 
handicapped and underserved children constitute a 
pnonty rn addit1on to severely emotionally disturbed 
children; this aspect of the law is often obscured 1n 
1mplementat1on efforts. Educational systems have 
accepted, without much d1ssonance, the respons1brl1ty 
of educat1ng the severely emotionally disturbed 
students as long as they are separated from the 
mainstream of the educational process. 
Two factors seem to be operating here, ne1ther of 
wh1ch has anyth1ng to do w1th the ability of school 
personnel to serve this population of students w1th1n the 
school environment. The first is a function of the level of 
dissonance created by this population. From the 
educators' point of view, if one accepts the philosophy 
that all handicapped students are the responsibility of 
the schools, the obviousness of the handicap of severely 
emotionally disturbed, psychotic and autistic students 
makes 1t eas1er for adults to remain removed from the 
problem. Little dissonance 1s created w1thin the adult 
since the problem can readily be seen to exist and to be 
located within the child. 
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On the other hand, the ambigurty wh1ch ex1sts in 
trying to determine wh1ch of the more mildly 
handicapped to serve, and how, creates within the adult 
much more d1scomfort; it creates conflicts of 
orientation, philosophy, and process. Avoid1ng that 
issue not only makes sense from a fiscal point of v1ew, 
but also as a way of decreasing dissonance. When 
allocation of funds for resources and support services is 
based on the number of children with categorical 
handicaps, then 1ncluding the severely emotionally 
disturbed makes sense. The 1ssues become not, whether 
we are equipped and qualified to serve or even manage 
th1s population of students, but instead, whether they 
are relatively comfortable and understandable 
recip1ents of service and whether we will rece1ve credit 
for such service. It is our contention that it is the 
response of the systems to this population of students 
which has determined their service even more than the 
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f1scal and definitional realit1es which are so often c1ted. 
As we explore responses to higher levels of dissonance 
th1s may become more obvious, particularly as we look 
at populations of emotionally disturbed students wh1ch 
cause severe levels of dissonance in systems. System 
responses change from attempts to def1ne who and what 
types of problems wd I be el1g1 ble for service to the 
creatron of rituals and gu1delines - more rigid and 
structured procedures for reducing ambiguity- as the 
level of d1ssonance wh1ch th1s population creates 
Increases to h1gher levels. 
System Responses: Moderate 
At the moderate level of d1ssonance, affect is aroused 
1n adults by this population of students. Th1s affect 
causes confusron of cognitive processes and as we have 
descrrbed prev1ously, a vacillation between motivations 
to heal and to pun1sh. Perhaps the example of 
lunchroom behav1oral problems and the dec1s1on to 
shorten the lunch and play hour represents more than 
s1mply an attempt to structure the Situation. It rs our 
content1on that th1s example may also represent the 
punitive reactrons of adults to restnct the students and to 
elrminate the problem by exclusion rather than solution. 
In response to moderate levels of dissonance, systems 
seem to create elaborate rules and procedures. The 
system seems to go 1nto act1on to protect itself from 
attack. Unable to resolve the ambiguity which surrounds 
defin1t1on for th1s populatron, and confused by 
professionals' shrft1ng recommendations as to 
appropnate pol1cres for dealrng w1th th1s group, the 
system sets out to create its own parameters; it creates 
policies for evaluation, placement and / or exclusion. 
Systems must reta1n a degree of order over their 
student population, and must do so w1th1n a llm1ted 
f1nanc1al budget. Too many d1sturbed students causing 
too great a level of discomfort for teaching personnel 
would be unsettl1ng to the system. Likew1se, too many 
students requ1ring too many spec1al serv1ces would 
prove unsettling to the budget. Elaborate processes are 
undertaken to ensure that not too many, but enough, of 
the disturbed and d1srupt1ve students are identified to 
ma1nta1n stability w1th1n the system. In some systems, as 
much as one or even two years have been devoted to the 
creation of books of forms, gu1delines, procedures, and 
policy statements in response to P.L. 94-142. The original 
need may have been to identify those students who 
need spec1al serv1ce in order to benef1t from the 
learning process. However, 1t becomes lost under layers 
of regulations and interpretations- protections for the 
system. 
It is not difficult to see how th1s state of affairs comes 
about. For one thing, mildly or situationally 
handicapped students do not neatly ((fit" catgorical 
labels. The nsk of mislabeling is greater at the mild end 
of the cont1nuum since it is more diffrcult to assess at 
what point deviation from the norm becomes a 
''handicap." Consequently the decision of whether or 
not to label a particular child becomes the issue of focus 
rather than h1s/ her actual needs. In an attempt not to get 
caught up 1n debates about ethics and the harmful 
effects of labeling a child as handicapped, the 
administration may dec1de to assume a conservative 
posture. This dec1sion IS reinforced by a stnng of other 
cons1derat1ons. By not actively s~ek1ng out or initiating 
programs for mildly disturbed youngsters, the school 
system avo1ds the 11threat of litigation by d1sgruntled 
parents, a crush1ng load of paper work, and 
adm1n1strat1ve procedures of unthinkable proportions" 
(Kaufman, 1980, p. 525). Moreover, 1n the face of fiscal 
and political constraints, inflat1on, declln1ng enrollment, 
and withdrawal of taxpayer support, schools cope by 
redef1n1ng the mandate and elect to serve f1rst those 
most 1n need of spec1al serv1ces - the most severely 
impa1red. So systems deploy the energ1es of the1r 
personnel toward documentation, evaluation, and 
placement procedures. While these elaborate processes 
may protect the system from the amb1guity caused the 
vacillating educational philosoph1es, d1ffering 
onentat1ons towards student behav1or, and sh1fting 
mot1vat1ons w1thin the ind1v1duals who work w1th th1s 
population of students, they also d1ss1pate the energ1es 
of school personnel and draw them away from the very 
students they are h1red to serve. 
It is th1s moderate level of d1ssonance w1th the 
subsequent system and 1nd1v1dual responses, and the 
1nteract1on between the two, wh1ch 1s most obv1ous 1n 
the f1eld today. Not only do the adults need to expend 
mass1ve amounts of energy to keep the1r cognit1on and 
affect 1n equllibnum, to manage the1r own 1mpulses 1n 
work1ng w1th disturbed students, but they also become 
caught 1n responses to the layers of pollc1es wh1ch are 
made by the system to control th1s group of students 
Th1s IS a particularly d1ff1cult task for those who are 1n the 
role of psychologist, soc1al worker, and teacher 
consultant. It is also difficult for school pnncipals to the 
degree that they see the1r role including advocacy for 
students. These persons play dual roles, advocating for 
the child and for his needs, as well as representing the 
system and 1ts polic1es. 
The follow1ng, all too common, example may 
Illustrate how th1s layenng response occurs w1th1n a 
school system. John, a fifteen-year-old n1nth grader who 
IS unable to make many fnends and 1s a slow average 
learner, finds that by m1ss1ng school he accompl1shes 
several things. He avo1ds the struggle w1th assignments~ 
avo1ds confrontations with one teacher, Mrs. Jones; and 
also gains a degree of status w1th peers when he 
elaborates on the many act1v1ties he undertook during 
the day. His swaggering behavior within school, when 
he is there, causes Mrs. Jones to be particularly irritated 
because 1t draws attention away from the class lesson. 
She feels that because he is such a poor student he has 
little to /(swagger" about. She 1 nforms the assistant 
pnncipal that John 1s not com1ng to school and IS 
disruptive when 1s there. The boy is 1nformed, in front of 
peers, that school policy Indicates that two more 
absences and he will lose cred1t for the course. Th1s adds 
to John's stress with1n the learning situation. Further, 
five more absences 1n his classes will result in 
suspension. (Suspension as a pol1cy to combat absences 
from school, taxes our comprehension. However, it is 
too often the common policy of schools. One must ask if 
1t is meant to "combat absences" as to "combat the 
student.") The assistant pnnc1pal suggests a referral be 
made to the school social worker or psycholog1st. 
It 1s at this point that system pollc1es and system 
reactions to these students cause real conflict for 
persons 1n help1ng positions. The psychologist may 
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know that all that IS needed in this s1tuat1on is for 
someone to ass1st the teacher 1n better understanding 
the dynam1cs of the student's behav1ors, and avoid1ng 
the conflict cycle 1nto wh1ch she 1s being drawn. 
However, once a referral IS made, certain system 
procedures must be followed. In most systems, the 
psychologist may not beg1n gathering information 
regard1ng th1s s1tuat1on until adequate paper work has 
been accomplished. S1nce the psychologist in many 
systems 1s requ1red to produce a quota of evaluations 
per week, he/she may not be will1ng to see this student 
w1thout do1ng a formal evaluation. Standardized test1ng 
data must be gathered and a report wntten. Permiss1on 
must be obtained from the student's parent before such 
evaluation may be undertaken. A team must meet. Mrs 
Jones will continue to wa1t for 1nformat1on. Chances are 
that th1s student will not be found to f1t the categoncal 
label of "emotionally disturbed." Th1s beg1ns another 
cha 1n of reactions. 
The results are that 1f the student does not fit the 
category for spec1al service~ 1) Mrs. Jones wdl not 
rece1ve assistance 1n stay1ng out of the confl1ct cycle w1th 
th1s student, 2) the student will not rece1ve help in 
learn1ng more productive ways of meet1ng his 
adolescent soc1al needs, and 3) the system will cont1nue 
to respond w1th pol1c1es wh1ch exacerbate many student 
problems. The pollc1es wdl cont1nue to tie the hands of 
the help1ng professionals by restnct1ng them from us1ng 
the1r informal diagnostiC and 1ntervent1on skdls-skdls 
wh1ch may very well have resolved th1s confl1ct. Is 1t 
fortunate or unfortunate that th1s student may 
eventually become severe enough to rece1ve support 
serv1ces? 
The system response to moderate levels of 
d1ssonance, 1n th1s case, the responses caused within the 
1nd1v1duals by John 's behav1or and by h1s affronts to such 
Important regulations as attendance, ult1mately were 
unproductive. Psychologists, soc1al workers, teacher 
consultants, and spec1al education teachers dramatically 
feel th1s struggle between be1 ng a representative of the 
system, part1c1pat1ng 1n 1ts layenng and rituals, and be1ng 
an advocate for the needs of students. They report 
feel1ng that the d1agnost1c and Intervention skills which 
they were trained to exerc1se are be1ng compromised by 
the system's defens1ve ntuals wh1ch focus upon 
compl1ance with procedures and guidelines, instead of 
pursuing the best programs for the students who have 
special emotional and behav1oral needs. They also feel 
frustrated by policies wh1ch the systems establ1sh 
because of the severe levels of d1ssonance caused by the 
behav1ors of some E. D. students. What IS the response 
when the system is really threatened by severe conflict 
- by severe dissonance between expectations and 
reality? 
Syste m Responses: Severe 
At the severe level of dissonance, the individuars 
response, aroused by massive affect, threat to self image, 
threat to values, and so on, 1s to reject, deny, refuse, or 
avoid dealing with those who cause such reactions. At 
the system level, the response is s1milar. Students whose 
behaviors seriously threaten the stability of the system, 
who commit violent acts, pers1st 1n vandalisms, and/ or 
lead peers 1nto similarly disrupt1ve behaviors, are cast 
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out of the system. Likewise, those who threaten the 
phystcal well-being of the adults in control, and those 
who only verbally threaten such violent behavtors, are 
cast out. 
The energy of the system seems to be devoted to 
creating policies whtch limit the school's responsibiltty 
to thts population of students. One wonders tf 1t is a 
reflection of many systems' responses at the severe level 
of dissonance which caused the definitton of 
emotionally disturbed withtn the regulations of P.L. 94-
142 to read: (((11) The term includes children who are 
schizophrenic or autistic. The term does not tnclude 
children who are socially maladjusted, unless it is 
determtned that they are senously emotionally 
dtsturbed" (Educatton of Handtcapped Children, 
Federal Register, Section 121a.S 1977). Certainly 1t was 
not coincidence. Indeed, it is this populatton, the 
/(socially maladjusted," whtch pose the greatest real 
threat to the stability and control of the school system. 
The behavtors of these students cause the most severe 
dissonance between our beliefs, value, feelings of safety, 
responses as adults, and our cognitive process. And 1t is 
this group which we most eagerly deftne out of our 
responsibilities, even if they do have emotional 
problems. The seeming senselessness of many of the1r 
behavtors befuddles understanding. It is much more 
d1fficult to consider ((healing" thts population. Even 
trying to understand their needs takes an effort for most 
adults because we are too often more eager to ((pun1sh" 
thts group. They seem to reject our best efforts by 
reJecttng, threatenIng, and even destroying school 
property and routine. They seem to surround 
themselves with social confl1ct, perpetually plactng 
adults 1n the uncomfortable role of arbitrator, 
dtscipltnarian, or JUdge. One question conttnues to 
anse: should schools have to accept respons1bdity for 
these socially maladJusted students who seem so 
desperately to want to divorce themselves from the 
process of schooling? 
Layenng occurs as different systems tnteract and try 
to determine where the responsibility for this group of 
students lies. Is it the responsibility of the schools, the 
mental health system, or the juvenile court system, to 
educate these students? If these deliberations, these 
layers, have led us to effective programs for thts 
population of students, we might feel that they have 
been worthwhi le. To the contrary, it appears that an 
increasing number of problems are 1dentified with1n the 
school system. Many professtonals f1nd 1t imposstble to 
understand social maladjustment without associating it 
with some degree of emotional disturbance. It is 
unproductive and unrealistic to simply avoid this group 
or put most of our energy tnto findtng an alternate 
source willing to provide for thetr educational support. 
It is our contention that by not understanding these 
dynamics of individual and system responses to the E. D. 
students who cause such severe dissonance, we lose 
valuable energy to the conflict cycle and to coptng with 
the layering phenomenon. 
Summary and Recomme ndations 
In th 1s chapte r we have attempted to tdentify some of 
the issues which underlie the process of educating 
emotionally disturbed students in school systems. The 
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importance of determining a single orientation to 
behavior and establishing a baste educational 
philosophy were discussed. There 1s ltttle hope that 
tssues of definition and programming for E.D. students 
can be established without agreement in these baste 
areas. 
We have also described the dynamtcs of worktng 
wtth thts population. Discussed were the ways in which 
these dynamics and the different level responses of 
1ndiv1duals to these students cause energy to be diverted 
from solv1ng student problems by efforts to control our 
own impulses and to ensure that our own human needs 
are met. Educators must have assistance in working with 
E.D. students, assistance with their own responses, and 
ass1stance 1n evaluattng the appropnateness and 
usefulness of system responses tn servtng the students. 
Because affect is so readily aroused by this group of 
students, because cognition is so often overpowered in 
the process, educators need tools to ass1st their 
problem-solvtng efforts; they need assistance to avoid 
draining the1r energ1es and becom1ng lost 1n the layenng 
phenomenon; they need help avo1ding premature 
selections of interventions. 
When dtssonance 1s created at e1ther the 1nd1vidual 
or system levels, there 1s usually a great need to alleviate 
it by taking some act1on. Unfortunately, the action is all 
too frequently reactive rather than prescnptive. More 
often than not, a solut1on 1s attempted before the 
problem has been adequately assessed. Consequently, 
the real problem can be missed, ignored, or blocked. 
Great quantities of energy and resources can be 
expended 1n efforts to carry out unproductive solut1ons. 
We have shown that when personal needs become 
Intermingled with child and system needs, objectivity is 
obscured. To ensure that interventions are selected 
wh1ch are prescnpt1ve rather than react1ve, cogn1t1on 
must be acttve and not flooded by affect. It 1s our 
contention that problem-solv1ng models may prov1de 
the needed cognttive assistance for tndividuals who 
work w1th E. D. students. 
There are two models which we have found to be 
particularly helpful to eductors 1n thetr work with E.D. 
students. These models are not rituals which limit 
cognitton by routtntztng the dtagnosttc interventton 
process. Instead, they are models for problem solv1ng; 
they gutde dec1sion making by helptng to illuminate 
options. There is an important difference between 
models wh1ch typtcally promote answers, and those 
which promote questtons. The ftrst has the danger of 
limiting the amount of energy which goes 1nto cognitive 
process by allowing the people who use it to become 
dependent upon the Information which it produces or 
helps to produce. Examples of standardtzed instruments 
being used 1n th1s l1mited, concrete manner are all too 
common w1thin schools. The second type of model -
one wh1ch promotes questions - encourages, 1n fact 
demands, that personnel more actively cons1der the 
tnformation which IS available to them. Indeed, in order 
to use a problem-solving model such as those which are 
reviewed here requires that one actively th1nk about the 
problem in order to answer the questtons wh1ch are 
posed by the model. Such cognttive a1des as these are 
particularly useful in work with E. D. students because 
they seem to help individuals maintain the equilibnum 
between cognition and affect; they help to decrease 
d1ssonance and avoid the confusion of layers of 
secondary 1ssues 
Follow1ng are descriptions of the model for 
Analyzing Performance Problems, des1gned by Mager 
and Pipe, and the Intervention by Prescription Model, 
created by Rezm1ersk1, Rubinstein, and Shiffler The 
ways 1n wh1ch these models assist ind1v1duals and 
systems to ma1nta1n their focus upon the needs of the 
student also wdl be d1scussed 
The Mager/ Pipe Mode l 
The Mager 'Pipe model is a behaviorally-based 
model for determining the nature of performance 
discrepancies Although it was originally developed for 
use in industry, it has app lication in education as we l l. By 
following a series of questions arranged 1n a flow-chart 
format, the user IS guided in systematic cons1derat1on of 
possible causes for a performance d1screpancy. For each 
cause a correspond1ng solution is offered (see F1 gure 1). 
The first step in this problem-solving process IS to 
describe the performance d1screpancy. It 1s not 
uncommon for a teacher to fee l overwhelm ed by a 
situation or a particular child's behav1or Focus1ng on 
one 1ssue or problem at a time is the f1rst step toward 
manag1ng frustration. Therefore it 1s Important that 
teachers be able to describe precisely what 1t 1s that is 
upsetting them; what is ·lsupposed" to be happening 
that is not. 
Figure 1: Mager/Pipe Model Describe 
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Next, the model calls for a decision as to whether or 
not the identified d1screpancy IS important enough to do 
anything about. Unfortunately, without such a model, 
this step is frequently overlooked in actual practice, and 
a lot of unnecessary time and energy 1s wasted on 
insign1f1cant or m1splaced remed1es. At th1s step, 
teachers are forced to stop and consider whose problem 
1t really is -perhaps their own values or expectations 
are in need of evaluation before the onus 1s placed on 
the chdd. Teachers need to ask why the d1screpancy 1s 
1mportant and what would happen if it were left alone. If 
1t is not important, no further energy should be 
expended worrying about 1t; they should ignore this 
particular discrepancy and move on to one that is 
Important. 
With the nature of the problem having been 
described and 1ts importance determ1 ned, the use of this 
model 1s 1n a pos1t1on to start explonng poss1ble causes 
for the performance discrepancy. The f1rst quest1on to 
consider IS whether the observed d1screpancy 1s due to a 
skill def1ciency. If the teacher thinks that the child 
cannot perform the desired skdl or behav1or even 1f he 
/(really had to," the questions on the left s1de of the flow-
chart should be pursued. If 1t IS subsequently d1scovered 
that the chrld never had the skrll in quest1on in h1s or her 
repertoire, the indtcatton IS to arrange formal tra1n1ng. 
However, 1f the child ((used to do 1t," the investigator 
would need to know how often it was used. It could be 
that the child's skill in the area of concern 1s simply rusty 
and in need of a refresher or pract1ce. On the other 
hand, If 1t IS someth1ng that the child used frequently and 
1t IS still deficient, the solut1on may be to arrange better 
or more frequent feedback. 
. If it is determined that the performance discrepancy 
1s not due to a sktll defic1ency, that the chtld could 
perform 1f he or she had to, but for one reason or 
another does not, then the next step is to explore the 
possibil1ty of a performance management problem. 
Here the solution involves mod1fying the conditions or 
the consequences associated w1th the des1red 
performance. The Mager/ P1pe model has identified 
four possible causes for nonperformance: 1) 
performance is punishing, 2) nonperformance is 
rewarding, 3) performance does not matter to the chrld 
and 4) there are obstacles Interfering w1th performance~ 
Unlike the left side of the model, these causes do not 
follow 1n a linear fashion. Rather, each one is equally 
l1kely and the Investigator should explore all the 
possibilities before deciding upon a ((best" solution. 
While the soluttons may seem obvious at first glance, 1t 
should be remembered that the source of a problem 1s 
frequently not identified at all. Once the source is 
Identified, the solution often does log1cally follow. The 
model helps users to sort out where to focus their 
energies. The specifics of the intervention, how and 
when it will be applied and by whom, need to be worked 
out by individuals who work with the child. 
The Inte rve ntion By Prescription Model 
The second model (Figure 2, page 34), Intervention 
By Prescnption (IBP), was developed as part of a grant 
sponsored by the U.S. Education Department. In 
contrast to the Mager/ Pipe model, which is behaviorally 
oriented, the IBP model is more developmental 1n 
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nature. The intent of the IBP model is to prov1de a 
structure wh1ch encourages school personnel to use a 
logtcal problem-solv1ng process as they assemble data, 
analyze 1t, diagnose the problem, and proceed to select 
and evaluate prescnptive Interventions in a manner 
wh1ch IS gu1ded by the data wh1ch have been assembled. 
There are f1ve progress1ve stages of the I B P model: 1) 
gathertng assessment data, 2) determin1ng the 
impltcat1ons of the data, 3) devising an 1ntervent1on and 
monttorrng plan, 4) defin1ng expected intervention 
outcomes, and 5) evaluatton. 
The bas1c problem-solv1ng model 1s shown here. 
However, other more extensive problem-solving a1des 
wh1ch are not shown here have been developed for the 
1nd1vidual and ecolog1cal assessment part of the model. 
At the assessment phase, the model prov1des a senes of 
questions which are arranged hierarchically accord1ng 
to developmental 1nformat1on. These questions are 
assembled 1n developmental order 1n a cha1n fash1on in 
order to promote a systematic exploration of each of 
four selected developmental areas. Each chain focuses 
attention upon an area of development which is felt by 
the authors to be crrt1cal to d1agnos1s of emotional and 
behav1oral problems; 1mpulse control, affective 
preoccupation, soc1al understanding, and problem 
solving. The cha1ns were developed to facilitate and to 
structure diagnostiC data gathenng whde keep1ng the 
opt1ons open for how 1nformat1on 1s collected. This IS 
particularly Important. D1fferent individuals have 
different abilities and different techniques for gathenng 
1nformat1on about a problem. However, 1t is important 
to ensure that at least a basic set of areas are 
systematically explored. The psychologists and soctal 
workers may elect to do clin1cal interviews or parts of 
standardtzed instruments to gather diagnostiC 
1nformat1on. They may also choose to observe or work 
d1rectly w1th the chtld, wh1ch is often the teacher 
consultant's manner of gathering information. In fact, 
whrle the model leaves the method of information-
gathering open to 1nd1v1dual choice, it IS recommended 
that as much direct exploration be done with the student 
as possible. Personnel who use this model f1nd the 
clin1cal interv1ew, 1nd1vidual or small group role-playing 
act1vit1es, and problem resolution dtlemmas to be 
particularly nch sources of Information as they try to 
answer the developmental questions posed 1n the 
model. Developmental information may be gathered in 
1nformal or formal ways; through observation, the 
cl1n1cal Interview, through role play1ng or problem 
resolut1on drlemmas 1n which the student is involved, or 
through standardized activities. The basic difference 
between th1s and other procedures is that 1n th1s model, 
the developmental quest1ons and the problem-solving 
process itself guide the diagnostic act1vit1es, rather than 
the diagnostic activities and their results provid1ng the 
answers to quest1ons wh1ch may have only been 
Incompletely asked, as is sometimes the case where 
standardized Instruments are depended upon entirely. 
After the assessment is completed, the child study 
team convenes to establish the implications of the data. 
Which Implications bear d1rectly upon Intervention? 
Who should be the target of the intervention? Whose 
problem IS this? What does the ecological information 
suggest about who in the child's ecology is most likely to 
succeed as the intervener? Are there any barriers 1n the 
c.-,) 
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environment which might block successful 
1mplementat1on of the 1ntervent1on? Th1s is a cnt1cal and 
difficult step. As practitioners we too often want to JUmp 
ahead, to select an Intervention from our often l1m1ted 
and over-used repertoire of 1ntervent1ons. It IS not until 
the implications of the data have been clearly spelled 
out that we can be sure that a particular Intervention will 
be what IS needed. For example, if the student is a 
teenager 1n a JUnior high school setting, but has impulse 
control wh1ch is at a four-year-old level, the 1ntervent1on 
must be specially designed. Any intervention wh1ch 
does not recogn1ze and plan for the need for structure, 
for nearly immediate reinforcement and the problems 
of 1mplement1ng such an Intervention at the Junior high 
level, wdl likely fail. 
Next, a member of the child study team and the 
person des1gnated to be the Intervener meet to select or 
design the spec1fic intervention. Both the impl1cations of 
the data that were generated by the team and the 
personal style of the intervener are taken into account. 
In add1t1on, they decide upon the duration of the 
intervention and how it should be monitored. 
In the fourth stage of the process, the users def1 ne 
the1r expectations for the Intervention. They specifically 
predict the changes wh1ch should occur 1f the 
intervention is on target. Team input 1s aga1n cnt1cal at 
th1s stage. Relat1ng the predictions back to the 
assessment data serve as a final check that the 
intervention does, 1n fact, come from the data. It also 
helps to keep the degree and nature of change 1n 
perspective. Is this a realistic plan for change? 
Finally, evaluation of the Intervention 1s 
accomplished. At the end of the ((tnal" 1ntervent1on 
period (approximately 2- 6weeks), the team determ1nes 
whether the intervention 1s on the right track. On the 
bas1s of this assessment, a determination is made 
whether to end the 1ntervent1on, to modify 1t, to 
continue for a short t1me utd1z1ng other sources of 
support, or to continue it on a longer-term basis under 
the auspices of special education serv1ces. 
The concepts of ''team approach," ('chdd study," 
((intervention plan," ('mon1toring progress," and 
((evaluation" 1n and of themselves are not new concepts. 
In many schools, the team approach for decision making 
is well instituted. What differentiates the IBP model from 
the traditional team approach is the nature of the 
d1agnost1c information and the team's ' (miss1on." The 
requirement of the federal rules and regulations of P.L. 
94-142 for providing service on the basis of ((certifiable" 
handicaps has ((instituted the med1cal-model by 
default" (Magltocca and Stephens, 1980). For the most 
part, the focus of team decision making is currently 
centered on whether a child should be referred to 
special education, whether he or she is likely to '(fit" a 
particular label, and who should do what in preparation 
for an I EP. The IBP model, on the other hand, provides a 
vehicle for determining prescriptive interventions for a 
given problem regardless of where it stands 1n the 
system of service categories. It is not necessary to wait 
until a problem becomes sufficiently severe to qualify 
for special services before an intervention can be 
planned. The model decreases dependence on 
standardized testing and label1ng rituals and 1ncreases 
dynamic exploration of a problem, both in terms of what 
is happening with the child (development) and around 
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the child (ecology), by legitimizing the clinical interview 
and other 1nformal, nonstandard1zed means of 
assessment. It helps to keep the energ1es of personnel 
focused on the task of solving a student problem, and 
prov1des a developmental base to ass1st personnel 1n 
understanding the problem and in select1ng 
prescnpt1ve, rather than habitually used, 1ntervent1ons. 
Both of the models wh1ch have been discussed above 
help professionals who work with emotionally disturbed 
students to avo1d gett1ng caught 1n the confl1ct cycle. 
They help to provide the d1stance which is needed to 
convert confl1ct into cop1ng. By providing cnt1cal 
quest1ons for understanding a problem, these models 
help to shed light on the various parts of a problem and 
on potential causes They help teacher consultants or 
other specialists to think about solutions that are 
prescnpt1ve and to separate out the1r own personal 
1ssues from those about and around the student. All too 
often we have participated in fruitless discussions of 
whether or not a part1cular intervention, perhaps the 
f1rst one wh1ch came to someone's mind, would or 
would not work We have d1scussed solut1ons before we 
have thoroughly uncovered the needs of the student 
and patterns of the problem itself. Too often, we have 
also prematurely ass1gned the problem to the student 
w1thout gathenng sufficient 1nformat1on to determ1ne 
whether 1t was really centered elsewhere. These models 
help to systematically gu1de explorations, help1ng 
Individuals to stay on task with the problem-solving 
process. S1nce 1t IS the process that is structured - the 
tnqu1ry - and not the content, these models serve as 
flexible tools for analyz1ng and plann1ng for many 
d1fferent types of problems. 
Of the two models which we have described, the IBP 
model IS perhaps the more flexible. Whereas the 
Mager / P1pe model speclf1es that a performance 
discrepancy ex1st with1n a particular individual, the IBP 
model does not presuppose e1ther the nature or the 
locus of the problem. Thus, the IBP model can be helpful 
1n sort1ng out 1ssues and 1n problem solving at an earl1er 
stage 1n the stress and confl1ct cycle than the Mager / P1pe 
model; at the first Indications of a perceived problem, 
one does not have to wa1t for a performance discrepancy 
to surface. Consequently, the IBP model can be very 
useful 1n plann1ng preventive intervention strateg1es as 
well- those which may alter the pattern of interactions 
sufficiently to avert the growth of a problem. The two 
models also d1ffer 1n the type of 1nformat1on that is 
gathered 1n the problem-solving process. The 
Mager/ P1pe model has a behavioral emphasis. The IBP 
model has a developmental and ecological focus. 
Though they differ, both of the models are useful to 
teachers and other school personnel 1n separating out 
the vanous elements of a problem and 1n focus1ng 
attention upon crit1cal factors. In this way, they assist 
cogn1tion by drawing attention away from reactions and 
consideration of secondary issues and by d1recting 
energies towards the crit1cal factors which surround a 
problem. 
Often, when a classroom teacher contacts a school 
soc1al worker with a perce1ved student problem, the1r 
ma1n request IS for relief from that problem. Soc1al 
workers and other school helping personnel who have 
utd1zed these models have found that as they meet with 
the teacher and begin to sort out information according 
to one of these schema, the teacher gains 1 ns1ght 1 nto the 
nature of the confl1ct, and emotional energ1es seem to 
be redirected towards a better understanding of the 
problem Teachers have reported that they took the 
problem to the psychologist or social workers hopt~g 
the child would become a cand1date for spec1al 
education and be removed from the classroom. 
However, as they have gone through the problem-
solving process, they have dtscovered that the problem 
was not as large as they had ong1nally thought, that the 
student was 1ndeed develop1ng normally, or that, w1th a 
s1mple adjustment of the interaction between the 
student and themselves, the problem mtght be altered 
The IBP model has an additional benefit 1n problem 
solving beyond that of bringtng clartty to the problem 
for 1nd1v1duals alone. This model 1s also helpful for 
systems, in that 1t helps personnel to document when 
the needs of the student and the most prescnpt1ve 
1nterventton are hampered by or even unthinkable due 
to ex1st1ng mean1ngless or m1sdtrected pol1c1es of 
student management. In the earlter example of the 
JUnior h1gh boy who had an attendance problem, the 
staff members, utd1z1ng the IBP model, d1scovered that 
the problem was not only centered 1n the boy and 1n 
Mrs. Jones, but that pollc1es of excluston under these 
circumstances were not prescnpttve and, 1ndeed, 
counter-productive. School personnel have reported 
that the IBP model bnngs the appropnateness or 
inappropnateness of vanous school pol1c1es 1nto stark 
light, helping personnel to evaluate the effectiveness of 
many policies and the1r goals. It IS our contention also, 
that the strength of a problem-solv1ng process makes 1t a 
critical tool, dramatically needed if we are to understand 
and effectively deal w1th the 1ssues and dynamics of 
educat1ng emotionally d1sturbed students. 
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Pills or Skills for Hyperactive Children 
by K. Daniel O'Leary 
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reinforcement, self-control, hyperactivity, and 
observational methodology. More recently, his 
research has been on marital therapy, the 
relationship between marital and child problems, 
and spouse abuse. His latest literary work IS entitled 
Coptng with Behavtor Problem Chtldren. 
Th 1s rna nuscn pt was based on a Pres1dent1al address, Cl m1 cal 
DIVISIOn, Sect1on II I, Ex pen mental- Behav1oral Sc1ence, Amen can 
Psycholog1cal AssoCiation, Toronto, Canada, August 30, 1978 SpeCial 
thanks are due Drs. R1 chard Allen, Russell Barkley, Kenneth Gadow, 
Jan Loney, Susan O 'Leary, and Carol Whalen for detailed rev1ews of 
th1s manuscnpt The opm10ns expressed herem, however, are those of 
the author and may o r may not represent those of md1v1dual rev1ewers 
Repnnts may be obtained from the author, Department of Psychology, 
SUNY, Stony Brook, Long Island, New York 11794 
Although many of you may be aware of the furor 
surround1ng the pharmacologi ca l treatment of 
hyperactive children, others may not be cognizant of the 
1ntens1ty or senousness of the debate. Therefore, I 
would like to acqua1nt you w1th some of the socia l and 
pol1tical 1ssues associated with the pharmaco logical 
treatment of hyperactivity. After discuss1ng som e of the 
reasons for th1s controversy, I will examine the scope of 
hyperactivity and note how it is diagnosed . Finall y, I will 
ccdirect my attention to the ments of both 
pharmacological and psychologica l treatments for 
hyperactivity. 
Controversy over Drug Treatment 
The controversy over the pharmacological treatment 
of hyperactive children IS illustrated by the following 
three events wh1ch brought nat1onal attention to the 
problem. 
1. In 1970, the Washtngton Post reported that five to 
ten percent of children in Omaha, Nebraska, were given 
psychost1mulant med1cation for hyperactivity. That 
Incorrect report (Maynard, 1970) and various media 
renditions of it, which became known as 11The Omaha 
Incident," sparked Congressional hearings on the use of 
stimulant medication with children. (Actually, the 
Ass ista nt Supenntendent of the Omaha School District 
would not est1mate the percentage of children on 
med1cat1on, but a local physician estimated five to ten 
percent of the schoo l population.) 
2. In 1975, two free-lance authors, Schrag and 
D1voky, wrote a book, The Myth of the Hyperacti ve 
Child, wh1ch rece1ved considerable publicity as 
illustrated by Schrag's synopsis of their book 1n the New 
York Ttmes. That synopsis was titled 11Readin ', Writin ' 
(and Drugg1n')" (Schrag, 1975). The essence of their 
m essage is contained in the following quotation from 
Schrag's art1 cle. 
Before sc1ent1sts have had a chance to 
systematically study and ref1ne the 1ssues, the 
field has become the doma1n of educators and 
the drug 1ndustry. It has also become a 
playground for charlatans .... There 1s some 
ev1dence, however, that the drugs do make 
some ch ildren more docile (wh1 ch makes some 
teachers happy), that in some cases they can 
tnduce psychotic eptsodes and hallucinations, 
and that in many, if not most, they cause 
irreverstble weight loss and a stunting of growth. 
What the kids are getting is speed (p. 13). 
In fact, Schrag and Divoky's well-publictzed 
statements are clearly exaggerated and, 1n certain cases, 
patently false For example, there is no clear evidence 
that there IS trrreversible weight loss or growth stu nting 
associated wtth psychosttmulant use (Roche, Ltpman, 
Overall, & Hung, tn press). Rather, there ts a distinct 
growth rebound when children cease taking Dexedrine 
(Safer & Allen, 1976). Further, hyperacttve chi ldren are 
not recetvtng Methednne, the specific amphetamine 
known as 11Speed," and, interestingly, they do not report 
the ((high" experienced by adults when they take 
psychostimulants. The Myth of the Hyperactive Child 
was written as an investigative report. Although it 
conta tned tmportan t tnaccuracies and polemtcs, it was 
Repnnted wtth permission of Journal of Applted Behavtor Analysts, 1980, 13, 191-204, Number 1 (Spnng 1980) 
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nevertheless 1nformat1ve and it well illustrated the 
problems of d1agnos1ng and treat1ng hyperactive 
children 
3 In 1978, the American Educator, the professional 
journal of the Amencan Federation of Teachers, carried 
an art1cle t1tled "Hyperact1v1ty: The Scandalous 
Silence/' by Stephen Box, a soc1ology lecturer from 
England. The central theme of the art1cle was as follows. 
There IS a scandalous sil ence about a form of 
v1olence go1ng on 1n the schools. . . The 
v1olence I refer to is the 1ncreas1ng employment 
of "med1cal solutions" to problems which are 
essentially moral, legal, and social .... Instead of 
recogn1z1ng the 1nart1culate cnes of rage and 
despa1r and exam1n1ng the very senous 
problems these hyperactive children face, there 
1s an Intense dnve to ind1v1duallze the1r 
problems, and blame them on organ1c 
1mpairments; ... Drugs are then adm1n1stered to 
dampen and confuse the child's scarcely heard 
protests. In this way the mtnds of a generation of 
the ethn1cally and economically deprived are 
be1ng hollowed out, and the revolt of a 
potentially del1nquent populat1on avo1ded (pp 
22-24). 
L1ke the Schrag and D1voky book, th1s article made an 
emotional plea to reth1nk the place of the med1cal and 
psychiatnc establishment 1n the education of children. 
tiThe Omaha I nc1dent," Schrag and D1voky's book, and 
Box's art1cle clearly exposed the public to the problem 
of treatment of hyperactive children, and the impact of 
these publications Illustrates the public's senous 
concern about this problem. No serious-minded 
c1Jn1cian who sees famJI1es or children can 1gnore the 
knotty issues of pharmacological vs. psychological 
treatment of hyperactive children. When the issue IS 
a1red on nat1onal telev1s1on and d1scussed 1n a magaztne 
that reaches every member of a maJor teachers' un1on 1n 
th1s country, we are bes1eged by parents and teachers 
al1ke who are confused about what can or should be 
done for the1r children who are labeled hyperactive. 
Parents are plagued by a plethora of both causes and 
cures for th1s problem, and my intent here will be to 
d1scuss: 1) the incidence of hyperactivity and the use of 
various treatments, 2) what constitutes hyperactivity, 
and 3) the advantages and disadvantages of 
psychost1mulant medication and behav1or modification 
(t.e., pills and skills). 
Incidence of Hyperactivity 
The concern about treat1ng hyperactivity has come 
into bold focus in part because of the incidence of 
hyperactivity and the marked 1ncrease in the use of 
psychostimulant drugs for hyperactivity in the past 20 
years. Hyperactivity was infrequently discussed and 
diagnosed 15 years ago, but in 1971, according to a 
DHEW report, 5 percent of elementary school children 
were hyperactive. Alternately stated, on the average at 
least one hyperactive child existed 1 n every elementary 
school classroom. Several surveys reported that 
hyperact1v1ty was present in as many as 30 percent of the 
cases seen in child psychological clinrcs and in 10 
38 
percent of the regular caseloads of pedtatnc clin1cs. As 
Safer and Allen (1976) stated: tiThe most common child 
psych1atnc d1sabdity 1s hyperact1v1ty." 
Incidence of Drug Treatment 
Survey data from Balt1more county indicated that the 
percentage of children rece1v1ng medication for 
hyperactivity increased from 1.07 percent 1n 1971, to 1.73 
percent 1n 1973, to 2.08 percent 1n 1975, and to 2.12 
percent 1n 1977 (Krager, Safer, & Earhardt, 1979). As 
Sprague and Gad ow (1976) po1nted out, estimates of the 
number of children 1n the Un1ted States on 
psychost1mulant med1cat1on vary considerably 
depend1ng upon whether the estimates are based on 
school nurse surveys, phys1c1an surveys, or the Nat1onal 
D1sease and TherapeutiC Index (NDTI), an index based 
on pnvate pract1ce phys1c1ans stratified by regions of the 
country. Furthermore, usage vanes w1th geograph1c 
reg1on (Whalen & Henker, in press). Utlliz1ng the best 
1 n formation avatla bl e, however, 1t appears that 
approximately 600,000 to 700,000 children rece1ve 
psychost1mulant med1cat1on for hyperact1v1ty dunng the 
school year. The number of children receiv1ng such 
med1cat1on may be level1ng off, but the 1nc1dence of 
psychost1mulant use has Increased markedly since the 
early 1960s (Sprague & Gadow, 1976). 
In th1s author's op1n1on, the burgeon1ng number of 
children d1agnosed as hyperact1ve has been at least 
partly spurred by the pharmaceutical 1ndustnes. For 
example, from january to Septemer 1979, full-page 
advertisements for psychost1mulants for hyperactivity 
appeared in seven of n1ne Ped1atr1cs 1ssues. 
I nterest1 ngly, by far the greatest advertis1 ng is for Cylert 
(pemol1ne), a new drug whose use IS greatly increas1ng. 
Of course, other factors such as phys1cans' ability to save 
children who m1ght have d1ed from birth complications; 
1ncreased environmental pollutants, such as lead (Baloh, 
Sturm, Greene, & Gieser, 1975; Needleman, Gunnoe, 
Lev1ton, Reed, Peres1e, Maher, & Barrett, 1979); food 
add1t1ves (Rose, 1978); greater publ1c awareness, and 
more objective assessments of hyperactivity, may well 
have contributed to the increasing diagnosis of 
hyperactivity. However, when the potential market for a 
medication is five percent of all elementary school 
children, that market IS very b1g business. 
Incidence of Dietary Treatment 
Dietary specialists and allergists have also begun to 
stake their claim on the hyperactivity market as 
illustrated by the phenomenal development of Fe1ngold 
associations in this country since the publication of 
Feingold's book, Why Your Child is Hyperactive, tn 1975. 
Feingold's approach involves the elimination of artifiCial 
food coloring-especially red and yellow dyes; a 
preservative-BHT (Butolated hydroxy tolulene), as well 
as natural salicylates contained in foods such as apricots, 
prunes, raspberries, tomatoes, and cucumbers. Feingold 
reported that when he placed hyperactive children on a 
sa licylate-free diet, 30 percent showed a response that 
he termed dramatic and 18 percent more responded 
favorably. Although his cla1ms have been tested and 
found lacking substantiation 1 for most children in at 
least f1ve controlled studies (Harley, 1n pressL the 
Feingold associations, as well as other natural food 
groups, have been so powerful that they have convinced 
some food chains to package foods labeled additive and 
preservative free. Although it is impossible to determine 
the precise number, probably at least 200,000 children 
are on the Feingold diet (based on number of families in 
Feingold associations in the U.S., Random House sales 
f1gures of Fe1ngold's book from 1975-1978,2 and 
estimates of treatment reg1mens [Lambert, Sandoval, & 
Sassone, 1978]). 
In summary, two salient developments, the use of 
psychost1mulant medication and a d1etary approach, 
have prompted a shift in the conceptualization of 
behaviors prev1ously seen as attent1onal problems, 
character problems, laziness, and lack of directedness. 
Such behav1ors, which are now labeled hyperactive, 
have often been attnbuted to bra1n dysfunction or food 
sensit1vit1es. The bra1n dysfunction was to be treated 
with medication and food sensitivity with a dietary 
regimen. Both of these conceptualizations gave parents 
a ready means of switching the onus of responsibility 
from soc1ety, schools, and themselves to the physic1an 
and to physical causes. Although it is true that the 
hyperactive behav1or of a small percentage of 
hyperactive children is due to clear neurolog1cal 
deficits, it seems equally plausible to seek the crucial 
etiological factors of hyperactivity of many children in 
the home, social, and educational env1ronment. 
Although no social learn 1 ng theonst has postu Ia ted 
that hyperactivity per se is learned, 1t is th1s author's 
opinion that many behaviors characteristiC of 
hyperactivity certainly could be learned. ((For example, 
of the behaviors wh1ch distinguish hyperactive from 
normal children (Stewart, P1tts, Cra1g, & Dieruf, 1966L 
the following behaviors presumably are influenced by 
learning: talks too much, leaves class without 
perm1ssion, constantly demands candy, can't tolerate 
teasing, 1s destructive, is defiant, doesn ' t complete 
projects" (O'Leary, in press, pp. 7-8). As I mentioned 
earlier, hyperactivity was not discussed much until two 
decades ago, and many people currently feel that 
profess1onals are simply relabel1ng ''Peck's Bad Boy" by 
invoking a medical label or diagnosis. Frankly, I never 
heard the label, hyperactive, when I was in elementary 
school in the late 1940s. Kids with short attention spans 
and short frustration tolerances were simply described 
as clowns, lazy, s1lly, and not liking school. W1th five 
percent of elementary school children hyperactive-
two percent of them who are on medication, one 
percent who have tried or are on the Feingold diet, and 
an undertermined percentage who are receiving 
behavior therapy-one may ask why are so many 
children treated at all? Often these children, whether 
labeled "Peck's Bad Boys" or hyperactive, do not 
progress academically or socially and they do need help. 
1Rose (1978) Illustrated the deletenous effects of large amounts of 
add1t1ves, but he was not test1ng the Fe1ngold d1et per se 
2There have been approximately 1701 000 cop1es of the Fe~ngold 
book sold Since 1978. 1nformatlon prov1ded by Random House, August 
24, 1978 
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The quest1on of interest is what type of help is needed? 
To dec1de that, it seems especially important to know 
what constitutes hyperactivity. 
Definition of Hyperactivity 
Accord1 ng to the Amencan Psychiatnc Association's 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (APA, DSM-111968L3 a 
hyperactive or hyperkinetic child is a child charactenzed 
by short attention span, restlessness, and overact1vity. 
This seem1ngly straightforward definition of 
hyperactivity based on overt behaviors is misleading, 
for, in fact, children with other behavioral problems 
such as conduct d1sorders or unsocialized aggressive 
reactions have the same diff1cult1es, i.e., short attent1on 
span, restlessness, and overactivity. Because of the 
problem of differential diagnosis of children, some 
Investigators prefer the term " minimal bra1n 
dysfunction" (Wender, 1971), because the term was 
purportedly related to the causes of hyperact1v1ty. 
Others have long resorted to drug responsiveness as a 
means of defin1ng hyperactivity and implicated brain 
damage as a cause of the problem. Neither of these 
means of defining hyperactivity seems useful. In the f1rst 
place, there is no evidence Indicating that all or even 
most hyperactivity results from minimal brain 
dysfunct1on (Rutter, 1977). Because of the frequent 
assumption that hyperact1v1ty results from brain 
dysfunction and/ or a neurological lag, psychostimulant 
medication has been given. It was thought that such 
central nervous system stimulants would somehow act 
on that def1c1t and enable the chtld to function normally. 
Therefore, 1t was bel1eved that hyperactive children had 
a dysfunction that was not present in normals and which 
could be ameliorated by psychostimulants. However, in 
studies by Shetty (1971) and Rapoport, Buchsbaum, 
Zahn, We1ngartner, Ludlow, and Mikkelson (1978), it has 
been seen that normal children exhibit the same 
responsiveness to medication as do hyperactives. 
Diagnosing hyperactivity on the basis of drug 
responsiveness appears to deny causes of hyperactivity 
such as environmental and nutritional determinants. In 
brief, it would appear best to simply use the terms 
" responders" and "nonresponders" to medication and 
el1minate the logical fallacy and excess conceptual 
baggage associated with labeling on the basis of 
responsiveness to a medication. 
At present, it appears most reasonable to regard 
hyperact1vty as a set of behaviors-such as excessive 
restlessness and short attention span-that are 
quantitatively and qualitatively different from those of 
children of the same sex, mental age, and SES. In fact, 
normative data from teacher ratings have been obtained 
that show that in the United States and New Zealand, 
such ratings can reliably place children in the upper five 
percent of the population (Werry, Sprague, & Cohen, 
1975). 
3The proposed DSM-111 contains a new classification, Atlentton 
Deftctt Dtsorder, wh1ch 1s to replace the term hyperk~nes1s 
Subcategones ~nclude 1) uncomplicated, 2) w1th hyperactivlty,3) with 
conduct problems, and 4) w1th conduct problems and hyperactivity. 
The most frequently used measurement dev1ce, the 
Teacher Rat1ng Scale (TRS) (Conners, 1969), reflects 
more than a s1mple judgment regard1ng act1v1ty level It 
1mpllc1tly allows a teacher to make qualitative Judgments 
about the appropnateness, relevance, and goal-d1rected 
nature of the behav1or. lnvesttgators have used the 
Conners TRS as well as s1mtlar scales by Davtds (1971), 
Blunden, Spring, and Greenberg (1974), and Zukow, 
Zukow, and Bentler (1978) to select hyperactive children 
for research and cl1n1cal purposes. However, stat1st1cal 
dev1ance on the bas1s of qualitative and quant1tat1ve 
teacher norms ts not enough to deft ne hyperact1v1ty 
adequately. Investigators ltke Stewart (Stewart & Olds, 
1973) rule out such behav1ors as descnptors of 
hyperact1v1ty when they can be attnbuted to chronic 
medtcal or neurolog1cal d1sease or to severe behav1oral 
disturbances such as childhood psychoses or mental 
retardatton. In add1t1on, the child's behav1or should be 
vtewed as problematic across s1tuat1ons (e.g., w1th 
d1fferent teachers). Finally, ev1dence should be obtained 
indtcattng that the hyperactive behavtors have perststed 
across ttme. Wtth the exclus1on of hyperactive children 
due to chron1c dtsease and severe behavtoral 
dtsturbances, and the emphas1s on conststency 1n 
hyperactive behavtor across t1me and s1tuat1ons, we are 
usually dealtng wtth hyperacttve children who are 
stmply at the end of a normal distnbution for act1v1ty and 
poor tmpulse control and 1nattent1on. 
The complex1ty of the problem of hyperactiVIty for 
parents was well illustrated by Ross and Ross (1976) who 
complied descriptions of behav1ors commonly 
exh1bited by hyperacttve 1nd1v1dual<; across vanous age 
periods (see Table 1). As they emphasized, few 
hyperactive indivtduals exh1b1t the ent1re constellation 
of behavtors at any one age period. Rather, it 1s the 
cumulat1ve effect of the number of problematiC 
behaviors that leads parents and hyperactive Individuals 
to seek profess1onal help. Although it ts true that 
excesstve motoric acttvtty level per se does not remain a 
d1st1ngutshing charactenst1c of an 1nd1v1dual diagnosed 
hyperacttve as a child throughout his or her ltfe,1t IS clear 
that as many as one-th1rd of the Individuals diagnosed as 
hyperactive in childhood have very serious emotional 
and vocational problems as adults (Laufer, 1971; Ross & 
Ross, 1976). 
Differential Diagnosis 
One of the most diff1cult problems facing any 
clinician 1s differential dtagnos1s of hyperactivity and 
aggressive conduct d1sorders. Although these two 
syndromes are clearly not totally independent, unless 
one w1shes to argue that every udifficult" child should 
be medtcated, differenttal diagnosis becomes a 
paramount concern. Unfortunately, nobody has devised 
an empincal scheme that can be used by a clinician to 
make such a differential diagnosis. In fact, the Conners 
TRS, the most widely used measure to assess 
responsiveness to treatment, has both an aggressive-
conduct factor and a hyperactivity factor, but the 
correlatton between these scales was found by Werry et 
al (1975) to be 77. G1ven such a high correlation between 
factors, dtfferential diagnosis is espec1ally difficult. 
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Loney, Langhorne, and Patern1te (1978) attacked the 
problem of differential d1agnos1s by first mak1ng a 
hypothetical d1st1nct1on between pnmary or core 
symptoms (e.g., hyperact1v1ty and Inattention) and 
secondary or resultant symptoms (e.g., self-esteem 
def1c1ts and delinquent behavior) that were thought to 
anse from the hyperk1net1c child's "flawed Interactions 
w1th hts / her environment." Ustng a sample of 135 boys 
from the ages of 4 to 12, rat1ngs by 2 trained judges of 
pnmary, secondary, and unclass1f1ed marker symptoms 
were obtained. The raters used psych1atnc, 
psychologtcal, and soc1al work reports to make their 
ratings A factor analysts (pnnc1pal ax1s with subsequent 
orthogonal rotation) y1elded two relatively Independent 
maJor factors, (v1z., aggress1on and hyperact1v1ty). These 
factors had 1ntercorrelat1ons of only .27. (See Table 2, 
page 41 for a descnpt1on of the vanables which had 
s1gn1f1cant loadtngs on Factors 1 and 11.) 
To assess the concurrent validity of these factors, 
parent tntake checkl1sts and school report data were 
correlated with these factors. H1gh scores on the 
aggresston factor were s1gntf1cantly correlated with 
parents descnbtng thetr children as 1ncons1derate, cruel, 
and qu1ck-tempered, and wtth teachers describ1ng them 
as def1ant and stubborn and hav1ng temper outbursts. 
H1gh scores on the hyperact1v1ty factor correlated w1th 
parental descnpttons of tmpulstvtty and with teachers' 
descnpt1ons of excess1ve demands for teacher attention. 
restlessness, overact1v1ty, not be1ng accepted by the 
peer group, and not betng a leader. Further, the 
hyperattve boys had more v1sual motor diff1cult1es and 
were more responsive to CNS stimulants. The aggressive 
boys were younger at referral and had fewer 
neurolog1cal signs. Thus, we ftnd empirical confirmation 
by Loney et al. for a cl1n1cal p1cture of hyperactivtty and 
aggressiveness that has been long proffered by 
tndividuals like Werry (1978). 
Table 1 
Behavioral Characteristics of Hyperactives 
Age Description of child 
Infancy 
Preschool 
Difficult and unpredictable 
Apoplectic to ca lm 
Querulous, 1rntable 
Rarely smiles 
Erratic sleep 
Sharp-temper 
Strong willed 
Excessively demanding 
Light sleeper 
Short attention span 
Continued on next page . .. 
Table 1 continued . .. 
Age 
Middle 
Childhood 
Adolescence 
Adulthood 
Description of child 
Extremely active 
Difficulty sitting still 
Unable to remain seated during meal 
Distractible 
Light sleeper 
Often sad or depressed 
Poor school performance 
Poor self-image 
Poor school performance 
Lack of social skills 
Rejection by parents and sib lings 
Decrease in activity level 
Aggressive ness 
Personality disorders 
Explosive personality 
Alcoholism 
Table 2 
• 
Factor Loadings from Varimax-Rotated Factor 
Matrix 
Variable 
Control deficits 
Negative affect 
Aggressive inter-
personal 
rei ationsh ips 
Judgment deficits 
Hyperactivity 
Inattention 
Factor I 
(aggression) 
.91 
.80 
.73 
.27 
.13 
.06 
Factor II 
(HA) 
.14 
.12 
.07 
.62 
.60 
.60 
A note of caution is in order. Loney et al. studied a 
population of boys who were labeled initially as MBD, 
and we do not know what results would be obtained 
with a more clearly mixed group of hyperact ive, m1nimal 
brain dysfunction, and conduct problem chi ldren. 
Seventy percent of the sample were diagnosed 
Hyperkinetic React1on of Childhood, whereas only n1 ne 
percent were diagnosed Unsocialized Aggressive 
Reaction or Adjustment Reaction. 4 Studies with 
4 Personal Communtcatton, Jan Loney, November 10, 1978 
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populations representative of those in most clinical 
settings are clearly necessary before one could apply 
these results in a general clinical facility. However, this 
successful foray into differential diagnosis is especially 
promising and the identification of subgroups of 
children based on hyperactivity and aggression scores 
seems well worth pursuing. 
The controversy over pharmacological treatment of 
hyperactive children, definitional problems, and 
differential diagnoses are some of the maJor issues that 
professionals must address. The applied researcher and 
the clincian, however, should be highly cognizant of the 
effects of behavioral and pharmacological treatments on 
hyperactive children. Thus, the effects of such 
treatments on social and academic behavior will now be 
examined. 
Effects on Social Behaviors: 
Psychostimulant Treatment 
The studies used to assess changes have included 
contrasted groups, crossover designs, and double blind 
eva I uations, 1.e., neither the observer nor the child knew 
whether a placebo or an active medication was being 
used. On the basis of teacher rat1ngs, hyperactive 
children are JUdged more cooperative, attentive, and 
compliant when treated with psychostimulants 
(Conners & Werry, 1979, pp. 336-386). These studies have 
been replicated so often that it is unnecessary to 
comment about them in any detail (for a recent review, 
see Cantwell & Carlson, 1978, pp. 171-207). 
The particular soc1al behaviors that change w1th 
psychostimulants have only recently been scrutinized 
with direct observational methodology, but it appears 
that movement, fidgeting, attention, and compliance 
are the most likely behav1ors to be modified (Barkley, 
1977). Interestingly, in contrast, the children become 
less initiating of social contact (Whalen, Henker, Collins, 
Finck, & Dotemoto, 1979). In brief, the effects of 
psychostimulants on increasing attention and 
decreasing classroom disruption are well established. 
However, it 1s not clear whether Increased attent1on 
mediates all changes in social behavior or whether some 
social behav1ors change directly with medication in 
situations in which attentional levels rema1n constant. 
As noted above, the particular social behaviors that 
are affected by psychostimulants are not well 
understood Until recently, few stud1es included d1rect 
observation of soc1al behavior. Instead, teacher ratings 
were the primary dependent measures. The Whalen et 
al. (1979) study has not been replicated. Further, in that 
study the decrease 1n soc1al initiat1on was seen in only 
one of two types of classroom activities, e.g., in a self-
paced activ1ty but not in a teacher-paced activity, and 
the reliability for occurrence of social initiations was 
relatively low. Finally, no standardized assessment 
measures were used for the diagnosis of hyperactivity. 
Effects on Social Behavior: 
Behavior Therapy 
Behavior therapy approaches emphasizing 
reinforcement of behavior in the classroom, teacher 
consultation, and home-based reinforcement have 
been shown repeatedly to lead to salutary changes in 
soc1al behav1or Such changes have been obta1ned on 
standardized teacher ratings as well as on independent 
observations of classroom behavior (e.g., Ayllon, 
Layman, & Kandel, 1975; G1ttelman-Kiein, Kle1n, 
Ab1koff, Katz, Glo1sten, & Kates, 1976; K D O'Leary, 
Pelham, Rosenbaum, & Pnce, 1976, S G. O'Leary & 
Pelham, 1978, Rosenbaum, O'Leary, & Jacob, 1975). On 
the other hand, behav1or therapy researchers us1ng a 
self-control or self-1nstruct1onal approach w1th 
hyperactive children assessed w1th standardized 
measures have not found changes 1n soc1al behav1or 1n 
the classroom (e.g, Douglas, Parry, Marton, & Garson, 
1976; Fnedling & O'Leary, 1979; Bugental, Whalen, & 
Henker, 1977). 
In brieC behavior therapy approaches emphasizing 
reinforcement of des1red classroom behav1or, teacher 
consultation, and parent consultation have shown 
consistent pos1t1ve effects 1n stud1es ranging from one 
week to f1ve months. The particular behav1ors that are 
usually changed 1nclude: attention levels, completion of 
ass1gnments, cooperation w1th peers, and 
d1srupt1veness. 
Effects on Academic Behaviors: 
Psychostimulant Treatment 
As mentioned earl1er, psychost1mulants have been 
used for approximately two decades and there are 
scores of studies 1n wh1ch changes on standardized 
ach1evement tests were assessed. The reasons 
psychost1mulants were expected by many to 1nfluence 
achievement were that laboratory research had 
repeatedly revealed that attention spans of hyperactive 
children Increased w1th psychost1mulants, and some 
clln1c1ans reported that school ach1evement Increased 
(Bradley, 1937). Given the Increased attention spans as 
well as reductions in overact1v1ty and restlessness in 
classrooms, cl1nic1ans and researchers alike felt that the 
hyperactive children on psychost1mulants would prof1t 
more from their classroom endeavors than hyperactive 
children not on such med1cat1on. In fact, many stud1es 
have 1ndicated that teachers perce1ve hyperactive 
children as having improved '(ach1evement" while on 
stimulant drugs. On the other hand, as Barkley and 
Cunningham (1978) noted, there is a sizable body of 
literature which suggests that increased achievement 
does not occur. 
From short-term drug studies there is no cons1stent 
evidence across studies that children improve 
academ1cally. However, as Sprague and Berger (in 
press), recently noted, many short-term studies are so 
brief (e.g., eight weeks) that one would not expect 
achievement changes, g1ven the means, standardized 
dev1at1ons, standard error of estimates of tests, and small 
number of items at each grade level (e.g., the WRAT). 
But, even in evaluations of moderate length (e.g., three 
to six months) where significant gains might be 
obta1ned, no consistent achievement gains on the 
WRAT have been associated with drug treatment (e.g., 
Conrad, Dworkin, Shai, & Tobiessen, 1971; Gittelman-
Kieln & Klein, 1976; Hoffman, Engelhardt, Margolis, 
Pollzos, Wa1zer, & Rosenfeld, 1974). 
As Rie and Rie (1977) noted, the effects of CNS 
Stimulants that are sometimes c1ted are primarily due to 
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enhanced attention during testing, not to a change 1n 
academic skills. Th1s po1nt was made sal1ent in the1r 
research 1n wh1ch ((ach1evement test ga1ns" were seen 
immediately upon a tnal of psychost1mulants. The long-
term effects of psychost1mulant med1cat1on are even less 
clear than short-term effects because none of the stud1es 
meets most expenmental des1gn cntena. Most of the 
long-term studies 1n which ch ildren had been assessed 
on psychostJmulants are s1mply follow-up studies, and 
compansons were made w1th children who d1d not 
accept psychost1mulant treatment or w1th children who 
had d1scont1nued treatment. An except1on 1s the work of 
Weiss, Kluger, Dan1elson, and Elman (1975) who 
compared children (matched for age, sex, IQ, and SES) 
who were treated w1th methylphenidate (Ritalin ) or 
chlorpromazine (Thoraz1ne) w1th chi ldren who rece1ved 
medication for less than four months, 1.e., the nondrug 
group. The children 1n the drug groups rece1ved 
medication for three to f1ve years, and follow-up 
evaluations were made f1ve years after termination of 
med1cat1on use. Even th1s study was plagued by 
nonrandom ass1gnment, treatment for one drug group 
at a t1me d1fferent from another, and nonequ1valence of 
groups at the outset of the study. Even accept1ng these 
problems, there have been no long-term stud1es 1n 
which hyperactive children w1th psychos1mulants fare 
better than those who do not rece1ve such med1cat1on. 
The comments of the 1nvest1gators themselves are 
espec1ally 1nterest1ng. We1ss et al. (1975) said: ('Perhaps 
our f1nd1ngs can be summanzed by suggesting that we 
1n1t1ally expected too much from any drug or from any 
one method of treatment of hyperactive children .... 
Although the hyperactive child on stimulants generally 
becomes eas1er to handle, h1s outcome may be only 
sl1ghtly or not at all affected.,. It was w1shful think1ng 
on our part that a useful drug alone would change the 
outcome of a fa1rly senous cond1t1on l1ke severe chron1c 
hyperact1v1ty" (p. 164). R1ddle and Rapoport (1976) 
comment1ng on therr 2-year follow-up of 72 hyperactive 
boys sa1d~ ((The cont1nued d1ff1cult1es ... 1n sp1te of 
fa1thful stimulant drug 1ntake, ancillary educational and 
psych1atnc support are disappointing .... An (optimally 
medicated' group had almost identical academic 
achievement and social acceptance as did a group of 
drop-outs from drug treatment or the sample as a 
wholen (p. 126). 
In summary, psychost1mulants have been shown 
repeatedly and consistently to influence social behavior 
in classrooms and attent1onal behavior in laboratory 
Situations on a short-term bas1s. Rat1ngs and objective 
measures of attention and concentration almost always 
show salutary changes. Given the academ1c 
ach1evement measures used 1n most short-term 
classroom studies to date (six to e1ght weeks), one would 
not expect, nor does one find, s1gnificant changes 1n 
academic achievement over these brief intervals of 
treatment with psychostimulants. However, in the 
studies of four to six months duration where academic 
achievement gains might be expected, positive resu Its 
have not been obtained either. Even the investigators 
who have conducted the long-term drug studies and 
have followed up hyperactive children who were on 
medicat1on for a number of years feel that there is ample 
reason for skepticism regarding the eff1cacy of long-
" 
term psychostimulant use on academic achievement. 
Although we cannot argue that hyperact1ve chtldren 
treated with CNS stimulants do better academically than 
those not so treated, it is premature to say that they 
could not. There is a critical need for carefu ll y 
controlled, long-term, outcome research. 
Effects on Academic Behavior: 
Behavioral Treatment 
Most behavioral treatment studies have not used 
standardized measures of academic achievement 
because, at least in our own research, we would not have 
expected significant increases on standardized 
achievement tests such as the WRA T or CAT 1 n one to 
three months. There have, however, been assessments 
of daily or weekly academic product1on rates, and when 
hyperactive children are placed 1n home-based or class-
based reinforcement programs, academ1c production 
rates 1ncrease (Ayllon et al., 1975; Wolra1ch, Drummond, 
Salomon, O'Brien, & Sivage, 1978). Such increases are 
certainly not surpnsing because many behavior 
therapists try to choose academic behav1ors for at least 
half of the targets for intervention. This 1ncreased 
emphasis on academic targets has been fairly common 
s1nce the critisms of Winett and Winkler (1972) and the 
reports that there often was l1ttle 1ncrease in academ1c 
production when behav1ors l1ke disruptiveness 
decreased and attention level increased (see review of K. 
D. O'Leary & S. G. O'Leary, 1977). 
There 1s suggestive ev1dence that hyperactive 
children's achievement IS s1gn1f1cantly 1mproved as a 
result of self-instructional training (Douglas et al., 1976). 
ln. a three-month self-control program supplemented 
w1th d1rect instruction and contingency management, 
the treated children showed Significantly greater ga1ns 
on laboratory and achievement tests than untreated 
controls. On the other hand, Friedling and O'Leary 
(1979) failed to find evidence for the utility of self-
Instruction train1ng with hyper actives on academic tasks. 
Self-Instructional training appears to influence 
Impulsive behavior of children on laboratory tasks, but 
wh~ther 1t contributes significantly to academic 
ach1evement of hyperactive children is not clear. There 
is a cnt1cal need for replication and extensions of 
behavioral treatments for periods of at least 6 to 12 
months so that we can decide if such programs can effect 
academic changes on standardized achievement tests. 
However, given that daily and weekly assignment-
completion have increased with behavioral programs 
for hyperactive children, given that 1 mprovements on 
standardized achievement tests have occurred with self-
Instructional tra1ning, and given that we have found 
changes on standardized tests with children labeled 
~onduct Disorder (Kent & O'Leary, 1976), it seems very 
l1kely that a behavioral treatment program for 
hyperactive children could lead to long-range academic 
and social changes. 
Pills or Skills: Is It an Either-Or Question? 
In the last few years, it has become apparent that 
psychostimulant treatment is not a cure for hyperactivity 
(Connors, Denhoff, Millichap, & S. G. O'Leary, 1978). 
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Furthermore, psychostimulant treatment has phys1cal 
s1de effects such as 1ncreased heart and blood pressure 
rates and, 1n some Instances-though clearly not all-it 
appears that growth rates have been suppressed (Roche, 
L1pman, Overall, & Hung, in press; Safer, Allen, & Barr, 
1972; We1ss et al., 1975). Classroom disruptiveness 
decreases but some cognitive functions (e.g., memory, 
Sprague & Sleator, 1977; Sprague & Berger, in press; 
learning, Swanson, Kinsbourne, Roberts, & Zucker, 
1978) may be impa1red w1th commonly administered 
dosages of Ritalin. Approximately 70 percent of 
hyperactive children are clearly more ((manageable" on 
medication, but the long-range social and academic 
effects of such treatment are not clear. The long-term 
studies do not enable us to make an unequ1vocal 
conclus1on about long-term medication use, but the 
sole use of psychostimulant medication as a treatment is 
Increasingly questioned by members of all mental health 
groups, and the follow-up studies conducted thus far do 
not g1ve us great hopes for CNS treatment alone. 
Behav1or therapy has shown salutary changes on 
both academ1c and soc1al behav1or in stud1es of one to 
four months, but no long-term treatment stud1es have 
been conducted w1th hyperactive chtldren. However, 
based on the long-term treatment research with 
conduct-problem children (Kent & O'Leary, 1976), the 
successful transfer of hyperactive chtldren from 
pharmacological to behavioral treatment (S. G. O'Leary 
& Pelham, 1978), the academic gains with hyperactive 
children 1n behav1oral programs (Ayllon et al., 1975; 
Douglas et al., 1976), there IS ample reason to be 
opt1mist1c about the viability of a behavioral approach. 
This optimism must be tempered by the fact that Kent 
and O'Leary d1d not work with children specifically 
d1agnosed as hyperactive, although as noted earl1er, the 
overlap between hyperactivity and conduct 
problems/ aggress1on is very great. Secondly, caut1ous 
optimism is in order s1nce the total number of treated 
subjects 1n the three behav1oral stud1es showing 
academic ga1ns with hyperactive children was only 41 
(Ayllon et al., 1975, 3; Douglas et al., 1976, 18; Wolraich et 
al., 1978, 20). Further, Gittelman-Kie1n et al. (1976) 
showed superionty of pharmacological interventions 
?ver an eight-week behavioral treatment program as 
Judged by classroom observations and teacher ratings. 
Regardless of one's theoretical or empincal 
predilections, on occasion behavioral 1ntevent1ons may 
have to be supplemented w1th psychostimulants. For 
example, 1f the child is especially inattentive and is 
u n respons1ve to vaned behavioral interventions, a 
comb1nat1on of medication and behavioral 
interventions may be advised (Conners et al., 1978). In 
fact, Satterfield, Cantwell, and Satterfield (1979) found 
that a combination of pharmacological and 
psychotherapeutic approaches was associated w1th 11an 
unexpectedly good outcome." More speCifically, a year-
long program of methylphenidate and a combination of 
psychodynamic and behavior therapy for families was 
associated with clear social and academ1c improvement. 
Of spec1al interest was the investigators' goal to 
prescribe dosages as low as possible that were still 
sufficient to benefit the child. The average dosage was 25 
mg at the end of one year of treatment for boys who 
were pnmanly between 8 to 12 years old. In a related 
ve1n, Pelham, Schnedler, Bologna, and Contreras (1n 
press) prov1ded suggestive evtdence that a combination 
of psychost1mulant medication and behav1or therapy 
may be more effective than e1ther treatment alone for 
hyperactive children 1n school sett1ngs. 
There are occas1ons wh~n parents are so plagued by 
the1r own personal and / or mantal problems or are so 
angry at the1r child because of dlff1cult1es encountered 
with h1m or her that they could not help implement a 
program for ~he1r hyperactive child Then, 1n these cases, 
psychost1mulant med1cat1on would be adv1sed as a 
temporary alternative or adjunct to behav1or therapy. 
Use of psychost1mulant medication 1n some cases may 
lead to decreased marital tension caused or exacerbated 
by a hyperactive child, and the parents may later be 
more able to Implement a behavioral program 
However, 1t has been my experience that teachers often 
see ltttle need for psychological or educational 
1ntervent1on after placing the1r child on 
psychost1mulants I would not 1n1ttally use 
pharmacological 1ntevent1ons w1th most hyperactive 
children because the behav1ors that charactenze the 
hyperactive syndrome are so dramatically, although 
fleet1ngly, changed by psychost1mulants that the 
parents, teachers, and children may v1ew the med1cation 
as a panacea and we know that such IS very far from the 
truth. 
Suggested Research Directions 
Assessment research, espec1ally differential 
assessment of hyperactive versus aggressive children, 1s 
sorely needed. If these two groups cannot be reliably 
differentiated, arguments will abound regardtng 
whether all children w1th problems of hyperact1v1ty and 
aggress1on should be treated with psychostimulants (cf. 
Winsberg, Yepes, & Staler, 1976). 
Repl1cat1ons of the Sprague and Sleator (1977) and 
Swanson et al., (1978) stud1es are needed, for if memory 
and learning are really 1mpa1red w1th commonly 
adm1n1stered dosages of R1tal1n, the failure of the 
children to show Improvement on academ1c 
achievement tasks may be more readily understood. 
Long-term treatment research comparing behav1oral 
and pharmacological interventions and combinations 
thereof with multiple dependent measures in the school 
and home ts cntical if we are to address many questions 
ra1sed 1n th1s manuscript. A mult1cl1nic study of the scope 
of the NIMH depress1on study to start in 1980 is certainly 
1n order (We1nckowsk1 & Pardes, 1978). Both 
pharmacological and behav1oral treatments have 
documented eff1cacy and researchers feel they both 
have long-term prom1se However, single researchers or 
s1ngle research teams cannot well address long- and 
short-term treatment efficacy problems. A large-scale 
multiclinic research effort 1s now needed, and greater 
emphasis should be placed on: 1) academic changes as 
assessed by teacher rat1ngs and standardized 
achievement tests, 2) family changes as assessed by after-
school rattngs and observations and assessment of 
marital d1scord and family dtscord, 3) detailed cost 
analyses of treatment programs, and 4) consumer 
satisfactions with the treatments (e g., child, parent, 
teacher, and tutor). To address these emphases IS 
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beyond the scope of a s1ngle Investigating team. Further, 
replicabillty across treatment sites is needed to arnve at 
unequ1vocal conclus1ons, and few, if any, research teams 
have the clin1cal and research capabilities to address 
these emphases well. At a m1nimum, researchers from 
different s1tes should coordinate their efforts to begin to 
allow us to reach conclusions that are not plagued by 
1diosyncrac1es of particular therapists, programs, or 
contextual variables (e.g., cooperation from school 
board or superintendent). 
lnd1v1dual subject analyses could be very profitable 
in determ1n1ng parametnc effects of medication and 
environmental events. For example, the findtng of 
Whalen et al. (1979) regard1ng decreases 1n social contact 
of other children to children on med1cation and the 
findJng by Barkley and Cunningham (1978) that 
med1cated children decrease the1r 1n1tiation of mother 
contacts should be pursued in varied contexts with 
vaned dosages of med1cat1on. The repltcabihty and 
magn1tude of these effects should be clearly delineated 
and explicated for clinicians. 
Hyperactive children are ind1st1nguishable from 
randomly selected same-sex peers 1n certain situations 
charactenzed by little restra1nt 1n terms of task demands 
(Jacob, O'Leary, & Rosenblad, 1978). It would be of 
Interest to ascertain whether the hyperactive children 
v1ew themselves more pos1t1vely 1 n those situations than 
1n those charactenzed by higher task demands. Further, 
the peers of the hyperactive children mtght view the 
hyperactive child qu1te differently 1n situations w1th 
vaned task demands. If salutary social effects were 
obta1ned 1n Situations more l1ke open classrooms, of 
course, the quest1ons of relative academic achievement 
1n the two situations would have to be addressed. 
The research by She tty (1971) and Rapoport et al. 
(1978) on the short-term effects of psychostimulants on 
normal and hyperactive children was espec1ally 
important from a theoretical standpoint. The study was 
important because both groups of children showed 
s1mdar salutary behav1oral changes. Such results should 
lead us to quest1on senously the models that purport 
that hyperactivity results from bra1n dysfunction wh1ch 1s 
differentially improved by med1cat1on. These efforts 
clearly warrant replication and extens1on. 
The field of applied behav1or analysis has gained a 
reputation for scrutiny of effects on individual subjects. 
As one moves from the more dramatic behavior change 
procedures (e.g., use of Ritalin or use of a home-based 
token reinforcement program}, it is often tempt1ng to 
use research strategies employing large numbers of 
subjects so that even small effects may be detected w1th 
statistical analyses. Such a research strategy is often 
useful in hypothesis formation and 1n analyzing effects 
of variables which interact with others. However, the 
practitioner needs to know about the magnitude of 
effects for certain treatments for individual subjects and 
careful documentation of such continues to be in order 
even when large-scale group design research is 
employed. 
• 
• 
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Emotionally handicapped children and youth are 
most commonly charactenzed by patterns of behav1oral 
excess and deficit (Graubard, 1973; Kauffman, 1977). 
Ross (1974), suggested that children and youth are 
identified as emotionally disturbed becuase they emit 
certain behaviors ''with a frequency or intensity that 
authoritative adults 1n the child's environment Judge, 
under the circumstances, to be either too high or too 
low." Zabel (1981) made a similar observation, noting 
that behaviorally disordered pupils ((engage in too many 
inappropriate, disruptive, disagreeable behaviors and 
too few appropriate, cooperative, agreeable behav1ors. " 
Hence, while it cannot be denied that there is a small 
percentage of school-age children and adolescents with 
highly aberrant patterns of behavior (e.g., autistic, 
schizophreni c), most behaviorally disordered pupils are 
distinguished by socially determined excesses and 
deficits of relatively normal response patterns. 
Since the most prominent feature of behaviorally 
disordered chi ldren is behavioral excesses and deficits, 
the primary role of educators of these children is to 
effect appropriate changes in these behavior patterns. 
Accordingly, even though the precise role and goals of 
educators of behaviorally disordered children and 
adolescents may vary as a function of indiv1dual 
philosophical orientations, training experiences, 
personal values, and other ideosyncratrc factors, these 
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professionals are generally responsible for decreasing 
excesses and ameliorating def1cits (Charles, 1981 ; Pate, 
1963; Woody, 1969). In particular, educators of 
behaviorally disordered pupils must alter their pupils' 
patterns of behavioral excess and deficit toward 
approximations of the (( norm," as drctated by the 
cog nit1ve and soc1al standards established by 
nonexcept1onal peers (Simpson & Edwards, 1980), and 
toward 1ncreas1ng their opportunities for personal 
happ1ness and societal contnbution (Kessler, 1966; Shea, 
1978). 
While a variety of strategres and procedures exist for 
assessing the effects of educators' efforts at serving 
emotionally dtsturbed children and youth, the bas1c and 
ult1mate dependent measure of program success must 
be puprl behavior. Accordingly, irrespective of other 
changes that may occur concomitantly in behaviorally 
drsordered students (e.g., improvement of self-concept, 
better understanding of self), educators must be able to 
demonstrate that their intervention efforts signrficantly 
modified these excesses and deficits init1ally associated 
w1th spec1al program placement and that individual 
pupils are more appropriate for regular class placement 
as a result of the intervention. Again, in order to be valid, 
these demonstrations of improvement must be based on 
overt behavior. As suggested by Kauffman (1979), clatms 
of change " 1n the face of unaltered overt behavior are 
not likely to be convinc1ng demonstrations of effect1ve 
1 ntervention. '' 
Behavior modification represents a particularly 
effective approach for intervening with behaviorally 
d1sordered pupils. This st rategy, which involves the 
application of learnrng theory principles to change the 
frequency, rate, and duration of behavioral excesses and 
def1cits, has been successfully employed 1n a variety of 
settings and w1th diverse groups of emotionally 
handicapped children and youth (Broden, Hall , Dunlap, 
and Clark 1970; Heaton, Safer, Allen, Spinnato, and 
Prumo, 1974; Whelan and Hanng, 1966). For example, 
behavtor modificatton has been responsible for 
decelerating aggressive behavior (Kauffman and 
Hallahan, 1973; O 'Leary and O'Leary, 1976), decreasing 
social withdrawal (Buell, Stoddard, Harns, and Baer, 
1968; Hall and Broden, 1967); increastng academic 
productivity (Copeland, Brown, and Hall, 1974; Hallahan 
and Kauffman, 1975); and decreasing problems 
associated with hyperactivity (Doubros and Daniels, 
1966; Re1th , 1977). 
Further, applied behavtoral strategies have been 
shown to be useful with varytng age groups (Peed and 
Pinsker, 1978; Williams, 1959) and levels of seventy (Foxx 
and Azrin, 1973; Nolen, Kunzelmann, and Haring, 1967; 
Simpson and Sasso, 1978). Overall, behav1oral strateg1es 
have proven to be among the most functional tools 
available to educators of behaviorally disordered 
children and youth {Walker, 1979). 
Yet, in spite of the1r proven utility, applied learn1ng 
theory techn1ques and procedures have been less than 
enthusiastically rece1ved by all professionals and have,1n 
fact, been viewed by some as an Inadequate or 
1nappropnate 1ntervent1on strategy with exceptional 
children and youth {Allport, 1955; Bettelhe1m, 1970; 
Kelly, 1955, May, 1961, Rogers, 1961; Rogers and 
Sk1nner, 1956). Consequently, the use of behav1oral 
procedures 1n serv1ng the needs of educators of 
emotionally disturbed pupils rema1ns an 1ssue. Th1s 
chapter 1s des1gned to exam1ne the role of applted 
behav1or analysts procedures 1n facd1tat1ng the 
education and development of behaviorally dtsordered 
pupils. 
The Competent and Effective Educator 
As suggested earlier, the role of educators, 1nclud1ng 
those of behaviorally d1sordered pupils, 1s to facilitate 
behav1or changes. lnd1v1duals who are unwlll1ng or 
unable to accept th1s bas1c pedagog1cal pnnc1ple are 
e1ther not be1ng honest w1th themselves or are na1ve 
about the1r Intended professional mtss1on. 
In order for educators to be 1n a posit1on of 
effectively and pos1t1vely 1 nfl uenc1 ng the behav1or of 
behaviorally d1sordered children and youth, they must 
possess the follow1ng skills and attnbutes, including an 
understanding of thetr own values, att1tudes, 
interpersonal abilities, and competencies. 
Personal Attributes 
1 Fam1llar with own values 
2. EnJoys teach1ng 
3. Is able to serve as an appropnate model for 
children and youth 
4. Trusts others 
5. Is committed to the profess1on and to students 
6. Is positive and opt1m1stic 
7. Is sensit1ve to the needs of others 
8. Is a good listener 
9. Has a sense of humor 
10. Is will1ng to try novel teaching approaches, 
curncula, and 1deas 
11. Enjoys and trusts self 
12 Is honest 
13. Is an integrated and actual1zed person 
14. Is open to new expenences and perceptions 
15. Is aware of own emot1onal and psycholog1cal 
needs 
Educational Competencies 
1. Able to ident1fy and evaluate academic, 
cogn1tive, and behav1oral strengths, excesses, 
and def1c1ts 
2. Able to establish appropriate educational and 
behav1oral goals for students 
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3. Able to utilize suttable strategies for achieving 
educational and behav1oral goals 
4. Able to measure and evaluate educational and 
behavtoral change 
5. Able to utiltze evaluattve feedback to revise and 
modify educational and behavioral intervention 
programs 
6. Able to work and interact with other 
professionals and parents 1n an effort to effect 
specific goals wrth behaviorally disordered 
children and youth 
7. Able to select, sequence, and evaluate curncula 
and matenals des1gned for behaviorally 
d1sordered pupils 
8. Able to utll1ze appropriate techniques and 
strategies {i.e., a vanety of management and 
control procedures) to effect behavior changes 
1n behaviorally d1sordered pupils 
9. Able to determ1ne when and how a pupil 
ass1gned to a program for the behaviorally 
d1sordered can be transferred to a less restnct1ve 
setttng 
10. Able to use resources outs1de the classroom to 
augment available serv1ces to behaviorally 
d1sordered pupils 
11. Able to understand and util1ze bas1c legal and 
legislat1ve concepts relevant to the education of 
behaviorally d1sordered pupils 
12. Able to understand bas1c terminology and 
concepts, 1nclud1ng causes and dynam1cs 
associated w1th the behav1or of behaviorally 
d1sordered pupils 
13. Able to understand and evaluate ethical issues 
associated with the education of behaviorally 
disordered pupils 
14. Able to provide a warm, supportive, and 
structured environment for behaviorally 
disordered pupils 
15. Able to supervise and coordinate the activ1t1es 
of other staff members 1nvolved 1n the 
education of behaviorally d1sordered pupds 
W h II e the preceding I is t of characteristics is in no way 
comprehensive, it does serve to accentuate the po1nt 
that teachers of behaviorally disordered pupils are truly 
a ''special breed,n and that the task to which they are 
ass1gned necessitates that they possess a wide variety of 
skills and attributes. Further, the role of educators of 
emotionally disturbed children requires that these 
professionals be able to utd1ze certain prinCiples 
associated with an appl1ed behav1or analysis model 
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regardless of their alleged phdosophtcal onentatton. 
That is, effective teachers and other competent 
educattonal personnel can be expected to make use of 
behaviora ll y related concepts regardless of how they 
label their method of operation. While appropnate 
applicatton of behavioral pnnctples requires attentton 
to a number of interpersonal components (e.g., 
sensitivity to feelings, knowledge of own values), these 
strategies are nevertheless a sine qua non in the 
repertotre of effecttve professtonal personnel. Who 
would argue, for example, that tn order to effecttvely 
serve the needs of behaviorally disordered children 
professtonals must be able to analyze antecedent and 
consequent stimult and events associated with particular 
behavioral excesses and defictts; provtde good models 
for educational and soctal functtontng; provtde 
contingent praise for satisfactory performance; and 
empirically assess the effects of their efforts? 
Our posttion, as expressed tn thts chapter, ts that 
while not all successful educators of behavtorally 
d1sordered children and youth may proclaim themselves 
to be ((behavioralists," they nonetheless must rely on 
certatn baste pnnciples aligned wtth a behavtoral 
philosophy to be effective tn thetr assigned tasks. 
Accordingly, while educators must possess a variety of 
tools, skills, and personal attributes to draw from, they 
must also recogntze that behavtorally related techntques 
are a baste 1ngredient in successful functioning. We are 
not so presumptuous as to suggest 1) that behavtoral 
methodology is the ultimate answer to all problems, 2) 
that behav1oral procedures are more suttable under 
certain conditions than other treatments, or 3) that there 
are not potential drawbacks associated w1th the use of 
certain techniques. We are, however, conv1nced that a 
thorough analysis and understanding of the pnnc1ples 
associated with the behavioral model wtll support our 
contention that in order to be an effective educator, a 
person must comprehend and utilize a number of the 
tenets of applied behavior analysis. 
Common Misconceptions about the Behavioral Model 
Applied behavioral procedures are ne1ther 
inherently good nor bad. That is, the technology 1s 
nothing more than a potential aid to effect1ve teach1ng, 
with all the potential for effective or 1neffect1ve use 
found wtth any such tool. To be sure, situations and 
setttngs exist in which behavioral procedures are 
mtsused with detrimental effects to chtldren. However, 
teachers also misuse more tradtttonal teachtng 
approaches with similar results. Virtually every 
educational strategy or philosophy has the potent1al for 
misuse. The fault, therefore, lies not in the techn1que 
Itself, but 1n how it is used. 
When behavioral procedures were first introduced 
1nto special education settings in the 1960's, several 
issues attracted a great deal of criticism. Much of th1s 
early crit1cism was founded upon an understanding of 
operant conditioning in its purest sense, which led to 
misconceptions as to what genuinely happens in a 
classroom for emotionally disturbed children staffed by 
a teacher who utilizes basic behavioral pnnc1ples. 
Without any doubt, users of the model apply techn1ques 
which are far different from those of the animal 
researchers who developed many of the ong1nal 
• 
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concepts of the approach. Thts po1nt should be so 
obv1ous as to requ1re no ment1on; however, it has 1n fact 
extsted as a cntical po1nt of misunderstanding and 
controversy for many opponents of the behavtoral 
approach. 
Through the years, many fallacies have rema1ned as 
elements of the cont1nued crit1c1sm of behav1oral 
techn1ques. Of the most common are those 1denttf1ed 
below 
The animal trainers. One of the most widespread 
cnt1c1sms of behavtonsm revolves around the premise 
that because an1mals are tratned by manipulating 
consequences, it is demeantng to use stmilar techniques 
w1th human be1ngs. Much of thts cntictsm stems from 
see1ng a chtld rece1v1ng an 11M&M" for successful 
behavtor 1n much the same way an ant mal rece1ves food 
for a trick. Th1s dramatic reminder that each family of 
organ1sms has common t1es 1s extremely dtstressing to 
some people. Direct one-to-one edible reinforcement, 
whtle useful only when applted JUdtctously, can be 
effective tn teachtng children provtded the followtng 
two baste condtttons are present: 1) the student's 
functtonallevel is so low that direct, Immediate approval 
ts necessary to 1 ncrease the chance that the behav1or wtll 
occur aga1n; and 2) the student cannot yet respond to 
more trad1t1onal forms of envtronmental approval or is 
not yet capable of self-reinforcement. 
To further clarify th1s tssue, let us take a look at how 
soctety works or, more prec1sely, what makes people 
work. The ent1re economic system is one of rewards for 
appropnate behavtor; the reinforcer being money 
which can be used to buy goods and serv1ces. In th1s 
respect, money 1s a class1c secondary reinforcer. Token 
systems 1n classrooms for disturbed students are also 
based on the concept of secondary reinforcement In 
th1s sense, behav1oral programs are an accurate 
reflection of the ad u It world. 
The final or cntenon goal for educators of disturbed 
students are children who funct1on appropriately 
uttl1z1ng a self-1mposed control system. Of course, 
educators would be pleased tf all disturbed children 
readily grew to become self-reinforcing. However, the 
nature of a d1sturbed child 's handicap 1s such that they 
often expenence d1ff1culty 1n this area The child is 
typ1cally unable to respond to the ord1nary cues and 
ltm1tations placed upon h1m/ her for appropriate social 
behavior. Therefore, a highly structured program which 
allows the chtld to practice correct responses to soCJal 
s1tuat1ons serves not only as a model but also as a 
controlled learn1ng program. 
The issue of self-reinforcement or self-direction can 
also be viewed from the standpoint of skill acquisition 
(Goldfned and Davison, 1978) Disturbed students lack 
the skills necessary for adequate social functton1ng. 
Unlike other approaches geared toward natural 
unfolding of a child 's potenttal, behavionsm views self-
dtrection as 1nvolvtng certain skills that may effectively 
be taught by systematic interventions. The disturbed 
child typ1cally has rece1ved l1ttle approval for his/ her 
behavior, and will often display behavior which only 
rece1ves negative attention from others. For these 
reasons, the child has learned that 1n order to get 
attention, she/ he must act in an 1 nappropnate manner. 
The chtld literally cannot discern between posit1ve and 
negative disapproval of behavtor. The pattern, 1f 
continued over a number of months or years, becomes a 
habitual means of response. Trad1t1onal psychoanalytic 
programs for children who have built a negative 
response repertoire stress the need to allow such 
children to act out the1r negative feel1ngs Without fear of 
repr~sal. However, what we are dealing w1th here IS a 
response hab1t. The ch1ld needs feedback on h1s/ her 
behavior 1n order to change. When designed and 
Implemented correctly, behav1oral programs allow the 
child to practice soc1ally facilitative behavrors and to 
learn to d1scr1mrnate between pos1trve and negat1ve 
attention The outcome of the process IS a child who 1s 
able to respond 1n a soc1ally approved manner and feels 
better about h1mself/ herself. 
Symptom substitution. Treatment of /(symptoms" or 
((underlying causes" has for years been a maJor point of 
disagreement between psychoanalytically and 
behav1orally or~ented profess1onals. One of the issues 
beh1nd th1s controversy has been symptom substitution. 
Much of the rhetoric surround1ng early behav1oral 
programs centered on the not1on that the symptom 11 1S" 
the neurosis (Eysenck, 1960), unfortunately, some 
professionals 1n1t1ally took th1s slogan l1terally. However, 
over the years behav1or1sts have become more 
Interested 1n and observant about causat1on 1n the 
development of programs, although the pos1t1ons of the 
two groups still differ, often rad1cally, on what they 
regard as the 11Causes" (Bandura, 1969). 
As teachers of d1stu rbed students can attest, 
treatment effects are not necessar~ly restncted to the 
target behavior. Somet1mes, although not always, 
Improvement 1n the target behav1or rs accompanied by 
concurrent improvement 1n other behaviors. Some s1de 
effects result in undesirable changes 1n other behavior. 
Whether or not such undes1rable effects should be 
referred to as usymptom subst1tut1on" is a matter of 
onentat1on. As prev1ously noted, s1de effects may also 
resu It in beneficial effects to non targeted behav1or. 
Cold and distant teachers. Th1s m1srepresentat1on of 
teachers who use behav1oral strateg1es is espec1ally 
unfortunate because 1t IS blatently false. The suggestion 
that teachers of d1sturbed ch ildren who employ 
behavioral techniques do not consider the teacher-
student relationship important appears to stem from the 
early work in behavior therapy. Eysenck (1960) believed 
that behavioral procedures and techniques could stand 
on their own, therefore, a personal relationship 
between client and therapist was not necessary. This line 
of th1nk1ng and several other reasons behind this 1nitial 
attitude, apparently leveled the same criticism at all 
those utilizrng behav1oral methods. However, s1nce the 
first use of behav1oral strateg1es, many other 
professionals have pa1d Increased attention to the 
importance of an effective Interpersonal relationship for 
the success of such an Intervention plan. 
Although considerable reliance upon the techniques 
is embodied in the teach1ng process, such programs also 
contain mechanisms which demand a caring, 
sympathetic student-teacher relationship if the child is 
to successfully adapt. Reinforcement procedures, 
ext1nctaon, and even mtld punishment techniques, if 
structured correctly, provide opportunities for genuine 
pra1se and feedback regard1ng problem areas. Teachers 
of disturbed children quickly learn that the k1ds know 1f 
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they care about them and can spot a ((fake" almost 
immediately. 
As 1s often the case with the learn1ng and appltcat1on 
of new concepts, teachers who are JUSt learning to carry 
out behavioral procedures may at f1rst appear stilted and 
Withdrawn from the1r students. However, these same 
teachers later realize that a school program for disturbed 
students has little chance of success w1thout a suitable 
therapeutiC relat1onsh1p. Behav1or1sm has provided 
teachers of d1sturbed children w1th a h1ghly effective 
tool wh1ch 1s readily adaptable to the school sett1ng. 
Tough kids require tough measures. Th1s dictum is 
supported by a number of sources. F1rst, educators 
advocate strong measures as the only way to combat 
violent and aggress1ve behav1or 1n the schools. Thus, we 
have teachers, consultants, and administrators who are 
armed w1th the latest 1n mildly punrshing behavioral 
cont1ngenc1es and are eager for a chance to put the 
techn1ques to use. The educators are correct; operant 
procedures are h1ghly effect1ve 1n teaching new 
behav1ors and ext1ngu is h1ng 1 napproprrate actions. But, 
one of the most 1mportant elements in devis1ng a 
behavioral program 1s an accurate assessment of the 
behav1or and the type of program wh1ch will best serve a 
g1ven child. A general ethical cons1derat1on demands 
that every poss1ble pos1t1ve approach be appl1ed to 
inappropnate behaviors before resort1ng to stronger 
cont1ngenc1es. There are several reasons for th1s. F1rst, 
the fl1edia's cont1nuous misrepresentation of behav1or 
modlf1cat1on (Turkat & Forehand, 1980) has led to 
negat1ve react1ons among the public. Second, legal 
1ssues surrounding the use of specific behavioral 
techn1ques demand accurate assessment of the student 
and the least avers1ve program. Third, and most 
Important from a teach1ng standpoint, most dasturbed 
children wtll respond best to less restrrctive pos1t1ve 
approaches. The change agent 1n many classrooms IS not 
the procedure or techn1que per se, but the consistency 
w1th which 1t is earned out. 
A few years ago, a newly graduated master's 
cand1date took over h1s f1rst classroom of autast1c 
students after just hav1ng completed h1s thesis on 
overcorrection. Needless to say, the teacher felt that 
there was not an inapproriate behavior he could not 
extinguish or a skill he could not teach. One of the 
students in his classroom exhibited vocal self-
stimulation in the form of continuous nonsense syllables 
and phrases. A f1rst thought was to implement a ((hand-
over-mouth" procedure which had proven effective in 
reduc1ng a similar behavior in an autistic child (Newman, 
Whorton, and Simpson, 1977). Although potentially 
effective, this procedure was time consuming initially, 
and involved a degree of isolation durrng each 
occurrence of the Inappropriate verbalization. The 
paraprofessional in the classroom, a woman with little 
experience in working with a severely disturbed 
population but who did have years of experience as the 
mother of three children, suggested having the child put 
a check mark on the blackboard next to his name each 
time the behavior occurred. The teacher's initial 
reaction to this proposal was a polite chuckle since he 
had never read about or seen a procedure resembling it 
proposed for this type of behavior. However, the ((check 
mark" technique was tried with immediate positive 
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results. The self-stimulation was completely 
extinguished within four days and did not return as the 
procedure was faded. 
It must be emphasized that many very simple, 
nonpunish1ng procedures are effective with tough kids. 
Assessment of the behavior must be coupled with 
knowledge of the current literature, and a personal 
appraisal of the child and the teaching/ behavioral 
approach wh1ch will be most effective. 
Insight causes th e program to fai l. Th1s 
misconception which continues to be voiced by 
educators of disturbed students mostly at the secondary 
level, contains a degree of truth. Standard 
reinforcement and token systems in which the 
consequences or rewards are controlled entirely by the 
teacher sometimes fail because: the student decides that 
((beating the system" is more reinforcing than the 
rewards he/ she would receive by complying with the 
program or the structure of the program IS not 
appropriate for the complex needs of older students. 
The task of devising workable and facilitative 
programs for disturbed students can be made eas1er and 
more meaningful by including them in the development 
process. Students will be less interested in undermining 
a program if they have had a vo1ce in creat1ng it. 
Whenever possible, goals should be dec1ded 1n the 
context not only of teacher judgment, but also student 
willingness. Consequences for inappropnate behav1or 
can be discussed in the same manner. Often the student 
will suggest harsher consequences than those 
considered by the teacher, thus allowing the teacher to 
be in the enviable position of suggesting less severe 
contingencies. Students can also be encouraged to keep 
their own behavior records, which provides immediate 
feedback and may be helpful in persuad1ng them to 
((buy" the program. 
The most successful teaching techniques for 
disturbed students at any level are those 1n which the 
students, whenever possible, set their own goals and 
monitor their own progress. 
Generalization. In spite of the gains made by 
behavior analysts over the last ten years in expand1ng the 
use of operant techniques, only few empirical reports 
can be found to support generalization of treatment 
effects (Kuley, Shemberg, and Carbonell, 1976). Despite 
warn1ngs that generalization and maintenance of 
treatment effects can be expected only when 
programmed (Baer, Wolf, and Risley, 1968), few 
systematic efforts to plan for or evaluate generalization 
have been made. Hence, while behavioral technology 
has advanced to a level at which treatment gains are 
possible for nearly every behavior and nearly every 
physical setting, few attempts have been made to extend 
or transfer these gains to other environments. Because 
the true test of a treatment lies in its effectiveness in the 
student's natural surroundings, the issue of 
generalization will undoubtedly continue to be a 
challenge for behaviorists (and teachers of behaviorally 
disordered pupils) in the 1980s (Kazdin et al., 1980). 
Initially, generalization was considered to be a 
passive phenomenon (Stokes and Baer, 1977L 
something that happened as a result of evoking and 
reinforcing varying samples of behavior during any one 
teaching operation; not something produced by 
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procedures specific to it. This view has been reinforced 
by occasional reports of generalization. Simpson and 
Swenson (1980) reported significant generalization of 
treatment effects in an autistic child using a lemon juice 
punishment process for rumination. Their results 
suggest that, at least for punishing contingencies, the 
strength of a pun1sher may determ1ne the amount of 
nonprogrammed generalization across environments. 
Over the years, strategies have been devised for 
directly programm1ng generalization in an attempt to 
determ1ne the most efficacious means of achieving 
generalization across persons and settings. Two general 
types of programming appear to be in use with disturbed 
students at this time. One involves the teaching or 
shaping of a new behavior into the natural environment. 
Th1s has been accomplished 1n a number of different 
ways by: 1) reteach1ng a particular behav1or in other 
environments using different teachers or other 
responses; 2) teaching others to ((prompt" the behavior 
1n other surroundings; 3) utilizing a number of people 1n 
the teaching process in an attempt to ensure transfer 
across persons; 4) concurrent training of related skills; 5) 
using Intermittent reinforcement dunng initial teach1ng 
to approximate natural conditions; and 6) direct 
reinforcement of the generalized behavior when it 
occurs (Stokes and Baer, 1977). 
Another method used to facilitate generalization has 
been to teach a behavior in the environment in which it 
would naturally occur, thus eliminating the need for 
transfer, and teaching the ultimate or criterion behavior 
rather than shap1ng similar behaviors which then must 
generalize to the desired behavior. An example of the 
latter procedure might be to teach a student to sort socks 
by color in the context of an overall self-help program 
rather than teaching block sorting by color, a behavior 
which must then be translated into a functional, 
adaptive behavior. 
Because generalization does not always occur as a 
result of d1rect treatment, programming of some sort 
must be incorporated into the initial planning stages of 
any behavioral programs to ensure that students are 
being taught behav1ors which will allow them to 
successfully interact in as many settings as possible. 
Effective Application of Behavorial Principals 
Behavioral princ1ples and techniques, independent 
of the manner in which they are advertised, are 
consistently used by effective teachers of behaviorally 
disordered children and youth. Included are 
reinforcement methods and other techniques for 
promoting desirable behavior, procedures for 
extinguishing maladaptive behavior patterns, methods 
for decelerating behavioral excesses, and procedures 
for managing behavior through the manipulation of 
antecedent conditions. Each of these topics will be 
discussed relative to its role in serving behaviorally 
disordered pupils. 
Methods for promoting desirable behavior. 
Procedures and techiques for advanc1ng and 
maintaining adaptive social and academic behavior are 
acknowledged components of effectual programs for 
emotionally and behaviorally handicapped pupils. That 
is, virtually every educator would attest to the 
importance to students of pratse and approval; a pat on 
the back, a well-ttmed smile, a reward for a task well 
done, or other pos1t1ve responses Yet, while there 
would most l1kely be little argument about the 
Importance of these methods, it must be emphastzed 
that the1 r relattve effectiveness 1 n produc1ng plan ned 
behavror changes will vary according to the sc1entlf1c 
ngor wtth wh1ch they are applted. For Instance, while 
both lay persons and professtonals generally agree on 
the generalized benef1ts associated w1th posit1ve teacher 
attitudes and behavtors applted behav1or analysts 
proponents would advance the notton, albeit 1n perhaps 
somewhat vague terms, that teacher responses, tn sp1te 
of their alleged value, can only be shown to have a 
facilitative Influence, and thus proven value, when 
applied and assessed systematically Thus, rather than 
suggesttng that a parttcular teacher's posit1ve responses 
will result tn behavtoral improvements tn all puptls 
(which they wtll not), tt ts assumed that each chtld or 
adolescent will react differently and that the only val1d 
method for assesstng tnfluence 1s the employment of 
proven measurement procedures. Hence, whtle 
teachers of behavtorally disordered children must be 
pos1t1ve tn thetr puptl tnteracttons, and whtle these 
tnteracttons may at ttmes need to be "conttngency free," 
emptncally valtdated changes wtll come only as a result 
of adherence to standard behav1oral pnnctples 
Educators, therefore, must maintatn proper perspecttve 
on the use of re1nforc1ng methods. That ts, while 
teachers must be encouraged to be postttve wtth therr 
pupils and to concentrate on develop1ng supporttve 
environments, they must also recogntze that empirically 
valid response pattern changes cannot be demonstrated 
without the use of applied behavior analysis procedures. 
Educators rn search of procedures for acceleratrng 
adaptive responses must also be remtnded of the 
followtng two general methods for accompllshrng th1s 
goal. Ftrst, teachers can retnforce des1red behav1ors by 
followtng thetr occurrence wtth sttmulus events wh1ch 
tncrease the probablrty of reoccurence. For example, a 
chrld who significantly 1ncreases the number of 
completed assignments when provtded tokens which 
he/ she can later exchange for desired items can be 
assumed to be reinforced by this consequence. Second, 
behaviors may be accelerated through the systematrc 
removal of aversive stimulus. Thus, if a child who is told 
that he/ she will lose recess if he/ she fails to correctly 
complete a predetermtned number of assignments 
1mproves his/ her classroom productivity, it can be 
tnferred that he/ she ts reinforced by the system. For 
obvtous reasons, postttve reinforcement programs are 
preferable to negattve systems. Although empirrcally 
valid, teachers who rout1 nely employ negative 
retnforcement programs can be expected to have less 
rapport, poorer Interpersonal relationships, and to 
encounter more students who resist program efforts 
than those educators who rely on more positive 
strategies. 
Educators have been able to demonstrate success as a 
result of using reinforcement techniques to manage the 
behavtor of behavtorally disordered children and youth 
(Drabman & Lahey, 1974, Kaufman & O'Leary, 1972; 
Peed & Pinsker, 1978). Thus, a dtscussion of whether or 
not retnforcement procedures are efficactous ts netther 
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relevant nor worthy of attention. What ts relevant 
however, ts the manner in whtch educators best go 
about selecttng the most suitable retnforcement strategy 
and the manner tn whtch it wrll be implemented. In 
parttcular, rt must be emphastzed that reinforcement 
strateg1es do not extst as enttttes which are separable 
from the interpersonal skdls of the educators who 
employ them. That ts, educators who fail to establish 
effecttve Interpersonal relationshtps with their students, 
who do not practtce effecttve teachtng methods, and 
who fad to provtde suttable curncula for thetr pupils 
cannot be expected to produce s1gnrfrcant changes tn 
student behavror regardless of how well they make use 
of behav1oral technology. In other words, teacher 
success tn apply1ng behav1oral interventton procedures 
IS in d1rect proportion to other educational skdls and to 
the teacher-student relat1onsh1p. Educators must 
realize, therefore, that the behav1oral approach 1s a tool, 
not a panacea wh1ch operates 1 ndependently of other 
teachtng behav1ors. Educators of emotionally 
hand1capped pupils, therefore, must avoid select1ng 
overly potent and ng1d programs 1 n an attempt to 
compensate for other educattonal def1c1enc1es. Rather, 
effectrve use of the behavtoral model requrres that users 
carefully assess 1nd1v1duals and available strategtes and 
select those programs whrch are least restrrctrve, and 
wh1ch complement other effect1ve teach1ng methods. 
F1nally, educators must recogn1ze that the 
contingent use of reinforcement IS ne1ther atyptcal nor 
u n g en 1 a I, b u t rather ref I e ct 1 v e of the nat u r a I order of the 
setttng 1n which we l1ve. Educators must accept that 
behaviorally disordered children and youth wtll 
encounter responses from 1nd1viduals in natural 
environments in direct relatronship to thetr own 
behav1or. Children who behave politely and 
approprrately will most likely receive sign1f1cantly 
drfferent feedback from 1nd1v1duals in the1r 
environments compared to those students who 
demonstrate antisocial or aberrant behavior. While we 
are not suggestt ng that the 11 nontherapeut1c" world 
correctly consequates behavtor, we suggest that 
necessrty of prov1ding realistic feedback to the1r 
students. While teachers must provide a warm and 
accepting setting for their puptls, they must also be able 
and willing to provide realistic feedback and to utilize 
reinforcement princtples which accelerate specific 
response patterns. 
One reinforcement program used with a ten-year-
old behaviorally disordered boy 1nvolved a self-
graphing procedure in combination with a contingent 
activity reward. This conduct-disordered student had 
attended a self-contained behavior disorders class for 
nearly a year. While he had made significant progress rn 
a number of areas, he had failed to evidence gains in 
effectively interacting with his peers. In particular, he 
would frequently make inflammatory and accustng 
comments about other members of his class (e.g., 
"Teacher, can I read the copy of Penthouse Robbie has 
hidden in his desk after I finish my work?"; ul don't 
know why I have such hard stuff to do when you give 
Jamie baby work"). Needless to say, these constant 
comments did not put the student on good terms with 
his classmates and caused numerous fights on the 
playground. The intervention program employed to 
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effect a change tn thts behavior pattern involved both 
the student and the classroom teacher in independently 
maintained a count of the frequency of his ((appropriate 
soctal" remarks. These data were graphed by the chrld 
dally. Further, when he was able to meet a 
predetermined dally goal, the subject was allowed to 
play a game of his chotce wtth the teacher or 
paraprofessional. The program significantly increased 
his appropriate social responses and nearly eliminated 
all tncitive comments. 
Extinguishing maladaptive behavior patterns. 
Extinction programs involve the systematic eltmtnatton 
of reinforcement of behavior patterns for whtch a child 
has previously been rewarded. For example, a child who 
chronically talks out in class without first securing 
permission might be denied teacher attention as a part 
of an extinctton program. Even though there have been 
numerous reports of successful extinction programs 
(Brown and Elliot, 1965; Zimmerman and Zimmerman, 
1962), educators must recogize that the use of this 
approach involves a variety of factors which make tts 
successful implementation difftcult. In parttcular, the 
effecttveness of the strategy ts commensurate with the 
teacher's abiltty to identtfy and control the 
environmental consequences which control a 
behavioral excess. As any teacher of behavtorally 
disordered children or adolescents can attest, this is 
netther an easy nor a straightforward task. Since 1t ts not 
unusual for a child's maladapttve behav1ors to be 
matntained by hts/ her peers, control of these responses 
must be established if extinction ts to occur. Without 
question, this is a difficult task. Further, failure to gain 
complete systematic control over these environmental 
events perpetuating a response may actually serve to 
further entrench it. In instances where teachers are able 
to gain only Intermittent control over a behav1oral 
excess, they may actually make a behavior more immune 
to extinction (Mathis, Cotton, and Sechrest, 1970). 
An additional issue related to the use of extinction 
programs for decelerating behavioral excesses and 
maladaptive responses is that the strategy can be 
expected in1t1ally to result in increases in the targeted 
behavior pattern. Thus, an adolescent who 1s placed on 
an extinction schedule for the purpose of red uc1 ng ''silly 
noises" can be expected initially to increase the 
frequently and/or intensity of this behavior in order to 
obtain the attention to which he has grown accustomed. 
In view of such negative side effects which are extremely 
difficult to ignore, extinction is a dubious intervention 
choice with certain pupils and behavior patterns. 
Finally, teachers of behav1orally d1sordered pupils 
must recognize that a number of behavtoral excesses 
and maladaptive patterns simply cannot be 1gnored due 
to potential harmful consequences to the subject or 
individuals around him. Hence, a number of 
maladaptive behaviors are best dealt with through 
procedures other than extinction. The ability to make 
this discrimination is a key to the effective use of the 
procedure. 
The intent of this discussion is not to suggest that 
ext i n ct ion programs do not pI a y a r o I e 1 n the 
management of the behavioral excesses man1fested by 
emotionally disturbed children, but is to further the 
notion that implementation of programs of thts nature 
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must be based on a thorough working knowledge of its 
strengths and weaknesses. As with other principles of 
applted behavior analysis, Incorrect or unsystematic 
application of ext1nct1on procedures actually aggravate 
the initial present1ng problems 
Notwtthstandtng the above cons1derat1ons, 
numerous reports have demonstrated the effecttve use 
of extinction princtples. One such program involved a 
seven-year-old severely emotionally disturbed gtrl who 
would routtnely have tantrums tf her teacher was unable 
to work with her on a one-to-one basts. In an effort to 
decrease this behavtor, the teacher began to 1gnore her 
whenever she had a tantrum. As an accompany1ng 
procedure the pupil was prov1ded frequent attention for 
work1ng independently. Although the program Initially 
resulted in more tantrums, 1t eventually significantly 
reduced the pattern. In add1t1on, the child significantly 
Increased her wtll1ngness to work Independently at her 
desk. 
Manipulating antecedent events. The behavior of 
disturbed students can be changed or controlled by 
events and cond1t1ons that precede responses as well as 
by the consequences which follow them. Conditions 
preced1ng a behav1or, antecedents, can act to either set 
the stage for behavtor to occur or to prompt the 
occurrence of a behavior (Walker, 1979). Antecedents 
have been found to be as powerful as consequences in 
controlling behav1or, and have been used for years by 
educators of d1sturbed students, regardless of their 
phdosoph1cal onentat1on. Although the word 
uantecedent" 1s pnmanly a behav1oral term, Redl and 
Wineman (1957), two educators who subscnbe to a 
psychoeducattonal model for teaching disturbed 
students, descnbed under the heading upreventative 
plann1ng" techn1ques which are highly similar to 
man1pulat1ng antecedents. The1r procedures include: 1) 
restructuring the classroom program- abandon1ng an 
insufficient activ1ty pattern or classroom structure and 
substituting one wh1ch is matched more carefully to the 
students; 2) support from routine - provid1ng a 
classroom program which is predictable and realistic to 
chtldren's needs; 3) remov1ng seductive objects -
phys1cal structunng of the classroom to ensure a 
nondistracting cltmate; and 4) hurdle lessons -
differential scheduling and programming for each 
student depending on frustration tolerance. 
A classroom can be structured to take advantage of 
the strength of antecedents in a variety of ways in 
addit1on to the general procedures outlined above. In 
parttcular, the following can be used to ensure 
appropriate behav1or; provtdtng a defintte and 
dependable classroom routine; expanding from specific 
and limited tasks to more complex assignments; 
developing a school atmosphere in which pupils are 
expected to work; establisht ng a pattern of return1ng 
puptls to their asstgned task after an emotional blow-up; 
planning ahead to anticipate students' needs; and 
establishing advance expectations. In add1tion, 
consistency is a salient factor. That is, besides providing a 
dependable routine, the teacher must follow through 
on all stated classroom rules as qu1ckly as posstble. It is 
only when students are sure of the1r environment that 
they wtll be able to make ga1ns toward controlling thetr 
own behavior. 
A variety of conditions must be guaranteed to create 
a suitable educational environment for disturbed pupils 
For instance, clear and d1rect rules for llsten1ng to 
1nstruct1ons ass1gned can facilitate student abd1ty to 
perform tasks. These procedures can also serve to 
eliminate the d1srupt1ons that occur when some of the 
students are not attend1ng whtle 1nstruct1ons are g1ven. 
In the process of chang1ng behav1or, the teacher of 
d1sturbed students should exam1ne all poss1ble 
antecedents before resort1ng to the man1pulat1on of 
consequences There are many advantages to such an 
approach. If chang1ng an antecedent results 1n more 
appropnate student behav1or, the behav1or change is 
l1kely to be permanent as long as the antecedent 
condition remains 1n effect. In add1t1on, once the 
change has been made, the teacher no longer has to 
worry about 1t (Walker, 1979). That 1s, the personal 
response cost to the teacher requ1red to change the 
student's behav1or 1s low when deal1ng w1th 
antecedents. 
While the man1pulat1on of antecedent cond1t1ons 
such as those discussed can be descnbed as behaviorally 
related tools, they must also be recogn1zed as genenc 
components of effect1ve education. Structunng tasks 
and the phys1cal sett1ng Itself 1s bas1c to any good 
educational program. 
Punishment procedures. The use of pun1sh1ng 
cont1ngenc1es with disturbed students IS surrounded by 
professional controversy and several eth1cal 
cons1derat1ons. S1nce pun1shment has cont1nued to be a 
part of programs for d1sturbed students, a general 
overv1ew of how punishment works and the controversy 
su rrou ndi ng 1t may serve to clarify the issue. 
Punishment has been defined by Becker et al. (1971) 
as the presentation of avers1ve stimuli (phys1cal 
punishment) or the withdrawal of reinforcement 
(deprivation of pnvtleges or 1solat1on from people). It 
has been shown to be as effect1ve as reinforcement 1n 
producing strong and last1ng behav1or effects. However, 
th1s does not mean that pun1shment should 
automatically be used. Certain moral, eth1cal, and legal 
issues must be cons1dered before punish1ng 
contingencies should be Implemented. One side of the 
moral issue 1s represented by those who insist that 
punishing contingencies should not be used under any 
circumstances and argue that much of the disturbed 
student's nonadaptive behavior stems from uncaring 
treatment of others or a deprived environment. 
On the other side of the moral issue concerning 
punishment are those who feel that when the long-term 
effects of using punishment are far more beneficial than 
the effects of not using it, the moral person will do what 
is best for the child and use pun1shment (Becker et al., 
1971). 
Consider this example: 
A mother had a child in the home who was very 
demanding and when it did not get his way, the result 
was tantrums and aggressive behavior toward other 
family members. The relationship between the child and 
the other members of the family had deteriorated to the 
extent that the child made constant demands followed 
by 1nappropnate behavior. The mother, in an attempt to 
control the tantrum behav1or, placed the child in his 
room with the door closed for five m1nutes each time the 
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inappropriate behav1or occurred. As a result of th1s 
procedure, the tantrum and aggress1ve behav1ors were 
eliminated, and a more pos1t1ve relat1onsh1p w1th the 
family was poss1ble. 
The above example 1s c1ted as an instance of the 
effective use of a pun1sh1ng contingency; 1n th1s case, 
'(time-out." The rationale 1s that 1t 1s 1m moral not to help 
d1stu rbed students learn to l1ve effectively. 
The 1ssues surrounding the use of punishment are far 
from be1ng resolved, but a few general gu1delines for 
use of the strategy can be stated F1rst, pun1sh1ng 
cont1ngenc1es should be cons1dered only after all 
pos1t1ve approaches have been exhausted. Even w1th the 
most extreme or b1zarre 1nappropnate behav1ors, 
pos1tive reinforcement will often be effective. Second, 
pun1shment may be cons1dered a poss1ble intervention 
1n s1tuat1ons where the behav1or 1s so frequent that there 
is l1ttle or no 1ncompat1ble behav1or to re1nforce. Th1rd, 
pun1shment should be cons1dered If the student's 
behav1or IS so Intense that someone m1ght get hurt, 
1nclud1ng the student h1mself. Examples of this include 
vanous self-stimulatory and self-destructive behav1ors 
such as head bang1ng 1n wh1ch the poss1bdity of severe 
InJury 1s apparent. 
Although pun1sh1ng cont1ngenc1es can be very 
effective 1n l1m1ted s1tuat1ons, certain precautions must 
be taken to ensure that the techn1ques are successful 
and produce the max1mum pos1t1ve benefit for the 
student. Pun1shment acts to create a Situation in wh1ch 
the student avoids the 1nappropnate behavior because 1t 
has become associated w1th a pun1sh1ng consequence 
But 1n some instances, the student will learn 1nstead to 
avo1d the person administering the consequence. To 
m1n1m1ze th1s poss1bd1ty the teacher can pa1r the 
pun1sh1ng cont1ngency with a strong positive reinforcer 
for an appropnate behav1or wh1ch 1s 1ncompat1ble w1th 
the pun1shed behav1or Whenever poss1ble, the teacher 
must make 1t clear to the chdd which acceptable 
behav1ors wtll be re1nforced. In add1t1on, the pun1sher 
should be administered by all those who work w1th the 
student to prevent the pun1shment from generalizing to 
one adult. 
Despite all the disadvantages and precautions related 
to the use of punishment, the following advantages 
should also be noted. First, punishment works quickly 1n 
comparison to positive reinforcement procedures (if a 
punishing contingency has not shown a degree of 
effectiveness within four or f1ve days, the procedure 
should be discontinued). Because 1t works so quickly, 
the response cost to the teacher, although h1gh dunng 
the f1rst days of consistent Implementation, w1ll 
thereafter be very low because the inappropnate 
behavior will have been extinguished or will occur at a 
much lower rate. 
One punishment program used with a nine-year-old, 
autistic-like boy involved the use of a mildly aversive 
contingency in the treatment of a chronic, highly 
ind ividualized self-stimulatory behavior (Simpson & 
Sasso, 1978). This student had been in a number of 
institutions prior to entering a public school program for 
severely d isturbed children. Although the child 
evidenced deficits in many social and academic areas, 
the behavior of greatest immediate concern to h1s 
teacher was a habitual pattern of vomit1ng into the oral 
.. 
cavity followed by reconsumption of the vomitus, a 
behavior known as rumination. This behavior often has 
severe consequences for children and in some cases has 
resulted in life-threatening situations due to the loss of 
food. The chdd's records from previous placements 
suggested that none of the procedures implemented in 
the past had been successful in effecting a significant 
reduction 1n the behavior. Following a behavioral 
assessment of the studenc it was decided to attempt a 
mdd pun1sh1ng strategy paired with pos1t1ve 
reinforcement of appropriate, nonruminatrve behav1or. 
The procedure involved the Introduction of small 
amounts of lemon ju1ce 1nto the child's mouth each time 
the rumination behavior occurred, followed by a 
restitution process of cleaning the lips and areas around 
the mouth. The procedure proved to be highly 
successful and Illustrates the advantages of the use of 
pun1shing techniques. Dunng the f1rst day of treatment, 
the procedure was very time-consuming for the teacher. 
However, because the frequency of the rumination 
behavior decreased to nearly zero by the second day, 
little time was requ1red for direct contact. Add1t1onally, 
the teacher and paraprofessional found that more t1me 
could be spent reinforcing the child's adapt1ve 
behaviors. 
The use of pun1shment, desp1te moral, eth1cal, and 
legal considerations, continues to be used by public 
school personnel, most notably in the area of autism. If 
used properly and sparingly, it can be a useful tool in 
helping students effectively change their behav1or. 
Discussion 
Our intent 1n th1s article has been to promote the 
concept that even though behav1oral prrnc1ples are not 
universally appl1cable to all problems presented by 
behaviorally disordered children and youth, the 
approach is extremely compatible with a number of 
effective teaching procedures. Further, the model is 
compatible with the notion that the pnmary function of 
educators is to effect changes in the academ1c and social 
behavior of their pupils. To the extent that the systematic 
analysis and measurement of behavior IS a part of 
effective teaching, capacity to estimate the stimuli 
controlling overt responses and the ability to man1pulate 
environmental conditions to achieve specified goals, 
behavioral principles must be g1ven appropriate 
consideration. 
Yet, in sp1te of their proven effectiveness, applied 
behavior analysis procedures cannot be used 
Indiscriminately or without consideration of the 
argument that they may not always be the preferred 
1 ntervention choice. While analys1s and eva I uat1on of 
problems, settings, and treatment effects should be a 
part of any educational effort, it must be understood that 
the preferred intervention strategy may not always be 
the manipulation of an environmental consequence. 
Further, even when the systematic manrpulat1on of 
antecedent or consequent events is the preferred 
alternative, numerous other factors must also be 
considered. First, educators of behaviorally d1sordered 
pupils must guard against excessive rel1ance on 
punishers, negative reinforcement paradigms, and 
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similar types of intervention procedures. While 
punishment contingencies have an appropriate role and 
function in the education of exceptional pupils, their 
use must be restricted to s1tuatrons in which other 
interventron strategres have proven unsuccessful, and 
where the nature of the behavioral excess warrants such 
measures. Second, as a rule of thumb, the most positive 
and least restrictive approach must always be employed 
first. If necessary, other measures are then considered 
followrng careful evaluation. 
Professronals must be willing to consider a variety of 
variables, rncludrng those outside the boundaries of 
tradrtronal applred behavior analys1s. Educators must not 
think that they can produce planned behavioral changes 
w1thout first having thoroughly analyzed situations to 
assess 1) whether or not a child or youth is 
developmentally capable of makrng a desired response; 
2) whether or not curriculum and suitable teaching 
efforts have been utrlized prior to the consideration of 
behavioral rntervention procedures; 3) whether or not 
the resources, including time, are available for 
successfully conductrng a g1ven behavioral program; 
and 4) whether or not cooperation both from 
administrators and practrt1oners is available to 
successfully to rmplement and ma1ntain a proJeCt. 
F1nally, educators must develop well-established 
goals and objectives for their pupils as well as carefully 
cons1dered strategies for achieving these goals. 
Behavonal techn1ques and procedures, along with other 
educatronal and therapeutic choices, must be 
orchestrated and coordrnated consrstently rn order to 
avo1d program fragmentation and confusion of both 
pupils and staff. Efforts must be made to assure that long-
range goals are clearly established and that program 
efforts, rnclud1ng the use of behavioral principles, are rn 
l1ne wrth such efforts. For example, a child for whom 
increased soc1al interactron is an ultimate goal should 
probably not be exposed to a program - behavioral or 
otherwise- to decrease his seeking permission from his 
classroom teacher to talk with a ((new friend" during 
class. Thus, planned program efforts must be established 
so as to facilitate consistency and coordinated efforts. 
In summary, 1t has been our rntent to promote the 
not1on that while all teachers of emotionally disturbed 
children and youth may not be behavioralists, all good 
teachers must rely on certain behaviorally related 
concepts. Without appropriate consideration of this 
tool, educators will be deny1ng themselves access to a 
potentrally benef1c1al resource. 
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As professionals working with behaviorally 
disordered children, one of our most d1fficult tasks is 
teaching youngsters to get along with one another, to 
enjoy each other's company, and to be sens1tive and 
responsive to the act1ons of others. Instruction in these 
interpersonal competencies has been popularized in 
recent years under such titles as social skills train1ng, 
affective education, and social-emotional educat1on. 
However, the vital role of interpersonal competencies in 
the educational process was heralded over 70 years ago 
by Edward Thorndike: 
((The guidance of sooal and emotional development is 
properly the maJor concern of education ... only an 
emotional comm1tment in students can lead to max1m1zed 
intellectual and cognit1ve growth." (1906, p. 3) 
In terms of the special and regular education 
establishments, a number of related events have 
transpired since Thorndike's challenge. First, there has 
been a long procession of glittering statements about 
the importance of interpersonal skill tra1ning 1n schools 
and an equal quantity of ominous threats about its 
continued omission from the curriculum. Some of the 
statements merit repeating here, if for no other reason, 
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because of the1r prose qual1ty. For example, the 
American educational system has been accused of 
producing (' intellectual half-men" and (( intellectual 
g1ants and emotional midgets" and promoting ((a 
valueless soc1ety made up of devalued and devaluing 
members." Alas, these flowery prose, no matter how 
sincerely inspired, have not resulted 1n any apparent 
change 1n the available curncula for children with 
Interpersonal skill def1c1ts. 
The second maJor event in the evolution of 
interpersonal skill training has been the emergence of a 
few educat1onal folk heroes- guiding the way to new 
educational front1ers 1n the affective domain. Their 
names are recognized widely. We1nste1n, Fantini , Ellis, 
Kozol , Leonard, Kohl, and Buscaglia are some of the 
more notable players. Like most folk heroes, their 
legend, and 1n th1s case, the1r curricula have been based 
largely on folklore. What we have available today for 
classroom teachers from the '(affective educat1on' ' 
movement is ~ 
a) Vaguely worded advice, often couched in 
Jargon such as, ((Let children be free to grow 
and expenence; " ('Remember, the key to 
teac hing is mutual respect ; " and , 
(( Understanding and love, that's what makes 
good teach1ng and good teachers. " 
b) Intrapsychic-based psychotherapy, in which 
teachers are to help troubled children come 
to grips with their emotional conflicts, past 
traumatic h1story, and current-day stress. 
c) Curricula with no developmental or logical 
sequence, a fact that should not come as a 
surprise in light of points a and b above. 
d) Laments from affective educators that their 
domain is far too slippery and complex to 
measure scientifically and study in a 
traditional empirical fashion. Regrettably, 
many people have been convinced that the 
outcomes of affect1ve education cannot, 
even should not, be assessed unambiguously. 
As a direct result of a self-imposed assessment 
hiatus, the affect1ve education movement has 
doomed itself to extinction 1n the 1980's 
mentality of program accountability and cost-
effectiveness. 
The third major event that has transpired since 
Thorndike and h1s famed puzzle box is the movement of 
behavioral psychologists from the ((Skinner box" to the 
arena of interpersonal skill training. Thus, we have the 
translation of loosely defined curriculum objectives 
such as (' friendliness" and ((humanitarianism" into 
d1screte events such as smiles, prov1di ng phys1cal 
assistance, sharing, and offenng verbal compliments. 
Moreover, a well-established behavioral technology 
(teaching techniques) has been established to develop 
these specifrc behaviors and to reduce the occurrence of 
such unsavory, affectrve-laden behavrors such as verbal 
and physrcal aggression, teasrng, destroying property, 
and throwrng tantrums 
In the remarnder of thrs paper we would lrke to 
descnbe one applrcatron of behavroral technology to 
the trarn1ng of rnterpersonal skrlls. Specifrcally, the 
development of peer sacral skrlls with young, severely 
handrcapped chrldren wrll be the focus of the followrng 
questions: 1) whom to teach; 2) what to teach, and, c) 
how to teach. The burgeoning freld of behavroral-based 
interpersonal skrlls development rs far too broad for a 
comprehensive d1scussron in this format; however, at 
the conclusron of thrs paper, we have included a topical 
reference l1st that covers the full range of behavroral 
rnterventrons, relevant behavioral targets, and clrent 
groups. 
Before drscuss1ng each of the questrons l1sted above, 
1t rs rmportant to specrfy what advantages and lrmrtatrons 
are associated w1th a behavroral approach to 
rnterpersonal skill rnstructron. 
Advantages and Limitations of the Behavioral 
Approach 
A number of defining characteristrcs of the 
behavroral approach to rnstructron make 1t partrcularly 
surtable to the trarnrng of Interpersonal competencies. 
Specrfrcally we are referrrng to the followrng 
characteristrcs: 1) precrse and rntensrve measurement of 
behavror, and 2) carefu I analysts of events and behavrors 
that co-occur wrth the targets of rnterventron . 
Precise and Intensive Measurement of Behavior 
As mentroned earlrer, there rs a rather well-
entrenched professronal factron that has argued that 
rnterpersonal skills are beyond the realm of precrse 
measurement and that attempts at drrect assessment 
only drstort the phenomena under study. There are two 
very drfferent elements to thrs argument; one, 
rnterpersonal skills are very complex, and two, the 
measurement of interpersonal skills rs somehow 
rntrusrve and therefore ch ildren behave atypically when 
they are the objects of assessment. The complexity 
argument is perfectly valid, the intrusiveness one is 
patently false. 
Because interpersonal skrlls are so complex, rt rs 
necessary that therr assessment and training be 
grounded rn a measurement methodology that ensures 
unambrguous analysrs. Agreement between observers 
(r.e., two or more persons agree that they see the same 
interpersonal skills at the same point in time) is essentral, 
partrcu larly when we are concerned with competencies 
that are open to multiple Interpretations. Of course, the 
development of observatronal systems that can produce 
close agreement between observers is a long-standing 
tradition in the behavioral approach to instruction. 
Unambiguous measurement first becomes critical to 
the classroom teacher at the level of IEP development. If 
the curricular goals and obJectives related to 
interpersonal skrlls cannot be precrsely defrned and 
measured, the IEP cannot be faithfully implemented or 
evaluated. The system rs thus out of compliance with PL 
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94-142; and more serrously, it rs very doubtful that good 
instructron can follow on the heels of ill-defined 
ob)ectrves. 
Table 1 {pages 61 and 62) offers some examples of 
interpersonal skill definitrons found in applied research 
stud res. 
In additron to therr complexrty, rnterpersonal skil ls 
present a srgnificant measurement challenge due to the 
extreme vanabilrty in the performance of skills across 
days and settrngs. Therefore, brief and few behavror 
samples are d1ffrcult to rnterpret because of the 
notorrous rnstabrlrty of sacral behavior. We know, for 
example, that a host of subtle envrronmental events can 
have a profound rmpact on the darly rate, duration, and 
complexrty of sacral behavror. An abbreviated list of 
these 11COntrollrng" events rnclude: 1) number and kinds 
of toys avarlable, 2) sex and developmental level of 
children available for rnteractron, 3) teacher proximity, 
4) densrty of children rn the envrronment, 5) teacher's 
rnstructrons to play together, and 6) availability of 
desrgnated play areas (e.g., doll corner, dress-up area, 
krtchen area). In classroom settr ngs, the control of these 
events rs not logrstrcally feasrble and probably not 
desrrable tf one wants to know the level and type of 
rnterpersonal skrlls produced rna noncontrived settrng. 
Grven the unpredictable rnfluen ce of the above-
mentioned events, multrple behav1or samples, 
drstributed across several consecutrve days, must be 
used to ensure the representatrveness of the data. For 
classroom assessment purposes, the rntensive (daily) 
measurement of target skills associated with the 
behavioral approach rs well-suited to understandrng 
fully chi ldren's interpersonal skills. 
Careful Analysis of Co-Occuring Events and Behaviors 
One thrng that we can affirm wrth much confidence 
rs that children's interpersonal skills are influenced 
greatly by the social context of assessment. That rs, the 
amount and quality of observed skills can range wrdely 
wrth the sacral responsrveness or ((supports" available in 
any partrcular settrng. For example, any assessment of a 
behaviorally disordered child's rnterpersonal skrlls rn 
settrngs populated exclusively by handicapped children 
wrll invariably result in underestimations of 
competence. Where available social partners are not 
generally responsive to peers, the assessment of 
interpersonal ·skills is a bit like measuring telephone 
answering behavior in a setting devoid of telephones. 
Because the behavior of social partners so directly 
affects target children's rnterpersonal skills, it is 
necessary to collect data on specific behaviors as they 
occur as ((i nitiated" or " responded " events rn an 
1 nteraction seq ue nee. Previously, we and other 
behavioral researchers have demonstrated the valrdity 
of the following definitions for inrtiated and responded 
events: 
Initiated - the target child or an interacting peer 
emits any of the predesignated behaviors (for 
example, as in Table 1) either three seconds 
before or after another child's social 
behavior. 
Responded - the target child or an interacting 
peer emits any of the predesignated 
behaviors (for example, as rn Table 1) within 
" 
Table 1: Sample Definitions of Socially Isolate and Cooperative Behaviors 
Author(s) 
Dy, Strain, Fullerto n, and 
Stowitschek (1981) 
Gable, Hend rickson, and 
Strai n (1978) 
Ragland, Kerr, and 
Strain (1981) 
Strai n, and Ezze ll (1978) 
Strain, Shores, and Kerr 
(1976) 
Behavior Category 
M otor-Gestu ra I 
Voca l-Verbal 
Approach Gestures 
Pos itive Physical 
Contact 
Cooperative Play 
Ball Play 
Physica l Assistance 
Socia l Iso lation 
M o to r-Gestu ra I 
• 
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Definition 
• This included all positive physical contacts such as 
brushing another person's arm while reach1ng for 
something, cooperative use of an object such as 
look1ng at a book with another person, exchanging 
pens, tak1ng turns placing puzzle pieces; touch1ng 
and/ or manipulating the same object or parts of the 
same object; all other gestural movement directed to 
another person such as handing an object, pointing, 
motioning to ((Come" or ((Go away," shaking head to 
1nd1cate ((Yes" or ((No/' and waving. 
• Th1s Included all positive vocal expressions or 
verbalizations which by virtue of content (e.g., ((Hey 
you," ((Uh-huh" [while nodding]) clear ly ind icated 
that the person was directing the utterance to another 
Individual. 
• Th1s cons1sted of any del1berate behavior of the chtld 
which 1nvolved the hand(s), arm(s}, or other body 
parts in a motion directed to another chi ld (e.g., an 
1nward c1rcular hand and arm motion, repeated 
bending and straightening of forefinger whtle arm 
extended towards a peer). 
• Th1s consisted of any deliberate behavior wh ich 
brought the hand(s), arm(s), feet, or other parts of the 
body into d1rect phys1cal contact with another child in 
a positive manner (e.g., a soft touch, a pat, a hug, 
strok1ng or grasp1ng-shaking hands, in a pos1t1ve 
manner). 
• Th1s consisted of any discrete interactive pattern 
engaged in by two or more children (e.g., mutual 
play1ng and/ or phys1cally interacting with the same 
object or matenals, or set of objects matenals with a 
common purpose). 
• This included the fol lowing motor behaviors: pass1ng 
a ball to a peer and catching a bal l thrown by a peer. 
• This included helping a peer onto and off some 
climbing apparatus. 
• This included sitting idly in a secluded part of a room, 
1gnoring social initiations by peers and adults, 
rematntng on the periphery of a group, and phystcal 
wtthdrawal from strangers. 
• This included all movements emitted that cause a 
child's head, arms, or feet to come into direct contact 
with the body of another child; that involve waving or 
extending arms directly toward another chtld; or that 
involve plactng of hands dtrectly upon a matenal, toy, 
or other movable apparatus that is being touched or 
manipulated by another chi ld. 
Table 1 continued . .. 
Author(s) Behavior Category Definition 
_.,... Positive 
-• ..... • Th1s included touch1ng w1th hand or hands, hugg1ng, 
hold1ng hands, k1ss1ng, waving, and all cooperattve 
responses 1nvolved wtth shanng a toy or matenal. 
-• ..... Negative -~ .... • Th1s 1ncluded httting, pinching, k1ck1ng, butt1ng with 
head, "nonplay1ng" push1ng or pulltng, grabb1ng an 
obJect from another child, and destroy1ng a 
construction of another child. 
Vocal-Verbal • Th1s 1ncluded all vocal1zat1ons em1tted while a child 1s 
d1rectly fac1ng any other chdd Within a rad1us of 0.9 m 
or all vocal1zat1ons that by v1rtue of content (e.g., 
proper name, " Hey you," etc.) and/ or accompany1ng 
motor-gestural movements (e.g., waving, potnting) 
clearly 1nd1cate that the child is directing the 
utterance to another chdd w1thin or beyond a 0.9 m 
radtus 
~• ...... Postttve _.,... • Thts 1 ncluded all vocal1zat1ons directed toward 
another child exclud1ng screams, shouts, cnes, 
whtnes, or other utterances that are accompan1ed by 
gestures that 1nd1cate reJeCting, oppos1t1ng behav1or. 
-•• Negattve -• .... • Thts tncluded screams, shouts, cnes, wh1nes, or other 
utterances that are accompanied by gestures that 
indtcate rejecting, opposing behav1or. 
three seconds follow1ng another child's soctal 
behavtor. 
By assess1ng target skills accord1ng to the1r distribution as 
1 nit1ated or responded events, classroom teachers can 
answer the following vital questions regarding 1n1t1al 
skill assessment and intervention effects: 
a) To what extent do peers respond in a positive 
fashion to the social initiations of target 
children? 
b) To what extent do peers initiate positive 
contact with target children? 
c) To what extent do target children respond in 
a positive fashion to the social initiations of 
peers? 
d) To what extent do target children initiate 
positive contact with peers? 
e) Are patterns of social contact more reciprocal 
(i.e., initiations typ1cally are followed by 
positive responses) following intervention? 
Limitations of the Behavioral Approach 
With few exceptions, behav1oral interventions for 
improving children's interpersonal skills have yet to 
produce other than transient, setting-specific behavior 
change. Moreover, it has become clear that promoting 
substantial increases 1n the frequency of children's 
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globally-def1ned social behavtors cannot be equated 
w1th mak1ng the soc1al interactions of target youngsters 
"look like" or 11funct1on like" those of non handicapped 
peers. Finally, we have found (v1a sequent1al analysts of 
observational data) that adult behav1ors such as 
prompting and reinforcing events 1n treatment stud1es, 
and in the more natural course of events, can both 
increase and limit the amount, duration, and complexity 
of interaction between children. 
While this summary is not overly encouraging, it is 
possible to pinpont a number of conceptual and 
assessment limitations that very likely contributed to the 
current efficacy of treatments. 
First, early efforts to improve children's interpersonal 
skills promoted an approach that led to the application 
of behavioral technologies prior to a full understanding 
of what competent behavior was in the first place. Even 
in its best understood and dissected form, behav1oral 
procedures will never be more than a cluster of teach1ng 
tactics to be applied to a sequence of target behaviors. It 
is ironic that the sequence of behavior, logically the 
foundation of sciences dealing with the analysis of 
behavior, would be so little understood. Previously, 1t 
was suggested that failures to effectively teach soc1al 
skills were a function of faculty procedures. While that 
may be the case, it is also likely that the a priori selection 
of treatment targets has resu I ted in: 1) the i nadvertant 
.. 
choice of nonfunctional behavioral targets; and/ or, 2) 
the choice of treatment targets that have essential 
behav1oral prerequisites, behavioral prerequisites that 
are not included 1n the intervention program. 
• 
Second, earlier research promoted a rather narrow 
conceptualization of interpersonal behavior as a bundle 
of operant responses with obvious antecedents and 
consequences. Although antecedents and 
consequences may be there, no one using interaction 
data as the units of measurement has yet found them. 
Notwithstanding the apparent absence of clearly 
Identifiable antecedents and consequences, an array of 
antecedents (verbal prompts, physical prompts, 
Instructions) and consequences (praise statements, 
token reinforcement, edibles) have been applied to 
d1screte behaviors with the predictable outcome -
short, discrete 1nteract1on episodes that bear little 
resemblance to nontrained interaction patterns. 
Third, the behav1or mod1f1cation literature 1n general 
has emphasized singular solutions to what IS an 
exceedingly complex phenomenon. The poorly 
developed skills of behaviorally d1sordered children can 
emerge and be maintained by a variety of b1olog1cal, 
interpersonal, and environmental events. Some 
children may have suffered such a profound 1nsult to 
their central nervous systems that they cannot readily 
engage in those basic social exchange behav1ors (e.g., 
passing a toy, pra1sing another's efforts, greet1ng a 
friend) that comprise social interactions. At the other 
end of the etiological cont1nuum, children may be 
neurologically intact, but because of their classlf1cat1on 
as handicapped they become the obJects of verbal 
abuse, scapegoating, and socia l rejection among their 
peers. Of course, overt rejection and abusiveness often 
set into motion a vicious cycle in which the v1ct1ms of 
negative stereotypes engage 1n retaliatory behavior, 
wh1ch in turn makes them even less accepted. Aga1nst 
this complex background of skill deficits interacting with 
peer rejection it should not be too surprising that 
interventions focused exclusively on skill building are 
less than a complete success. 
Whom To Teach 
For many teachers of behaviorally disordered 
children, the answer to the question above is very simple 
- everyone! Clearly, most children with severe 
behavioral disorders (e.g., autistic-like behav1ors) are, by 
definition, handicapped by their poor interpersonal 
skills. Moreover, children who are chronically-
disruptive (cond uct disordered in psychiatric jargon) 
may uniformly engage in maladaptive kinds and levels of 
Interpersonal behaviors. Thus, in settings populated 
exclusive ly by behaviorally disordered children, fine 
discrimination is hardly needed to determine who might 
be in need of interpersonal skill training. 
Other instructional contexts and populations do 
demand careful attention to the question, "Whom to 
Teach?" If we exam ine most of the treatment or 
intervention I iteratu re in the social ski II domain, it is 
evident that most children participated because a 
teacher or parent said they needed such an experience. 
This nomination method is obviously cost-effective, but 
we do not know the types or degrees of error associated 
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with this screening approach. We suspect, however, that 
quiet, shy children who are not also behavior 
management problems in the class may go undetected 
and untreated. And we do know for certain that the 
long-term consequences of untreated social withdrawal 
are devastat1ng personally and to society. Many studies 
now show that shy, withdrawn children are high risks for 
juvenile delinquency, academic failure, and many forms 
of adult mental health problems. 
In an effort to exploit the cost-efficiency of teacher 
nominations, Greenwood and his colleagues have 
developed a structured nomination approach that has 
been found to be qu1te accurate. With this approach, 
teachers are asked to rank order children in their classes 
on the frequency of verbal interaction with peers. The 
children occupy1ng the lowest five ranks are then 
des1gnated for more detailed assessment and treatment 
plann1ng. The teacher rank1ng approach is clearly 
preferable to the nomination method in terms of 
accuracy. 
Teachers may also choose to screen chi ldren for 
interpersonal skill training based upon sociometric 
assessment. Where there is reason to believe that 
children's attitudes and perceptions of each other are 
contnbut1ng to interpersonal skill problems, then 
sociometric methods may uncover particularly usefu I 
information. Sociometries are designed to assess 
children's soc1al standing within a group by soliciting 
nom1nat1ons and rankings from relevant peers (e.g., 
classmates). 
Many soc1ometric techn1ques are available, but 
rat1ng scale procedures are quite t1me-efficient and they 
have certain methodological advantages over other 
procedures. For example, rating scale techniques assure 
that each child in a group receives an evaluation by 
peers. Also, we have recently shown that rating scales 
have excellent test-retest reliability and sensitivity to 
treatment effects. 
A rating scale that we have used successfully with 
handicapped children across a wide age range is the 
Peer Acceptance Scale. This is a forced choice scale on 
wh1ch every group member rates every other group 
member by mark1ng appropriate figures in a series of 
three stick figure draw1ngs adjacent to the name of each 
child 1n the group. As indicated in Figure 1 (page 64), the 
three figures represent: 1) two children playing ball 
together labeled /(Friend," 2) two children at a 
blackboard labeled 11 All right," and 3) two children with 
the1r backs toward each other labeled ~~wouldn't like." 
Children are asked to fill in circles below the f1gures 
which indicates their choice. 
U n I ike the cut-off point used with the teacher-
ranking method, there are no clear ((acceptance" or 
' ' rejection" levels that teachers can use as a general 
gu1de for dec1d1ng who should receive interpersonal 
skill training. There are several 1mportant questions 
regarding screening and potential treatment that can be 
answered via sociometric methods: 
a) Are there children in the class who are 
uniformly 11rejected" (receive ~~wouldn't like" 
ratings) by the majority of class peers? 
b) Are there children who you feel have 
reasonable interpersonal skills, yet they are 
~~rejected" by a large number of classmates? 
Figure 1 
Name __________________ __ 
Teacher ____ ~Jo~h~n~s_o_n ________ _ 
Code 4 Pod B-10 
Jim Harson 
Fnend All Right Wouldn't Like 
~ - --- --
Mary Baker A 
Fnend Wouldn 't L1ke 
Timothy Leaves 
Fnend Wouldn ' t Like 
Sarah Chant 
Friend Wouldn't Like 
Robert Mench 
Friend All Right Wouldn't Like 
--- - -
Bonnie Stenman A 
Fnend All Right Wouldn't L1ke 
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c) Are there children 1n the class who report that 
many children are their 11 frtends," but who do 
not receive reciprocal ((fnend" rat1ngs by 
others? 
We should add that sociometric methods are not 
w1thout their drawbacks. When used with preschool-
age children, the reliability of sociometries is 
questionable. Also, sociometric ratings do not 
necessarily correspond with directly observed skills. 
Lack of skill is only one possible factor that can 
contnbute to low sociometric rat1ng. 
What to Teach 
After children have been 1dent1f1ed tentatively as 
intervention cand1dates, it is necessary to specify the 
target skills for training. While we strongly advocate 
us1ng d1rect observations on children's skills to 
determine behavioral pinpo1nts for 1ntervent1on, such 
intensive assessment is precluded at times by manpower 
limitations. In cases where careful observation is not 
feas1ble, teachers may employ a number of indirect 
methods of behavioral assessment. These methods 
include: 1) standardized behav1oral checklists and rat1ng 
scales, 2) self-report by students, and 3) behav1or analog 
tests. 
Indirect Assessment Methods 
In terms of standardized checkl1sts and rat1ng scales, 
there are a number of general problem behav1or 
inventories that contain items specific to interpersonal 
sk1lls. For example, A Process for ln-Schoql Screen1ng of 
Children with Emotional Handicaps, Behavtor Problem 
Checkltst, and Walker Problem Behav1or ldenttf1cat1on 
Checkltst all require teachers (or s1gnficant others) to 
determ1ne whether such descnptors as, 11 has few 
fnends," '/speaks infrequently to peers," and ((often 
argues with peers" are true when applied to specific 
youngsters. With the except1on of the Walker Checklist, 
the descriptors are generally too broad to be used as 
treatment targets; and, of course, none of these 
Instruments approximates an exhaustive catalogue of 
interpersonal skills. 
One rating scale that focuses exclusively on 
interpersonal skills has been developed albeit at the 
preschool level only. The nine-item Soc1al Behav1or 
Rating Scale (SBRS) requires teachers to describe on a 
seven-po1nt scale, from ((false descnpt1on" to 11true 
descnpt1on" if a particular child: 
a) Works on projects with classmates 
b) Engages in verbal exchanges w1th classmates 
c) Volunteers to talk during the discussions 
d) Responds positively to initiations by other 
children 
e) Volunteers for classroom social activities 
f) Assumes leadership role in class 
g) Engages in long conversations (30 seconds or 
more) 
h) Approaches a group of classmates and attempts 
to get 1 nvolved 
i) Talks and plays with a large number of 
classmates 
• 
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This scale has the advantages of sound test-retest 
reliabll1ty, and reasonable correlational levels with 
d1rectly observed skills and sociometric status. 
Greenwood and his colleagues have used the SBRS with 
considerable success as a second level of assessment 
follow1ng 1n1t1al teacher rankings of all class members. 
As with other rating scales, teachers may find that more 
detailed behavior analysis and description is needed in 
order to specify treatment goals. 
A nch and often overlooked source of data on ((What 
to teach" 1s self-report 1nformat1on from students. The 
most casual form of self-report 1nformat1on would come 
from a s1mple 1nterv1ew by the teacher that focuses on 
1 nterpersonal sk1lls that children want to alter or 
1mprove Of course, we are talking about an Interview 
procedure that excludes nonverbal children or children 
who are psychotic. Nevertheless, it may be a b1t elitist 
and shortsighted not to offer children an opportunity to 
express their own intervention goals 1n the Interpersonal 
doma1n. We are not advocat1ng any ((1ns1ght-oriented" 
1nterv1ew 1n which children explore the etiology of their 
skill def1c1ts Rather, we simply suggest that asking 
children what they like and dislike about their 
Interpersonal contacts may help to prioritize 
1ntervent1on goals 
Behavior analog tests usually cons 1st of a sequence of 
problematiC or conflict Situations 1 n wh1ch children are 
asked to " play-out" the scene 1n a manner that most 
closely matches the1r typ1cal behav1or 1n similar real-life 
s1tuat1ons. The Behav1oral Assertiveness Test for 
Children and the Behavioral Assertiveness Test for Boys 
are the only standardized instruments that focus on 
Interpersonal skills, and here the subset of skills is quite 
lim1ted. We would suggest, however, that the general 
not1on of an analog test has some distinct advantages. 
First, such a procedure could be used to effectively study 
low-frequency by significant sk1lls. Take, for example, 
the use of verbal compliments. From our own 
observational research we know that th1s behav1or 
occurs very Infrequently, yet 1t clearly differentiates 
between groups of children who are liked and disl1ked 
by peers. It IS s1mply not feasible to follow children about 
all day long for several weeks to gather a reasonable 
sample of verbal complimentary behav1or. However, 
teachers could easily present children with pertinent 
vignettes and ask them to behave as they typically 
would. For example: 
((Your classmate has just gotten his math paper 
back w1th a mark of 100. You know how hard 
math IS for Jim and how d1fficult mak1ng 100 IS. 
What do you do when he shows you h1s paper?" 
Of course, our subject in this case has the full range in 
wh1ch to respond. He m1ght give a verbal compl1ment, 
((That's great, jim; " say (/Who cares;" tear up j1m's 
paper and tease him, or not respond d1rectly at all. 
There seem to be a number of ' (low inc1dence" 
interpersonal sk1lls that are particularly su1table for such 
informal analog assessment, includ1ng. verbal 
compl1ments; resolving conficts over possessions; 
off en ng verbal or physical assistance when a person is 
1njured or has the1r feelings hurt; express1ng anger 1n an 
acceptable fash1on, and ask1ng for help. 
Direct Assessment Methods 
With1n the behav1oral educat1on movement, d1rect 
observation of children's soc1al behav1or has been the 
most favored tactic for determ1n1ng what to teach. The 
pnmary attractiveness of d1rect observation procedures 
1s the close correspondence between the content of 
assessment and the content of Intervention; and, the 
opportunity to exam1ne the effect of children's 
Interpersonal sk1lls {or lack thereof) on soc1al partners 
and v1ce versa. 
There IS now a grow1ng body of observational 
research 1n wh1ch the Interpersonal sk1lls of more and 
less ((competent" children have been stud1ed. In the 
typ1cal research parad1gm, children are selected for 
observation based upon some cntenon 1ndex of 
competence, l1ke teacher nom1nat1ons and rank1ngs, or 
soc1ometnc status. Us1ng th1s approach a number of 
seemingly genenc skd Is have been 1dentif1ed. By genenc 
we mean that the sk1lls do not seem llm1ted to particular 
soc1al contexts or overly restncted by the developmental 
level of children 1nvolved 1n 1nteract1on. Example skills 
1nclude: 
a) Initiating soc1al contact as 1n greet1ng others, 
exchang1ng 1nformat1on, or 1nclud1ng others 
{e.g., ((Come play w1th me") 
b) Marnta1nrng v1sual onentation toward social 
partner 
c) Shanng toys and materials 
d) Phys1cally or verbally ass1strng another to 
accomplish some task 
e) Respond1ng qu1ckly {w1th1n three sec.) and 
positively to approach behaviors by peers 
f) Showing affection as 1n hugs, k1sses, and hold1ng 
hands 
g) Complrmenting others on the1r appearance, 
work, efforts 
h) Resolving confl1cts by negotiation, persuas1on, 
or rgnonng. 
We also know from observational research that 
certain behaviors are typ1cally associated with low soc1al 
status, few fnendships, and poor teacher ratings. These 
maladaptive behaviors include: 
a) Mak1ng derogatory remarks about a persons' 
appearance, work, efforts 
b) Disrupting others' play or work 
c) Unprovoked aggress1on toward peers. 
The various skills and maladaptive behaviors cited 
above are by no means an exhaustive compilation of 
treatment targets. They do however represent 
behav1oral targets for 1 nstruct1on that have been 
consistently identified across sett1ngs, cl1ent groups, and 
ex pen menters. 
In many cases, classroom teachers will find that the 
best way to decide what to teach is to directly observe 
the ch ildren in the1r class. The skills that are chosen for 
observation may be (and probably should be) very 
spec1fic to individual teachers, settings, and children. 
However, it is possible to describe some common 
parameters of sound observational methods for 
assessing interpersonal skills. 
First, an observational system needs to be sensit ive to 
the 1n1t1ated-responded d1mens1ons of interpersonal 
exchanges. Earlier 1n th1s paper we prov1ded a temporal 
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def1nit1on of initiated and responded behaviors in an 
1 nteract1on sequence. 
Second, an observational system needs to be 
constructed such that a representative sample of skills 1s 
obta1ned. Fortunately, there are some fairly well-
established guidel1nes for deciding how much 
observational data to collect. Greenwood and h1s 
co lleagues, for example, have found with preschool-age 
children that three seven-m1nute sessions {one session 
each day) can prov1de an accurate portrayal of children's 
overall level of social part1c1pat1on. With more detailed 
behav1or categones, we have demonstrated that six f1ve-
m1nute sess1ons {one each day) prov1de a representative 
p1cture of Interpersonal sk1lls. We would caut1on 
teachers that the gu1dellnes for length of observation 
cannot be used as ((hard-and-fast" rules. There are at 
least two situations that call for mod1f1cat1on of these 
gu1dellnes. The f1rst case 1s that of zero baseline. Where 
children do not exh1b1t a skdl{s) across two or three 
observation sess1ons, we have seldom found it useful to 
collect further 1nformat1on prior to Intervention. The 
second case is that of extreme variability 1n skill 
performance across sessions. In s1tuat1ons where 
youngsters vary from zero performance to 100 percent 
of available occas1ons to exhibit a skill, we have needed 
to collect as much as ten f1ve-m1nute sessions {one each 
day) before an average level of performance can be 
stated w1th conf1dence. 
Th1rd, the ((sample s1ze" gu1del1nes mentioned 
above are l1m1ted to observation in one setting. 
Therefore, 1f one 1s Interested 1n the children's display of 
a skill across two or more sett1ngs (e.g., recess and seat-
work time), the guidelines suggested apply to each 
observational context. 
F1nally, it is absolutely essential to design an 
observational system that IS efficiently used in a 
classroom s1tuat1on. While classrooms d1ffer in resources 
and t1mes, we offer the follow1ng options for mak1ng 
careful observation feas1ble: 
a) Set aside a t1me of the day for observation only; 
s1mllar to the scheduling of other integral 
classroom act1v1t1es and curnculum areas. 
b) Train as many persons as poss1ble to collect 
observation data (e.g., children themselves, 
aides, parents, volunteers, teachers-in-train1ng). 
c) Use the initial assessment data to decide what to 
teach and as a basel1ne from which you can 
evaluate instruction. At this point, the 
observation and 1 nstruct1onal processes are one. 
How to Teach 
We should reiterate at this point that the primary 
focus of this procedures-based paper is 1ntervent1on 
w1th severely behaviorally handicapped children who 
are functioning developmentally at a preschool level. 
Other interventions for other groups can be found 1n 
the reference section of this paper. 
For about ten years now, we have been involved in 
research efforts aimed at identifying effective 
Intervention procedures for treat1ng the interpersonal 
skill deficits of young, severely handicapped children. 
When we first began to explore d1fferent intervention 
techn1ques, we initially tested a variety of teacher-
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man1pu lated antecedent and consequent events. 
In terms of antecedent events, we had teachers 
prov1de children with high-interesc cooperative-use 
toys; we had them assign children spec1f1c role-related 
behaviors in dramatic play episodes (e.g., Goldilocks 
pretending to try out beds); and we had them directly 
prompting positive social contact (e.g., lead a child to 
play group and say, ('Pass Jim the ball"). In terms of 
consequent events, we had teachers provide 
handicapped children and their classmates with positive 
soc1al statements when they played together 
cooperatively. 
Although all oftheseteacher-man1pulated techiques 
resulted 1n Immediate, sometimes profound change 1n 
children's level of soc1al participation, we eventually 
moved toward the use of peers as primary Intervention 
agents. There were three factors that prompted th1s shift 
1n Intervention procedures. F1rst, an unintended 
outcome of teacher-mediated 1ntervent1on was brief 
interpersonal contacts between children. That is, 
prompting and reinforcement was successful in 
increasing the level of discrete social contacts between 
children, but these contacts were, at the same time, 
l1m1ted in duration by the intervention procedures. Put 
very s1mply, children stopped Interacting with one 
another and attended to the teacher when she was 
re1nforc1ng their positive contact. A second factor 
lead1ng to our interest in peer 1ntervent1on agents was 
the lack of general1zed effects associated w1th teacher-
mediated treatments. Children often behaved as If the 
adult-delivered contingencies were the sole 1nfluence 
over their interpersonal skills. When the intervention 
procedures were not available, the children 
Immediately reverted to their isolate, maladaptive 
behavior patterns. The final factor promoting the shift to 
peer Intervention agents was the number of 
handicapped children in need of Interpersonal skill 
tra1n1ng. The sheer volume of potential intervention 
candidates precludes an ((adults-only" model of 
treatment. 
Materials and Setting Arrangements 
As in any other instructional area, the teaching of 
interpersonal skills requires carefu I attention to 
curriculum materials and arrangement of the learning 
environment to facilitate instruction. S1nce the primary 
soc1al context for preschool-level children is play 
activ1ty, the selection of toys and matenals is vital. A 
number of naturalistic studies have been conducted in 
wh1ch children's cooperative play behaviors have been 
exam1ned according to the play materials 1n use at a 
particular time. Additionally, we have evaluated the 
effects of certain materials during intervention studies 
with skill-deficient chi ldren. From these two data 
sources, there is a substantial amount of information to 
suggest the use of the following items in skill training 
with preschool-level children: blocks, doll house and 
dolls, trucks and cars, balls, wagon, water / sand table, 
puppets, and toy telephones. There are also a few items 
that seem to be associated, primarily, with nonsocial 
activ1ty. These include clay, books, paints and crayons, 
and puzzles. 
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Of course, how activities are structured will have a 
great 1nfluence on whether any matenal IS used in a 
cooperative fashion. From extensive observational study 
we have found that make-believe, dress-up games, 
rough and tumble play, and child-initiated act1v1ties are 
most conducive to interpersonal skill instruction. 
Further suggestions for increasing the likelihood that 
children will actively participate in planned activities 
have been validated by Doke and Risley (1972): 
a) Children are dismissed from an activity 
individually, and they do not have to wait for the 
ent1re group to finish. 
b) There are enough matenals to enable all 
children to participate in the activity (e.g., 
enough dress-up clothes for each child). 
c) Adults are available to assist children 1n 
organ1z1ng and completing actiVIties. 
Selecting and Training Peer Intervention Agents 
Like the presidency of the United States, the JOb of 
peer Intervention agent does not requ1re extensive 
expenence and pnor training. In the course of our 
1ntervent1on stud1es we have successfully trained 
intervention agents from three to twelve years-of-age. 
These 1ntervent1on agents have 1ncluded normally 
develop1ng youngsters as well as children categorized as 
moderately mentally retarded, mildly mentally retarded, 
and behaviorally d1sordered. We do suggest, however, 
that whenever possible, you select potential 
intervention agents who: 
a) Attend school regularly, in order to ensure 
continuity of intervention 
b) Do not engage in a high rate of negative 
interaction with peers 
c) Can rel1ably follow the verbal instructions of 
teachers; and 
d) Can attend to ass1gned tasks for at least ten 
m1nutes w1thout extensive teacher supervision. 
Once a child IS selected as an intervention agent, the 
next step 1s to train the youngster to Implement the 
1ntervent1on procedures. The peer-mediated 
intervention that we have val1dated with severe 
behavior problem children is described as the Peer 
Social lnttiation Procedure. In this procedure, the 
intervention agent is required to initiate social contact 
w1th target children using the following ((approach" 
behav1ors~ 1) Play organizers (e.g., (/Let's play trucks/' 
''Throw me the ball, and I'll throw it back"); 2) shares 
(e.g., g1ving target children objects w1th wh1ch to play 
cooperatively); and 3) physical assists (e.g., pulling child 
in a wagon, help1ng child onto a swing). These social 
initiation behav1ors are included 1n the intervention 
because they have been shown to set the occasion for 
sustained, pos1tive interaction between young children. 
There are two basic steps involved in training 
children to implement the social initiation procedure: 
a) Explain to the peer trainer what is expected 
during the training sessions and later during the 
intervention sessions with peers. 
b) Tra1n the peer trainer to use the designated 
social 1n1t1at1ons dunng 20-mtnute role-play 
sess1ons, as depicted 1n Table 2. 
Table 2: Training Procedures Employed During Each of Four Peer Instructional Sessions 
Training Procedures 
SESSION 1 
Desired Peer 
Behavior 
Consequences and 
Schedule of Delivery 
Teacher del1vers soc1al pra1se to 
peer on an FR 2 schedule. 
The teacher instructs the 
peer that he 1s go1ng to learn 
how to help the teacher by 
gett1ng other children to play 
w1th h1m. The teacher 
1nd1cates that ask1ng children 
to play a particular game 1s 
what they will pract1ce f1 rst. 
Teacher then models 
appropnate behav1or and 
asks peer to try ask1ng h1m to 
play (sequence ha s ten 
repeats). 
(( Come play," 
(( Let's play school," 
(( Lets play ball," 
etc. 
Teacher 1gnores every other 
response, then says, 11Many 
t1mes children wdl not want to 
play at first, but you need to 
keep ask1ng them to play." 
The teacher Instructs the 
peer that it is also important 
to g1ve children toys with 
wh1ch to play. The teacher 
models appropnate behav1or 
and asks peer to try g1ving 
htm something to play with 
when he invttes h1m to play 
(sequence has 20 repeats). 
SESSIONS 2, 3, 4 
Repeat of Sessron 1 
Verbal behavior 
1dent1cal to that 
shown above plus 
handrng a play 
obJect (ball, 
block, toy truck, 
etc.) to 
teacher 
Same as Sess1on 1 
... 
Teacher delivers soc1al praise to 
confederate on an FR 2 
schedule. 
Teacher tgnores every other 
response, then says, ~~some­
times children won't play, even 
when you ask nicely and gtve 
them something to play with, 
but you will need to keep trying 
very hard to get them to play." 
Same as Session 1 
There are two essential ingredients to the training 
paradigm depicted in Table 2. Firsc peer intervention 
agents are trained to expect rejection. This is 
accomplished by the adult trarner modeling the typical 
isolate behavior of target children. Thus, peer 
Intervention agents are given direct experience 
regardrng repeated inrtiat1ons to socially unresponsive 
children. The second essential element of the training 
paradigm is the feedback g1ven to the peer intervention 
agent when isolate behavior is modeled by the adult 
(e.g., ((That's one thing that might happen when you first 
ask children to play"). 
five guidelines described below: 
Normally developing children have required from 
four to six 20-minute train1ng sessions, whereas 
handicapped intervention agents have required eight to 
ten sessions to complete train1ng. 
Conducting Daily Intervention Sessions 
In order to ensure the smooth operation of daily 
intervention sess1ons, we suggest close adherence to the 
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a) It is important that intervention agents have 
ample time each day to work with target 
children on an individual basis. Set aside five to 
six minutes for each target child, with a single 
intervention agent working w1th no more than 
three children each day. The five to six minutes 
for daily sessions is not a magic number, 
however, less time may not be sufficient to 
obtain satisfactory levels of behavior change. 
Adding substantial time may ((stretch the limits" 
of peer trainers' ability to attend vigilently to the 
task at hand. 
b) Try to use the same play area and materials each 
day. Continuity and predictability will also be 
aided by consistent scheduling of intervention 
• sess1ons. 
c) The peer intervention agents should be 
provided with a brief review prior to daily 
• 
intevention sessions. The content of this review 
should focus on what activities seem to be most 
conducive to interaction with specific children 
and a reminder that children may not be 
responsive at first. 
d) If the intervention (( bogs down" with a 
particular child (i.e., child is not responsive to 
repeated initiations), encourage the peer 
intervention agent to switch toys or activities. 
e) At the end of daily sessions, be sure to praise the 
peer intervention agent for part1cipat1on. 
Besides providing this daily feedback, we also 
suggest a special reward at the end of the week 
(e.g., ice cream cone, hamburger). 
The peer-mediated intervention described above 
has been used successfully with a wide range of skill-
deficient children, including youngsters with severe 
behavior problems. The case study material that follows 
illustrates the degree of handicap that characterizes the 
more impaired youngsters who have profited from 
peer-mediated in te rventi on. 
Case Study - Teddy 
Teddy was a ten-year-old boy who was 
diagnosed at age three as autistic. At the 
time of Intervention he had not been 
taught to eat, dress, or bathe h1mself. He 
often cried for long periods of time 
while engaging in some repet1t1ve 
behav1or (e.g., calling his name, rolling a 
truck back and forth ). When he was 
upset he smeared feces on his body and 
bit his arm. Teddy had an extensive two-
word vocabulary, though much of his 
speech was socially inappropriate. 
With children like Teddy, and any others who have 
less severe behavior problems, interpersonal skill 
def1cits can often go unattended. When we consider 
Interpersonal skill deficits, we are not talking about a 
problem that is necessarily disruptive to others or the 
class routine, and we are not talking about a problem 
that is readily noticeable in a classroom of children with 
severe behavior disorders. We are, however, talk1ng 
about a problem that is profound in its immediate and 
long-term effects on children; and we are talking about 
a problem that we can do something about! 
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What Does This Mean for Teachers~ 
by Tim Virden 
Tim Virden is a special education classroom 
teacher for aut1st1c children in Cedar Rap1ds, Iowa. 
In addition to h1s work with autistic children, he 1s 
active 1n a consulting capacity with Boy's Acres 
Residential Treatment Program. V1rden is a 
leadersh1p development intern w1th the Cedar 
Rapids Schools, the spec1al educat1on teacher 
respresentative on the district's Staff Development 
Advisory Committee, and the secretary of the 
Cedar Rapids Education Association. 
Introduction 
In the follow1ng pages I will attempt to respond to the 
preced1ng chapters from a classroom teacher's 
perspective. I feel the teacher's pot nt of v1ew is 
exceedingly 1mportant in that tt is the teacher who has 
the most d ramat1c affect on the children at 1ssue. 
Throughout the preceding chapters these children have 
been refered to 1n a variety of ways~ emotionally 
d1sturbed, behaviorally disordered, chronically 
d1sru ptive, mentally handicapped, etc. In fact, al l of 
these children, from the most mildly involved to the 
most profoundly autistic, are function1ng 1n a distressed 
cond ition . Whatever the cause and whatever the effect, 
all of these children are without adequate skills 
necessary to maintain productive involvement within 
the1r spec1f1c home and school environments. Their 
soc1al1zation, academic ach1evement, life skills, 
commun ication, and self concept may all be affected, 
e1ther Singularly or in a variety of combinations. For the 
purposes of this paper I will refer to these individuals as 
"distressed children." This will include children 
extending throughout the ent1re continuum of behavior 
d1sorders. 
It has been my experience that the many issues 
confronting professionals working within the 
((behavio ral studies" fall into two categories; those 
promot1ng the state of the ((science" and those 
promoting the state of the 11art." 
Those issues without direct impact on children I refer 
to as promot1ng the state of the ((sctence." While they 
are important and have impact on the development of a 
more prec1se vision of the emotional cond 1tion and the 
treatment of that condition, many of these issues seem 
far removed from the immediate issues of providing 
successful experiences for specific individuals or 
classrooms. As I read the preceding chapters I could not 
help but feel divorced from many of these issues. 
It is the teacher and those individuals who come into 
direct contact with distressed children who promote the 
state of the ((art." This art being the maintenance of a 
classroom whtch fosters emotional reconstruction and 
academ1c achievement. This is a complex task wh1ch is 
completely in the hands of these indiv1duals. It is often 
dependent upon the teacher be1ng able to deltcately 
orchestrate the complex relat1onsh1ps between these 
d1stressed children, the seventy of the1r specific 
problems, parents, schools and 1nstttut1ons, curnculum, 
other teachers, students, agencies, and communities. 
Whtle I have d1stingu1shed between the ((art" and the 
((science" relattve to the emotional d1sabil1ties domain, 
th1s IS not to say these areas do not overlap. On the 
contrary, one is nothing w1thout the other. It is 
1mportant for the scientists and the artists to keep each 
other 1n m1nd so that each contnbut1on will be 
s1gn1f1cant and useful. An overlapp1ng of ideas and 
accomplishments 1s paramount 1n the continuing 
growth of servtces for distressed children. 
With th1s 1n m1nd, I wtll devote the rest of this 
response to address1ng the follow1ng 1ssues: 
1 Spec1al Education vs. Regular Education 
2. Differential Diagnosis 
3. Research-Based Knowledge 
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4. Med1cat1on 
5. Programming for Distressed Children 
Special Education vs. Regular Education 
S1nce the ongin of special educat1on classes and 
particularly s1nce the 1ntroduct1on of Publtc Law 94-142, 
there has been an explos1on of both publtc and 
professional awareness of hand1capp1ng conditions. 
Everyone IS suddenly aware of the1r ((rights" under the 
new law, and we are all busying ourselves to see that no 
one 1s overlooked. The demand for spec1ally certified 
teachers has tncreased and so has the need for 
professionals to train these teachers. Schools have 
devoted time and energy to chtld-find programs. They 
have opened programs virtually overntght. Everyone is 
exc1ted and the programs cont1nue to grow. Will there 
soon be a program for everyone? 
Whtle thts may not be an altogether accurate picture 
it does make a potnt. When and where does a re ular 
education stop and a special educat1on begtn? Who is 
actually in need of a specialtzed educat1on and where 
does one draw the ltne. In some ways thts may be a 
problem of dtfferent1al diagnosis, but 1t also tnd1cates a 
need for reassessment of our pnonttes. An evaluation of 
the standards being set for u normative" achi~vement 
and behavior, and the examination of teacher tra1ning 
programs for both handicapped and nonhandicapped 
children are needed. 
Trippe and Mathey have raised tssue wtth classrooms 
that cannot be adjusted to meet the needs of children. 
They tnd1cate that a 11handtcap" establtshed by 
b1omedtcal dev1atton IS ubel1eved to requ1re specialized 
educational 1ntervent1ons that regular teachers are 
Incompetent to prov1de" It is stated that un 1nety 
percent of the children thought to be 1n need of special 
educat1on are cons1dered 'handicapped' s1mply because 
they do not meet the expectations of the regular 
classroom for learning, commun1cat10n 1 and behavior" 
And further} ''schools have the power to determine who 
1s and who 1s not to be cons1dered hand1capped "Th1s 
seems a rather severe 1nd1ctment of our schools, but one 
that bears look1ng into It makes one wonder If we are 
m1ss1ng the po1nt when the need for a spec1al1zed 
educat1on requtres so many of our young people to 
accept the label of llhand1capped" and thus we loose the 
true mean1ng of the cond1t1on 
It seems 1ron1c that spec1al education teacher 
tra1n1ng programs are grow1ng} not as log1cal extens1ons 
of the ex1st1ng programs for regular educat1on w1th 
students part1c1pat1ng 1n an ~xpenence that would help 
them become more d1verse Individuals and perceptive 
teachers} but as separate departments. Many students 
operat1ng w1th1n the schools for spec1al educat1on are 
reluctant to part1c1pate in expenences that would 
enhance the1r awareness of a /(regular" educatton. Th1s 
works 1n the reverse as well. Teacher educators express 
d1sbel1ef when confronted about th1s attitude of 
educat1on students 
"Deans' Grants" on the ma1nstream1ng of 
handicapped children are be1ng funded for the express 
purpose of encouraging d1alogue between regular and 
spec1al education departments at un1vers1t1es 
throughout the Un1ted States. The very ex1stance of a 
Dean's Grant 1s an 1nd1cat1on tnat th1s att1tude of 
separateness is present 1n the very organ1zat1on of our 
teacher tra1n1ng 1nst1tut1ons It seems a sad commentary 
that w1th the development of programs that are 
supposed to enhance a child's chances for success} our 
teachers may become one of the greatest obstacles to 
that success. 
Differential Diagnosis 
The problem of d1stingu1sh1ng the mentally d1sabled 
from the emotionally disabled from the learn1ng 
disabled is a common occurance w1thin the spec1al 
education classroom. Teachers address the 
inconsistancies of d1agnos1s and labeling daily and many 
times ask themselves /(How d1d this kid get in here 
anyway?" At the risk of sound ing overly pragmatic, it 
doesn't really matter. What matters is where we go from 
here and how we get there. 
We would be fooling ourselves to think there IS a fine 
line drawn between each and every handicapping 
condition. To say that there was a "gray area" between 
them would not go far enough. While some of these 
conditions may have an obvious origin and prescriptive 
treatment} most of them probably do not. The human 
organism remains one of man's greatest mysteries, and 
the brain is probably the greatest mystery of all. 
G1ven the complex task of diagnosis with all of the 
medical, emotional} and environmental implications, it 
seems a bit presumptious that schools should even 
attempt such diagnosis. Even in the best of our school 
systems} there IS seldom a med1cal professional available 
at the t1me a chtld is labeled as learn1ng d1sabled or 
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mentally d1sabled Only in the most severe cases 1s a 
psychiatnst consulted when a child 1s labeled 
emotionally d1sabled. It seems an InJuStice 1s done to 
label these less d1st1ngu1shable d1sabtlit1es at all when 
there are so many unknowns Th1s IS not to say that all 
Situations present the problems of d1fferentiat1ng the 
speclf1c d1sabilit1es, but a good number of them do. 
So we have children who don't f1t 1n. They act out. 
They don't catch on. They are d1srupt1ve. They don't 
learn and other student's chances for learning are 
d1m1n1shed. If the chtld IS unsuccessful where he IS 1 then 
he wtll be placed where he wtll succeed. We may not 
know JUSt what to label h1m 1 but we wtll come up with 
something We may not know just where to put him} but 
we will f1nd a place. 
W1th all of the uncertainties relat1ve to diagnos1s, the 
work wtll cont1nue. Sc1ent1sts will cont1nue 
1nvest1gat1ng, and the un1vers1t1es wtll continue the1r 
stud1es We wtll d1scover and then d1spute. We will weed 
out the obstacles and then new ones wdl surface. We will 
def1ne and redef1ne. We wdl have answers that ra1se 
more quest1ons. We will be certain we are nght and then 
certain we are wrong. And always} there wtll be more 
k1ds and more classrooms. 
When these children arnve 1n the1r classrooms all of 
th1s work wtll not really matter. All of the sc1enttf1c 
d1scovenes and carefully worded def1n1t1ons will not 
make the d1fference 1n the child's success. Th1s 1s not to 
say that these th1ngs are not 1mportanc but rather that 
they are not enough to make the difference. It IS the 
teacher who makes the d1fference. It 1s the ways 1n wh1ch 
that teacher orchestrates the complex dynam1cs of that 
classroom which make the d1fference. 
Regardless of how soph1st1cated we become 1n our 
d1agnos1s, there IS sttll the dynam1c m1x of personalities 
and except1onal1t1es wh1ch make each classroom 
unique. A teacher may question the d1agnos1s and 
d1spute the f1nd1ngs} but when it comes to the bottom 
l1ne, the school buses wdl arnve and there 1s a day's 
challenge ahead. All of the carefully wntten def1n1t1ons 
and scienttf1c Information won't matter 1f th1s challenge 
cannot be met. 
Research-Based Knowledge 
It would be foolish to dispute the Importance of 
research-based knowledge in the development of 
programs for the emotionally distressed child. It is 
important to remember however} that this research 
must be mean1ngful and accessable to those 
professionals it is meant to assist. W1th the pnmary 
responsibility for assisting chtldren in behavior change 
resting with classroom teachers, it is then essent1al that 
this research be relevant to these teachers. 
Lakin has indicated in his chapter on research that 
"teachers live in a world which is very different from that 
of the professional scholar/ researcher." "Clinical 
Intuitions" play a most important part 1n every classroom 
teacher's data base when developing classroom 
strategies. If research is to become an important 1ssue 
with the classroom teacher} it must be presented in such 
a way to make it relevant and practical to the classroom 
expenence. 
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Lakin continues by draw1ng focus to the need for a 
'•forum" allowing the exchange of information and 
1nsptrat1on drawn from informal research results. This is 
very much in keeping with the contention that 
classroom teachers are the essential link between the 
behav1oral sciences and our many distressed children. 
The overlapping of the '(science" and the ((art" of the 
behavioral stud ies will only lend support in the 
development of more and better treatment programs if 
every effort is made to encourage an exchange of the 
vast resources of clinical Information held by our 
classroom teachers. 
Medication 
The use of medicatton in assisting the d1stressed child 
to a more rewardtng social and academic experience has 
been in constant debate sin ce the conception of the 
1dea. Medical experts and teachers alike align 
themselves on both s1des of this explos1ve issue. Much 
has been wntten about the benef1ts of a well-prescribed 
med1cat1on program, and one can find an equal number 
of arguments as to tts detrimental affects. While some 
professionals view drug treatment as a last resort, others 
look first to the possible imbalance of body chem1stry. 
For some, the use of medication in the treatment of 
dtstressed child ren would be unheard of. 
O'Leary has 1ndicated that while the use of 
psychostimulant med1cation and behav1or therapy on 
hyperactive ch ildren have resulted in short-term 
changes in regard to their soc1al and academic behavior, 
there have been no long-term affects sited w1th either 
treatment method. He also suggests that long-term 
evaluations of behavioral treatment programs be 
conducted. This would be in the best interest of the 
scientific pursuit, however, the outcome seems 
predictable. Whtle medically the issues of body 
chemistry are being addressed, the actual ongins of 
hyperactivity have yet to be discovered. Coupled with 
the intncacies of a child's relationships to his home and 
school environments and the many other 
uncontrollable elements in each child's life, no program 
alone could be expected to remedy the vast implications 
of hyperactivity and emotional distress. 
Schools can play an important role in collect1ng data 
that will assist doctors in prescribing for adequate drug 
treatment schedules. Docto rs can assist teachers by 
acquainting themselves with the behavior management 
techniques used in the educational or therapy settings. 
Max1m1zing the use of information and the expertise of 
both the medical and educational professionals 
enhances the child's opportunity for success. There is 
such an important overlapping of factors that can affect 
the emotional cond1tion of each 1ndiv1dual it would be a 
disservice to deny the importance of an eclectic 
approach when treating these individuals. To overlook 
the possibility of a biomedical problem as a cause for 
hyperactivity or distressed behaviors would be denying 
our children the full benefit of our ('science." However, 
to deny them an educational experience based on our 
best medical and clinical expertise, we would be 
Withholding from our children the best of our ((art." 
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Programming for the Distressed Child 
The preceding chapters by Strain and Kerr, Stmpson 
and Sasso, and Rezmierski and Rubinstein offer much 
for the classroom teacher. Each chapter deals directly 
with programming for distressed children. Each author 
approaches the questions of behavior management and 
behav1or change quite differently, and each gives the 
classroom teacher much to think about. The 1ssues 
related to behav1or change are complex and deserve 
much t1me and consideration. The classroom teacher 
working directly with distressed children must 
continually address the management needs for these 
children. 
As Rezme1rski and Rub1nste1n have pointed out, 
there has been a ((vacillation between two major 
philosophical po1nts of view regarding educational 
responsibilities to these children." The first ((promotes 
the view that the responsibility of the school personnel is 
to facilitate and foster growth and learning within 
students." The second ((fosters the view that a teacher's 
responsibility is to teach ... a student who is either 
unable or unwill1ng to learn ... must be placed tn 
another setting ... " While in many severe situations, the 
second of the two options may become necessary; it is 
sad to note that thts is the approach common to the 
t1 mes. 
Like our university teacher training programs, our 
distressed children and their classrooms are separated 
from the mainstream and aga1n many fine teachers are 
led to believe that they lack the necessary skills to help 
the distressed child. The many students-in-training to 
become ((regular" classroom teachers are led to believe 
they need not deal wtth these children as they requ1re a 
((spec1alized" approach. Thts is not to say that some of 
these children don't need the specialized classroom, but 
rather, this questions whether the many mildly to 
moderately distressed children do. What a shame that 
we cont1nue to allow ourselves to p1dgeonhole our 
children and underestimate our potent1al as teachers. 
If the segregation of d1stressed children is the 
((given" at this moment, then the major responsibility of 
their teachers is to provide an educational environment 
which will foster academ1c successes and stimulate 
emotional reconstruction. Materials are needed which 
provide teachers with suggestions, programs, systems, 
1deas, etc., in the creation of classrooms for help1ng 
children help themselves. 
Many of the preceding chapters have indicated there 
is a need for programs that actually teach children self-
management. Simpson and Sasso have stated that 
((students will be less interested in undermining a 
program if they have had a voice in creating it." They 
also say ((The most successful teaching techniques for 
disturbed students at any level are those in wh1ch the 
students, whenever possible, set the1r own goals and 
monitor their own progress." 
Rezmierski and Rubinstein have said that ((Educators 
must have assistance in working with E.D. students, 
assistance with their own responses." They also potnt 
out the need for teachers to remain aware of the "cycles 
they become caught within ... a student's behavior can 
ultimately culminate in a (power struggle."' It IS so 
important for teachers and other adults workrng with 
drstressed children to have therr own (( logical 
processes" rn order Rezm1erskr and Rubrnstein are so 
nght when they stress the Importance for adults to avo1d 
be1ng thrown 1nto a defens1ve level of responsiveness 
and avo1d be1ng targeted by children 1n areas of personal 
vulnerability. 
There are many examples of the interpersonal 
commun1cat1on d1ff1cult1es between teachers and the1r 
distressed students For teachers to avo1d becom1ng a 
part of the drstress, both for themselves and the1r 
students, they must become good managers of the1r 
own behav1ors and emotions They must choose a 
management system that allows them to Interact and 
1
'teach" their students w1th the least confl1ct poss1ble. 
Behav1or mod1f1cat1on IS often chosen as a base for 
developrng a management program. It not only offers a 
good format for data keeping, but also has components 
that transfer from one classroom to another. However, 
behav1or mod1f1cat1on IS often crrt1c1zed because there IS 
often l1ttle transfer of learned behav1ors from the 
((t herapy" sett1ng 1nto the student's ((l1fe" sett1ng. 
We are then look1ng for a transfer of learned 
behav1ors or systems for manag1ng behav1ors, adequate 
data for use 1n writing IEP's and show1ng growth or 
change, l1m1ted teacher involvement 1n power struggle 
s1tuat1ons, easy administration, promot1on of 
commun1cat1on within the peer group, smooth 
trans1t1ons back to as normal a classroom settrng as 
poss1ble, and appropriate trme and attent1on g1ven to 
academrc advancements. Thrs 1s a lot to ask of a teacher 
or program, yet w1thout any of t~e above factors, the 
management system will be incomplete. 
These challenges facing teachers of children with 
emotional and behavroral d1sabrlrt1es are enormous. In 
addition, the teacher must understand the vast range rn 
drsabrlrt1es, manage the classroom env1ronment w1th 
the complexitres offered by the 1 ntegration of these 
drsabrlrtres; ma1ntarn a healthy and product1ve 
relationship with parents; and ma1ntarn cons1stent, 
objectrve, and rat1onal approaches on a daily bas1s. 
Too often teachers accept these challenges only to 
control behaviors and avo1d confl1ct. Actual teach1ng 
(d1rect 1nstruct1on) in behavror management w1th 
children 1s avoided. The actual tools of self-
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management, behav1oral analys1s, and communication 
are not developed. The chrld may relate well to his 
checkl1st and reinforcement menu, but he IS unable to 
relate d1rectly to h1s problems. The sk1lls needed to 
analyze h1s behav1or and express h1s needs and feel1ngs 
have not been taught. 
As chrldren grow they are gu1ded through Important 
developmental stages. They are offered encouragement 
and a cont1nued progressron of new and more 
challeng1ng tasks. If the child experrences d1ff1culty 1n 
one or more areas, add1t1onal encouragement or 
i nstructron IS prov1ded. Children hav1ng problems with 
f1ne motor control or learning 1n1tral consonant sounds 
are able to recerve remed1atron in a variety of ways. 
Read1ng laboratones, teacher assocrates, mother 
helpers, and peer teachers are all used in schools to 
provide the necessary 1nstructron to teach and reinforce 
these skrlls. The same remed1atron and reinforcement 
can be found rn many areas of the chrld's hfet1me 
rnstructron. Why then IS drrect 1nstructron and 
remed1atron often 1gnored wrth the emotronally 
d1stressed child? 
If the learn1ng d1sabled child learns new ways of 
learn1ng, and the physrcally handrcapped child learns 
new ways of operatron relat1ve to h1s spec1fic d1sabilrty, 
then the behav1orally and emot1onally distressed child 
needs to learn new ways of behav1ng. He must rece1ve 
d1rect 1nstruct1on rn self-management. He needs to be 
provrded w1th the tools to analyze h1s behavior and the 
behav1or of others. He must rece1ve gu1dance 
throughout thrs process, and be helped w1th the 
refinement of hrs behav1or as rmprovement develops. 
The classroom prov1des an rdeal envrronment where 
necessary skills can be developed: problems are easily 
rdenttf1ed, the student/ teacher ratio 1s generally low, 
and a varrety of socral s1tuat1ons IS available for trral of 
newly acquired sk1lls. The environment offers safety and 
support during th1s d1ff1cult process and the child's peer 
group 1s present: all w1th problems, all rn need of new 
skrlls to cope with these problems, and all wrth an 
unl1m1ted capac1ty to care and help one another. 
Teachers w1ll requ1re much assistance rn the 
development of effect1ve management systems. 
Behavioral 11 SCientists" and /(art1sts" al1ke will need to 
join forces in the1r effort to assist our distressed children. 
" 
• 
A Responsorial Hymn to PL 94-142 
by David G. Sodac 
David G. Sodac is an employee of the 
Mississippi Bend Area Educat1on Agency tn 
Davenport, Iowa. He serves as a programm1ng 
consultant to schoo l districts having Emotional 
Disabilities/ Chronically Disruptive programs. 
Sodac has been a frequent presenter at 
professional meetings throughout the Midwest 
and is the Instructor for the graduate level 
Emotional Disabilities sequence program at 
Marycrest College. 
Th1s monograph appears ttmely. Its authors have 
contnbuted boldly to address tssues and plant seeds of 
susp1c1on. Are we where we want to be in thts t1me of 
servtcing youngsters with emot tonally handtcapptng 
conditions? Never before have we been so vistble, so 
open to controversy, as we are currently. 
Let me presumptuously draw comparisons of the 
emot1onal disabil1t1es field to that seen in Chnst1an1ty. 
The B.C. era saw us hidtng wtth1n the conftnes of 
pu bite/ private 1nst1tutions, rarely having to be under the 
scruttny of public education. On the heels of revered 
prophets, Public Law 94-142 exploded upon the scene of 
spec1al educat1on. Currently we are in the A.D era 
followtng education's most potgnant law. Our former 
htdden extstence IS now openly flourishtng 1n every 
school district in the nation. Is our day of reckoning 
close at hand as legislators and taxpayers begin their 
scrut1ny of wasteful allocations of monies? Can we JUStify 
our programming directions? Have we met the 
challenges addressed in this era-changtng law? 
The current state of our art appears to have been 
cntiqued as one reads through the chapters 1n this 
monograph. I am not sure if this was the underlying 
Intention of each author or my perceptions after reading 
the opening chapter by Matthew Trippe and John 
Mathey. Trippe and Mathey's chapter has stgnftcantly 
tmpacted upon my former state of acquiescence. It was 
due to their message that I read, dtgested, and dissected 
each consequent authors' contributions. My 1ntent 
throughout this chapter is to question. 
Are we affecting the desfrable outcomes tntended 
through the placement of youngsters tn special 
education programs? Who is benefitting - regular 
education or the disturbed/ disturbtng youngster? Each 
youngster identified for spectal class programs and 
receiving education through this placement averages 
twice the per-pupil cost of an education recetved in a 
regular class placement w1th additional cost through the 
employment of support personnel (i.e., educational 
psychologist, specialized programming consultants, 
school social workers, and administrative hterarchtes) to 
supervise the support personnel involved. Consultatton 
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teams, cons1st1ng of psychologists, consultants, soctal 
workers, and adm1n1strators meet weekly to prov1de 
support measures to enhance remediation of behavioral 
def1ctts and excesses of each youngster placed tn the 
program. Yet, we can't find in research that we are 
effectively remedy1ng these youngsters handicapping 
problems. 
Matthew Trippe's and John Mathey's challenge for 
reappra1sal over the explos1ve growth that 1s tak1ng place 
1n label1ng and servtng children as handicapped and 
the1r couched accusations that many handicapping 
conditions are Intentionally school-1nduced may cause 
qu1te a consternation among professionals, but are 
poss1bly accurate and on target. We have grown 
accustomed to regular educat1on being respons1ble for 
normal students and spec1al education be1ng 
respons1ble for the hand1capped. The1r concerns 
definitely relate to our need for accountability tn special 
education 
Charl1e Lak1n's art1cle on research-based knowledge 
and profess1oal pract1ces does seem to scratch the 
veneer of our often very presumptuous conclusions 
about the effectiveness of our special education 
programming H1s observattons on the cond1t1on of the 
research base of special educat1on, particularly the area 
of emotional d1sabtlit1es,ts alarm1ng. Virg1n1a Rezmierski 
and Marla Frudden Rubinstein expressed concern that 
our programm1ng approaches have become fragmented 
and have posstbly weakened due to our tendency to 
Incorporate a wtde variety of viewpoints and 
approaches, precipitates confusion among 
professionals. The1r suggestion for a problem-solving 
process to evaluate our goals may be cnt1cal 
O'Leary's address to the controversial nature of drug 
treatment versus behavioral therapy on hyperactive 
children only serves to re1nforce concerns over 
treatment controversies that plague our possible 
ineffectiveness. 
Richard S1mpson and Gary Sasso's article appears 
des1gned to exam1ne the role of applied behav1or 
analysts procedures in facditattng the educatton and 
development of behavtor disabled pupils. Thetr arttcle 
can be vrewed as an attempt to respond to the inttial 
concern that we educators must be able to demonstrate 
that our intervention efforts do Significantly modtfy 
behavtoral excesses and deficits assoctated with spec1al 
education youngsters. We must demonstrate 
accou ntabtl ity. 
Phtllip Stratn and Mary Margaret Kerr's article warns 
us to dress up our personal/ professional competencies 
in teach1ng youngsters. They remind us about the pitfalls 
of loosely organtzed curncula and the need for 
accountable, prec1se, and accurate measurements of 
what we set forth to accompl1sh and not just a reliance 
upon vaguely worded advtce and laments. 
Regular educatton appears to have gained 
tremendously by the services mandated for all 
hand1capped youngsters. We 1n special education have 
set ourselves up as the spec1altst. We have directly 
communicated to the regular educator that he no longer 
has the exoff1c1o credentials one has to have to educate 
these youngsters. The regular educator does not have to 
contend with the youngster who emotionally dra1ns the 
energ1es of the regular classroom teacher. There can be 
less emot1onal stress on the regular teacher who no 
longer has to expand the energ1es 1n redirect1ng the 
youngster to task; waste t1me on verb1age; repnmand or 
attend to the 1nappropnate, irresponsible behaviors of 
certain students, or have to find the t1me to adJust the 
curriculum to meet the needs of the academ1cally 
defic1ent student. 
Matthew Tnppe and John Mathey refer to 
hand1capp1ng cond1t1ons as deviations from the 
expected standard. Students w1th these handicapping 
cond1t1ons requ1re spec1al1zed educat1onal1ntervent1on 
that regular educat1on apparently 1s Incompetent to 
provtde. Because of thts attitude, we 1n spec1al education 
have supposedly developed our field and 1ncreased our 
staffs 1n order to provtde expertise, understanding, and 
skills. Have we errored in spectal educat1on? 
The focus of Public Law 94-142 was to provide for 
mainstream1ng, but instead we have broadened the 
scope of what ts constdered unacceptable 1n the 
matnstream of educatton and des1gned spectal 
educatton classrooms away from the mainstream. By 
do1ng so, we have communicated to regular educatton 
that what IS wrong with the1r academtc product1on 
assembly It nes is not the1 r management of the1 r It nes, but 
the handicapped youngsters. We have encouraged the 
rejection of youngsters from the mainstream assembly 
ltne so we venture out wtth the subassembly called 
spec1al educat1on. 
As a consequence, regular education can now 
conttnue to operate a suff1c1ent ma1nstream productng 
educated youngsters. The (lproducts" that res1sts 
standardtzed educattonal packag1ng can now be more 
easily stamped and reJected from the instructional 
conveyor belt. Modtfted techn1ques to bend, fold, and 
1nduce learntng won't have to be strapped on regular 
education now that the educat1on 1ndustry has opened 
its specialized education ltne. Once special education 
factory outlets go on overtime to ready the special 
youngster for final1nspect1on by regular education, can 
we guarantee our end products efficiency? Have our 
educational modifications effectively produced the 
des1red outcomes to assure a smooth acceptance by the 
parent assembly line? Would 1t be more cost efficient to 
poss1bly channel energ1es 1nto mod1fying the assembly 
l1ne techniques of the parent factor to accommodate the 
mild to moderate hand1capped youngsters? Should we 
possibly expend our capital outlay on the hinng of more 
regular educat1on teachers? If the intent to Public Law 
94-142 1s to prov1de a genuine, appropriate education 
for all youngsters regardless of handicapping 
conditions, why aren't we cha llenging the higher 
educat1on Institutions to incorporate in their regular 
education curricula courses on Identification, 
curnculum, and management adjustments? Through a 
Dean's Grant ProJect, lll1n01S State Un1versity des1gned a 
competency-based proJect to upgrade regular teachers' 
tra1ning to enable all children to be educated in the least 
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restrictive environment as mandated by law. Few 
tra1ning tnst1tut1ons have equaled th1s challenge. The 
need to develop and implement a total teacher 
preparation program should become a pnonty of our 
train1ng 1nst1tUt1ons. 
There is more 1n this essay than the author's cyn1cal 
compansons of educat1on to assembly ltne 
manufactunng. We 1n spec1al educat1on have much to 
learn from studying tndustry's modus operandt.lndustry 
has seven basic factors that are taken tnto consideration 
when evaluattng whether or not to venture out into a 
new product. Educat1on d1d venture 1nto a new product 
line called spec1al educat1on. In one sense, the venture is 
betng related to spec1altzed educational programming. 
As they ventured, the seven bas1c factors education 
should have cons1dered are 
(1) Research must 1nd1cate that there is a market to 
make the new venture prof1table. 
(2) Are there adequate resources such as energy 
and available raw matenals? 
(3) Are there enough tra1ned, skilled people to 
produce the new venture? 
(4) Capital must be available to pay for the 
manufacture and d1stnbut1on of the venture. 
(5) Are the manufactunng techniques worked out? 
(6) Are there adequate management personnel 
available who can coordinate and bring 
together the resources necessary to make and 
dtstnbute the product? 
(7) Is there a htgh enough potential for maktng a 
prof1t and a low enough risk of loss to attract 
Investment cap1tal? 
What ensues IS an attempt to address each of 
industry's seven factors through relat1ng them to spec1al 
educatton. 
1. Research must indicate there is a market We do 
appear to have the necessary available market 
ex1st1ng 1n regular educat1on. If encouraged by 
administrators and spec1al education support 
personnel, regular education teachers are more 
than eager to nd themselves from expendtng 
the extra energy to red1rect and attend to 
behav1oral excesses} educational def1c1ts of 
select youngsters. They do so 1n order to spend 
more time with the easily addressed youngsters 
willing to fit the expectancy standards of regular 
educat1on. Regular education has been spurred 
on by legislation requtnng the labeling of pupils 
as handicapped} thus creat1ng circumstances 
wh1ch foster the necess1ty for v1ew1ng 1ncreas1ng 
numbers of children as hand1capped. liThe fact 
1s that schools do define students who do not 
meet the expectations of the regular classroom 
as dev1ant or hand1capped - mentally 
handicapped tf the learn1ng rate 1s found to be 
too slow, learn1ng disabled if the mode or style 
of learning is too uneven or different} and 
emotiona lly disturbed/ behavior disordered 1f 
the chi ld 's behavior or attitude toward self, 
others, and/ or toward learn1ng is thought to be 
Inappropriate" (Tr tpp e and Mathey). 
Rezmiersk1 and Rub1nste1n allude to one of 
general education's maJor phdosoph1es wh1ch 
1) fosters the v1ew that a teacher's responstbdtty 
1s to teach and 2) wh1ch further supports the 
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need for the market of special educat1on 
programming. ((Any student who is either 
unable or unwilling to learn in such a setting 
must be placed in another sett1ng or be brought 
into compl1ance. Such children have been 
1dent1f1ed and subsequently placed outs1de of 
the regular ed ucation stream." 
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2. There must be adequate resources (i.e., raw 
materials, energy, housing, and equipment) . As 
schools face decl1n1ng enrollment and 
consequent downward-spiraling budgets, 
hous1ng should never be of concern. Generally, 
buildings have idle physical c lassroom space. 
Although those administrators not desiring a 
special education program, particularly those 
designed for youngsters who disturb may 
occas iona lly throw out the ''no available space" 
smoke screen, I am sure space is availab le as 
regular education enrollment shnnks. Over the 
years, spectal education programs have 
explo1ted allowable funds, possibly to the po1nt 
of being wasteful. Every new gimm1ck on the 
market was snatched up by teachers. Market1ng 
trends were eager to type across the1 r catalogs 
"SPECIAL EDUCATION MATERIALS." The 
stock1ng of infrequently used supplies and 
materials has become far more conservative in 
recent years as school budgets feel the 
econom1c crunch. 
Obv1ously to operate any p rogram a l1st of 
identif1ed youngsters 1s a prerequ1s1te. The 
essential raw materials are always available and 
in constant supp ly. There seems to be no end to 
the referral candidates from regular education 
classrooms. As pnvate and state operated 
residential treatment centers narrow their 
open 1ngs and become far more select1ve 1n who 
they admit, the school system is continuously 
faced w1th the burden of providing an 
appropriate edu cat1on for all. 
3. There must be enough trained people to help 
produce the new product. We can assume the 
"new product" 1s the youngster who has 
maximally profited from h1s ED placement and ts 
ready to be rei ntroduced to hts former, regular 
education program. In order to prepare the 
youngster for reintegration, a trained teacher is 
needed. Our teacher tra1ning inst1tut1ons were 
not adequately supplying this need at the time 
of the impact of PL 94-142. It seems that the 
initial trend of training institutions was to 
provide the suppl y for the demand of learning 
disability resource teachers. It hasn't been until 
recent years that school systems were 
expenencing numerous qualified appl1cants for 
available emotional disability teach1ng 
positions. To assure h1ghly competent and 
profess ional , proficiently skilled teachers, 
today's training institutions will have to meet the 
challenge with applicable curriculum sequence 
offerings. As these educators must 1nfluence 
and shape the behavior of our emotionally 
disabled, they must have an adequate repertoire 
of educational competencies. The reliance 
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upon programming consultants and the 
network of supportive personnel is a luxury that 
few states may be able to JUStify in the face of 
extensive funding cutbacks. Simpson and 
Sasso's address for the competent and effective 
educator becomes the respons1bil1ty of our 
tra1ning institutions. These authors concerns for 
teachers that must possess well-integrated, 
personal attributes and educat i onal 
competencies does serve to accentuate the 
challenge our colleges and universities face. 
4. Capital must be available to pay for the 
manufacturing venture. PL 94-142 has aided in 
mandating states to al locate the necessary funds 
from apport1oned educat1onal monies. 
5. The manufacturing techniques must be worked 
out. Techn1ques do abound, but as Lakin 
1nd1cates, such pract1ces are often assumed to 
have been proven effective. ~~Reasonable 
assurance of their effectiveness through 
adequate research is still waiting to be 
undertaken." 
6 Management personnel who can coordinate 
and bring together all the necessary resources to 
assist in making and distributing the product 
must be available. We have a rather extensive 
network of managers over our programs, but of 
concern is the most Immediate manager, the 
budd1ng pnnc1pal. We continually expect these 
adm1n1strators to fully support our 
programm1ng phdosoph1es, to understand our 
pro ported goals and to act as our liaison with the 
regular education teachers. Have we adequately 
educated our build1ng princ1pals to all the 
programm1ng aspects 1nvolved with these 
disturb1ng youngsters? We expect extensive 
support from our budding princ1pals who 
bas1cally have been schooled to set and enforce 
the parameters of perm1ssable school behaviors 
in regular education. Rezmierski and Rub1nstein 
1nd1cate that in many schools teachers often 
found themselves drv1ded between the 
directives from two d1fferent sources of 
authonty On one hand, we have the specraltst 
support team prescnbing the therapeutic 
handling of our ED youngsters often in contrast 
or confl1ct with the budd1ng administrator 
having to enforce the distnct's disc1pl1ne code. 
On more than one occas1on I have seen budding 
adm1n1strators struggle w1th what they should 
be expected to do. We need to effectively train 
these admrnistrators to the subtleties of 
1nterven1ng most effectively with our ED 
population. We can ' t be critical of their reactive 
measures, while cla1ming to be sens1t1ve to the1r 
need to understand and have appropnate 
disc1pltne repertoires available to them. We 
must assume that our special education 
administrative personnel have a sound 
knowledge base. It should be inherent in their 
pos1t1ons of respons1bd1ty over the various 
disabilities 1n spec1al educat1on. 
7. The need to have a high enough potential for 
making a profit and a low enough risk of loss to 
attract investment capital. Mathey and Trippe 
po1nted out that the basic and ult1mate measure 
of program effectiveness must be the pupil's 
altered behavior. ~~Educators must be able to 
demonstrate that their intervention efforts 
s1gnlf1cantly modify those excesses and def1c1ts 
1n1t1ally associated w1th special program 
placement and that spec1al individual pupils are 
more appropnate for regular class placement as 
a result of the intervention." If we have satisf1ed 
customers 1n our regular education teachers, 
then 1t Increases and demonstrates that it 1s 
worth the regular teachers' efforts to refer 
youngsters It follows then that we have 
supportive evidence to cont1nue our 
programming for these youngsters 
After relat1ng industry's seven bas1c factors to 
education's dec1s1on to propagate ED programming, I 
feel we may have entered into a shakey bus1ness 
venture. The g1ven pos1t1ves are that we have the 
adequate resources, the suff1c1ently tra1ned teachers, 
and the available f1nanc1al support Of concern 1s the 
potent1al for mak1ng the necessary 11 profit," the often 
fragmented and Ill-researched base of our 
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manufactunng" techniques, and the poorly 1nformed 
"on the Job" managers. "It's only through abundant 
faith, cons1derable wishful thinking, and a ready 
willingness to leap chasms of 1gnorance with bold 
1nferences that one can cla1m that much 1s be1ng learned 
about those children and youth for whom or 1n the name 
of whose diagnostiC category t~ousands of spec1al 
education programs have been founded." (Lak1n) 
If it IS not already ev1dent from the preced1ng pages, I 
have been conv1nc1ngly and philosophically impacted 
after d1gest1ng the vanous contnbuting authors' 
v1ewpo1nts. Mathey and Trippe's 11School Induced 
Handicaps", shook my stolid belief in special educat1on 
programming. It 1sn't that these authors are totally 
pess1m1st1c 1n the1r perceptions of the current state of 
the programm1ng arts, 1t IS that we have quite a cleans1ng 
era to enter It IS h1ghly ev1dent that our approach to 
comply w1th the law has not been focusing on the 
mainstream, but on broaden1ng the scope of what 
should be considered unacceptable, handicapped, and 
disabled. It seems rather conv1ncing that we are 
communicating to regular education that they are 
incompetent in dealing w1th mild to moderate 
handicapp1ng cond1t1ons w1th1n their classrooms. When 
we deal w1th large numbers of handicapped students 1n 
our special programs, 1t follows that adequate statistical 
analysis ought to exist in order to assist 1n our 
programming for these youngsters (K. Charlie Lakin's 
((Research-Based Knowledge and Professional Practices 
1n Spec1al Education"). 
Virg1n1a Rezmierski and Marla Frudden Rubinstein's 
''To Punish or To Heal" made me question the 
dissonance issue that is occurring in our schools. It may 
well be the degree of the dissonance or the amount of 
the conflict and the d1sturb1ng element that impacts 
upon whether or not we place youngsters in our spec1al 
programs. If we have a youngster that displays a difficult, 
problematic behav1or set or repertoire and a teacher 
who designs to effect a behav1oral change we can 
typ1cally work w1th to implement interventions and 
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frequently succeed 1n our attempts. On the other hand, 
if we have the same youngster in comb1nat1on with a 
distraught teacher who IS react1ve at the severe 
dissonance level, we rarely will attempt interventions 
know1ng any attempts could sabotage the chances of 
succeed1ng w1th those 1ntervent1ons. What that 
d1straught teacher really IS convey1ng is 11Get that 
student out of my room"; so we place the student 
accord1ngly. I bel1eve Rezmiersk1 and Rub1nste1n are 
accurate when they propose the IBP model as a veh1cle 
for determ1n1ng prescnpt1ve 1ntervent1ons. We need to 
focus on what 1t 1s that we can do to prevent the 
placement of a youngster 1nto a spec1al program. 
Currently, poss1bly out of necess1ty, we react to a referral 
as to whether or not the student f1ts a particular label and 
who should do what 1n preparation for th1s placement. 
With K Charlie Lakin's cautious attitude 1n m1nd, I 
critically rev1ewed K. Dan1el O'Leary's ' 1 PIIIs or Skills" 
research O'Leary's research was reflective of 
demonstrat1 ng short-term effects through treatment 
pract1ces of behav1or interventions, but not from the 
psycho-stimulant approach. H1s concern for the need of 
carefully controlled long-term research continues to be 
critical. H1s art1cle also challenges research to: seek a 
differential assessment of hyperact1v1ty versus 
aggressiveness 1n children; repl1cate Sprague iSiator 
stud1es to conf1rm the effect of medication on memory 
and learn1ng, repl1cate stud1es across treatment s1tes in 
order to arnve at unequ1vocal conclusions. 
R1chard L. S1mpson and Gary M. Sasso's /(Use of 
Behav1oral Strategies w1th Behaviorally Disordered 
Children and Youth" re1nforced my personal 
programm1ng onentations. The1r article prov1ded 
additional support to apply1ng behavioral analys1s 
procedures and facd1tat1ng the educat1on and 
development of emotionally d1sabled students, 
however, 1t was not research based. uw 1thout 
appropnate cons1derat1on of th1s tool, (behav1oral 
analysis) educators will be deny1ng themselves access to 
potentially benef1c1al resources." We professionals 
need articles to quest1on and re1nforce our onentat1on. 
Up until Phlll1p S Stra1n and Mary Margaret Kerr's 
art1cle, the recurnng theme weaved throughout the 
monograph represented a rather 1ntrospect1ve and 
reflective analysis of the current state of the art. The vital 
need for an intervention to 1mprove children's 
interpersonal skills was addressed by Strain and Kerr 
Affective curricula models are necessary, needed, and 
frequently overlooked 1n our programming for these 
youngsters. However, these authors' article seemed 
somewhat out of sync with the overall tone of the ent1re 
publication. Stra1n and Kerr's contnbution does meet 
the concern addressed by at least one other author. 
Lak1n's concluding comments emphas1ze the educator's 
need for professional literature that is of a more pract1cal 
and useful nature. Strain and Kerr's contribution 1s a 
professional interchange of ideas free of the h1ghly 
technica l and predom ina nt descriptions of research 
procedures. 
It's too late to assess the d1rect1on the field of 
emot1onal d isabilities should have taken follow1ng the 
incept1on of Public Law 94-142. If you believe this day of 
reckon1ng actually 1s close at hand, we must begin to 
evaluate some of the issues brought forth 1n th1s 
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monograph. What should we do to secure and enhance 
our fteld for the future? Each contributing author has 
suggested a dtrectton in which to channel our energies. 
We should heed those suggestions and meet those 
challenges. 
(1) We should consider restructunng conventional, 
traditional teaching practices tn order to more 
consistently accommodate the handicapped 
youngster in the mainstream. 
(2) It seems long overdue that pract1t1oners be 
gtven much greater opportu n tty to participate in 
decisions about what appears tn professtonal 
JOUrnals. Laktn calls for a forum for informal 
research tn add1tion to proceedtng wtth 
tmprovtng traditional research practtces. 
(3) Support teams need to adopt a problem-solvtng 
approach, shifting their attentton to preventtng 
students from having to be placed tn emottonal 
d isabd 1ties programs. 
(4) In order to draw usable tnferences from 
research, the increased replication of studies 
and the critical need to design controlled, long-
term treatment research must be begun. 
(5) Educators must develop well-establtshed goals 
and objectives for thetr students as well as 
carefully considered strategies for attatnment of 
those goals . 
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Synergetic Planning for Emotionally Disturbed 
Children: Some Thoughts on the Future of Our 
Work on Behalf of Children 
by Edward W. Schultz 
Edward W. Schultz is professor, program in 
special education and rehabilitation at the 
University of Main at Farmington (UMF). At UMF 
he is co-director of the teacher training program in 
emotional disturbance. He is concerned about the 
phenomena of child pain, stress, and burnout in 
school, and in seeking constructive alternatives to 
them. Schultz has several publications and is the 
co-author of Child Stress and the School 
Experience which is soon to be released. 
, Let people realize clearly that every t1me they 
threaten someone or humd1ate or hurt unnecessanly 
or dom1nate or reject another human be1ng, they 
become forces for the creat1on of psychopathology, 
even If these be small forces. Let them recogn1ze that 
every (person) who is k1nd, helpful, decent, 
psychologically democratic, affectionate, and warm, 
1s a psychotherapeutic force even though a small 
one " (Maslow, 1970, p. 100) 
I would like to begin by expressing my appreciation 
to Carl Sm1th for asking me to share my thoughts on the 
art1cles presented in this mongraph. It 1s an honor to be 
asked to do so for each article was written by a member 
or members of our profession whose work is highly 
regarded with1n the field. 
I have another reason for being pleased with this 
opportunity. We are at an interesting point in our 
historical evolution. There are many paths available to 
~s, some of which will offer significant promise for 
1mproved practice in our field. I believe the articles 
make a positive contribution in this regard. It is clear to 
me that these authors have given considerable thought 
to presenting us with usefu I information on some of the 
cu rrent issues in emotional disturbance. How we choose 
to make use of this information will be, of course, 
another story. 
. This chapter will present my thoughts on some of the 
1ssues raised by the various authors. In making my 
remarks, I will try to keep things s1mple. I will make some 
general comments on each of the papers, along with 
some specific comments on synergetic planning where I 
feel such comments are appropriate. I do not consider 
my . remarks to be the '' last word" on any of these 
subjects. Rather, they are simply thoughts I have that 
have been incubating for some time, and with this 
opportunity, gain access to expression. 
There is always a risk in commenting on any complex, 
substantive piece of literature. There is always the 
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danger that one um1ssed the potnt," and thus responded 
Inaccurately, distorting the mean1ng of the author(s). I 
hope as I proceed this will not occur, and I apologtze 
before hand for any such misperception that may occur. 
They will have been unintentional. 
School-Induced Handicaps 
There IS much to ponder in the art1cle prepared by 
Tnppe and Mathey. Their work is both scholarly and 
insightful. 
My 1n1t1al react1on to the content of thetr art1cle was 
an amorphous feel1ng of dejection. Their's is not a 
pleasant top1c. I asked myself why was I feeling such 
dejection. Upon reflection, I began to understand that I 
was feeling as I was because I felt somewhat 
overwhelmed at the insidious nature of the problem as 
well as its complexity. I felt at a loss about where to turn, 
how to proceed, how to extricate myself from the rather 
gloomy p1cture portrayed by Trippe and Mathey. I 
found noth1ng uplifting in this article; nothing to 
generate hope- to help me get beyond the morass of 
labels and the1r effect, circuitous institutionally-based 
react1ons to problems, assignment of blame and 
respons1bil1ty for a problem, and the effect of labeling 
across ((handicapping" conditions. 
The content of the1r art1cle has the ability to polanze 
emot1ons. It would be easy to read it and upon 
completion say, ((Baloney! How dare you say that about 
us!" or perhaps, ((Right on! You said exactly what I've 
been thinking!" Their paper is written with feeling, and I 
sense a firm belief that we have gotten ourselves into a 
real mess in education and one that we must extricate 
ourselves from in a hurry! If I caught the spirit of thetr 
message, they seem to be saying that we have to find 
some new ways of thinking, feeling, and behavtng in 
relation to children; that what we have at present is both 
conceptually and operationally dysfunctional; and 
worse, that we are adhering to a manner of thinking, 
feel1ng, and behaving toward children that disregards 
thetr needs as central to any system of ((helptng." 
My darker side can only agree with this analysis of the 
present state of affairs in education. Children quite often 
are treated as objects in school, and we as educators 
have learned some pretty sophisticated ways of 
unloading our stress on them; thus creating discomfort 
and pain for them. 
The ' 1walk1ng wounded" are all around us. For 
example, while recently presenttng some information 
on the ((conflict cycle" (Long, 1979) to some teacher 
trainees 1n special educat1on, a student ra1sed her hand 
and proceeded to relate the follow1ng 1nc1dent. She sa1d, 
1n essence, that when she was 1n one of the pnmary 
grades, her teacher tned to get her to wnte w1th her nght 
hand Instead of her left. She tned to comply, but 1t JUSt 
d1dn't feel right to her. The teacher kept at her, however, 
and over t1 me, she began to res 1st her teacher's efforts. 
The conflict escalated to the point where the teacher 
slapped her on the left shoulder with a ruler whenever 
she saw her usrng her left hand to wnte. Such treatment 
was Increased and 1ntenslf1ed, and of course, the student 
res1sted more adamantly. Eventually, the student was 
referred to the pnnc1pal as a ((trouble mak1ng, d1Sc1plrne 
problem, a child obv1ously 1n need of psychiatric 
treatment. " Two th1ngs then evolved. She was taken for 
psych1atnc counsel1ng, and she was transfered to a 
different classroom 1n a d1fferent school. She recalled 
that 1n her new school wrth her new teacher she felt 
loved, accepted, and encouraged. G1ven such 
treatment, the need for psych1atnc treatment soon 
abated. With wh1ch hand does she wnte today? As you 
probably suspect, she comfortably writes w1th her left, 
and I m1ght add, qu1te legrbly so. There are many such 
stones. We all know of far too many of them. 
My l1ghter s1de suggests to me, however, that there 
are schools that work, and teachers who care deeply 
about children; and they prove rt The example above 
supports th1s belief, and I know of many other such 
pos1t1ve school environments where children are 
treated with dign1ty and respect 
For me, all th1s suggests that we must find 
constructive ways to l1ve w1th one another. We must 
recognize our fallabil1ty as human be1ngs and strive to 
increase our capacity to relate w1th compass1on, 
sens1t1vity, and love. We must come to care deeply for 
each other and to trust one another 1n order to ensure 
our peaceful co-existence. 
So how do we do th1s? What are the solut1ons to such 
problems as these? As any thinking person knows, there 
are no easy answers to such 1ssues; no pat solut1ons 
applicable to the problems ra1sed by Tnppe and Mathey 
or for any that are raised throughout this monograph. 
One thing is certain though, the problem of school-
induced pain is an important one, and one quite central 
to our understanding of emotional disturbance in 
general, and ourselves as human beings in particular; for 
how we choose to define who and what we are as human 
beings will always affect the way we percerve one 
another, the way we come to interact with one another, 
and the actions we pursue on behalf of one another. 
We need to unravel this problem, and I am sure there 
are many ways to do so. I personally would find it useful , 
for example, if those who felt deeply about this problem 
would share their thoughts on how to alleviate it by 
proposing some prospective courses of action, 
includ1ng some suggestions for dismantling what we 
presently have in education that is dysfunctional, along 
with some suggestions for a more useful system to 
replace it (e.g., one more closely aligned, and directly 
supportive of the personal development of students). I 
feel such proposals would prove useful in at least two 
ways: 1) they would help to move us beyond a state of 
problem-rais1ng rhetonc; and 2) they would pave the 
way toward Improved educational service to children. 
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There 1s one final po1nt I wrsh to make before mov1ng 
on to another art1cle. It seems clear that for a t1me 1n 
spec1al educat1on we had a tendency to remove children 
from the ma1nstream prefernng a separate system of 
serv1ces for them. S1nce passage of PL 94-142, however, 
we have worked to clanfy our serv1ce network, and thus 
have been able to modify such earlier tendencies. We 
now promote the concept of the least restnctive 
educational alternative for children and stnve to 
matnstream hand1capped children 1n appropnate ways. 
We must be sure that as we cont1nue to pursue these 
worthy goals, we devote suff1c1ent t1me w1th1n our 
tra1n1ng programs to the complexities Involved 1n 
ma1nstream1ng hand1capped children. This aspect of 
tra1n1ng, at a m1n1mum, should help our tra1nees to 
understand and Integrate our bel1ef system about 
children and the school expenence, as well as prov1de 
them w1th the necessary communication and 
relat1onsh1p-budd1ng sk1lls to help them prov1de 
whatever ass1stance IS necessary to the classroom 
teacher to ensure that h1s/ her search for mean1ng and 
d1rect1on 1n th1s area IS not m1sgurded. 
A s1mtlar observation has been made by Tnppe and 
Mathey 1n the1r d1scuss1on of ma1nstream1ng. My , 
expenence concurs w1th the1r percept1ons and suggests 
to me that if we fall to promote a ((match" between what 
a mainstream teacher th1nks h1s/ her role w1th 
hand1capped children IS (e.g., one of positive and 
productive involvement), and how he/ she feels about 
that role (e.g., a wdlrng and supportive attitude), then we 
have no reason to expect that his/ her behavior toward 
ma1nstreamed children wtll be at all productive. By not 
act1vely promoting such a match, our efforts to 
mainstream handicapped children will falter, and in all 
probability, we may only prolong the 11at risk" status of 
our children with1n the educational mainstream. 
Researched-Based Knowledge and Professional Practice 
Lak1n 's article 1s one, 1n my opin1on, which has been 
needed in our f1eld for some t1me. He ((tells it like it 1s," 
and I am pleased he does so. 
For a period of t1me in our history, we seemed to lack 
a theory base that was clearly organized and discernible. 
I do not mean there was an absence of theory, but rather 
that what theory there was lacked universal awareness 
and organization. This situation has changed, and it IS 
time that we take what we know of theory and use it 1n 
research that will lead to direct improvement of servrces 
to chi ldren in school. Th1s task will not be an easy one. 
Lakin provides us with some useful thoughts 
regarding this topic as well as some ideas on how we 
might proceed. His article will merit careful analysis by 
researchers for it provides a thoughtful review of not 
only our current research practices, but also what might 
be accomplished in the future. 
It seems to me that a basic precursor to the 
implementation of a well thought out, coordinated, and 
integrated program of research will be the mapping out 
of a ((nomalogical network" to help us accurately chart 
the parameters of the research to be undertaken (e.g., 
what, w1th whom, in what way, to what extent, with what 
expectations). In this way, research might have a better 
sense of connection to both theory and practice in that 
" 
theory might clarify the parameters of needed research, 
and pract ice might clarify the value of research 
outcomes over time. I am confident that we are more 
than capab le of meeting the challenge of conducting 
research on meaningful topics in our fie ld with 
meaningfu l outcomes, but such research should also be 
useful. Most resea rch will be usefu l if it has practical 
value to teachers and if the resul ts are communicated to 
teachers in a simple and straight forward manner. If we 
v1ew this as a serious cha llenge, and act accordingly, I 
have no doubt that more research will be used by more 
teachers to the benefit of children. 
This point is simi lar to one of Lak1n's and 
approximates a point made recently by Hollifield (1982). 
In summarizing the results of a research questionnaire 
he conducted with teachers, Hollifield suggests that, 
~~some teachers do use educat1on research to 1 mprove 
the1r educational practice. Others would l1ke to, but find 
there 1s a long way between be1ng told /what to do' and 
actually know1ng (how to do it. ' Still others f1nd research 
results to be utterly useless." (p. 60) 
My experience suggests that teachers are willing to 
learn new and more appropnate ways of being with 
children. In fact they are eager to do so. What they 
obJect to is theory and research unrelated to practice. 
Such an objection should not be construed as anti-
intellectual sentiment on the part of teachers, but rather 
as a reflection of their need to learn what needs to be 
learned quickly and efficiently in order to apply it 
successfully in their work with children. Those who 
engage in writing projects, the intent of wh1ch are to 
1nfluence educational practice, must bear this 1n mind 
and str ive to find ways of expressing themselves that 
facilitate, rather than obfuscate this learning need. 
To Punish or to Heal . .. 
This is a beautifully written, comprehensive article 
that should have a significant influence on future 
educational practices with emotionally d1sturbed 
children. 
As in the Lakin article, there appears to be some 
sentiment expressed that the time is ripe for improved 
accoun tability regarding ou r thoughts, feelings, and 
actions on behalf of children. It is hard to negate our 
need to do this, at least to some extent. It seems 
reasonable to me that we must begin to broaden our 
discussions of conceptual issues to include discussion of 
specific guidelines fo r helpi ng chi ldren learn the 
necessary ski lls they wi ll need to learn in order to live life 
fully and with a sense of harmony and personal 
integration. 
Rezmierski and Rubinstein help us to look at this 
issue in two ways: 1) they provide us with an 1ndepth 
analysis of conflict and its stressful consequences for 
teachers and students within a school-related context; 
and 2) they help us get in touch with the importance of 
ski ll in personal problem solving as a central factor in 
facil itating the helping p rocess. I wish to discuss each of 
these in turn . 
Teaching disturbed child ren is one of the most 
exciting, challenging, creative, frus trating, nerve-fraying 
?ccupatio ns I know. It just is, and any teacher who does 
It for a liv ing wi ll tell you so. We expect and we hope that 
all teachers w ill always be psychologically mature and 
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consistently therapeutic in the1r work with children. We 
also expect a h1ghly effect1ve and humane level of 
performance from our educationallnst1tut1ons. There is 
noth1ng wrong w1th having such expectations. In fact, 
they are healthy, for they give us some useful and 
1dealtst1c goals to pursue as educators. What I th1nk 1s 
important 1s not only the acknowledgement of such 
goals by Rezmierski and Rubinstein, but also an 
acknowledgement, as well of our fallibility regarding 
them. These authors understand our tendency to miss 
the mark, to fall short of meeting such standards within 
ourselves and 1n our work with children. In addition to 
the1r level of ins1ght 1nto such matters as these, these 
authors take the t1me to help us see why this is so and 
prov1de us w1th a sense of d1rection for 1mproving 
ourselves 1f we choose to do so. 
Ultimately, we must not forget that human beings are 
just that - human beings. Thus, any stressor 1n life, any 
person, event, or s1tuat1onal transaction that is perceived 
as painful by a person, will be responded to in a manner 
destgned to reduce or eliminate that pa1n. This is a 
simple truth, yet one, unfortunately, that 1s at the core of 
much school-related discord. People 1n school, must 
take the t1me to develop the necessary insights 
regard1ng school- and life-related stress, and its effects 
on human be1ngs. They must also take the t1me to master 
the necessary skills to help them l1ve w1th1n themselves 
and w1th each other rn a more compat1ble and adaptive 
manner. 
L1terature on stress and stress med1atron IS becoming 
more and more available, and there are now several 
useful approaches available to facilitate this process 
(e.g., ways to learn about what stress is, what the effects 
of stress are on a person, and what can be done in 
response to it). The larger issue, however, has to do with 
the extent of our commitment as educators to the value 
of personal development for ourselves as well as for our 
chtldren. lnstrtut1ons can change the way they functron, 
and people can change the way they act toward and 
respond within the 1nstitut1on to one another. But such 
change wtll not occur 1n a vacuum. It can only come 
from a perceived need to change and a commitment to 
actively participate 1n bring such change to fruition. 
Suff1ce 1t to say, the ability to problem solve is one 
skill that 1s necessary to successfully med1ate stress in 
school or life in general. This is so because knowing and 
doing go hand in hand in this area, and the vehicle that 
facilitates th1s " bndge" between cognitive insight and 
behavtoral change in problem solvrng. 
The Rezmrerski and Rubinstein article provides us 
with two d1st1nct methods for solving problems. Each has 
rts 1ndrvidual ments and each may be more or less useful 
to the help1ng person depend1ng on the Circumstances 
involved. For me, the important point is that each person 
understand the purpose and function of problem 
solving in the mediation of stress and have a personal 
system for solving problems that works to not only 
mediate the occurrence of painful stressors, but that 
increasingly leads to more successful adaptation to stress 
over time. 
To the extent that the problem-solv1ng systems 
described by Rezmierski and Rubinstein functron to 
guide chrldren and school personnel toward more 
successful adaptation, these authors will have 
succeeded rn fulfilling their respective v1sion of how the 
process we call schooling will unfold for troubled 
children. 
Pills or Skills ..• 
O'Leary has written a very 1nterest1ng art1cle on a 
complex problem, and I suspect 1t will be well rece1ved 
by researchers or those who f1nd the sc1entlf1c method 
1nterest1ng. O'Leary's suggestions regard1ng the 
research needed on th1s problem and the 1ssues that will 
need to be addressed 1n conducting research are in 
some ways s1mllar to those identif1ed by Lak1n. Such 
convergence of thought on research IS Important 
because 1t bnngs us closer to reach1ng a consensus on 
what we want to accompl1sh and how we w1sh to 
proceed to do so I was especially pleased w1th the 
suggest1on by O'Leary that, uAt a m1n1mum, researchers 
from different s1tes should coord1nate thetr efforts to 
beg1n to allow us to reach conclusions that are not 
plagued by 1d1osyncras1es of particular therap1sts, 
programs, or contextual vanables .. " My comments 
regard1ng the need to develop a well thought out, 
coordinated, and integrated research plan are 
compatible with th1s perspective and further suggest 
that we can dl afford the continued luxury of exclusively 
pursu1ng our research goals in an Independent and 
1solated manner. The problems are much too complex, 
the resources are too few, and the consequences much 
too senous for us not to seek each other out, to 
collaborate w1th one another 1n conduct1ng our reseach 
on behalf of children. 
Federal and state agenc1es sometimes sponsor 
"Institutes" or ((Th1nk Tanks" where leaders 1n a field of 
study come together to d1scuss a spec1f1c top1c and/ or 
engage 1n problem-solv1ng sess1ons. HyperactiVIty 1n 
children is certainly a critical problem and one deserving 
of qu1te careful scrut1ny. I hope some form of subsid1zed 
study group is forthcoming. If such an 1nst1tute were 
convened, three goals for poss1ble cons1derat1on m1ght 
be: 1) the development of a comprehensive statement 
regard1ng the central research questions; 2) a 
framework for conduct1ng needed research w1thin a 
collaborative context; and 3) the development of a 
((convergence grid" match1ng differentiated problems 
w1th alternative intervention possibilities. 
Teachers will find O'Leary's article of considerable 
interest for there are elements within it that relate 
specifically to the problems inherent in teaching 
hyperactive children. Most of us as teachers desire to 
1mprove our instructional capacity. Thus, we seek our 
Information that tends to ((fit" our needs more closely, 
than say, theory on research data might. As we explore 
theory and pursue our mean1ngful research projects, we 
must not forget to devote sufficient time and energy to 
trying out matenals and procedures that may have 
practical value, and to finding ways of expressing what 
we learn in clear and useful language in order to 
enhance its usability by teachers. 
As pointed out by O'Leary, how we approach the 
teaching process with hyperactive children will depend, 
in part, on the nature of the problem, its severity, 
duration, and potential tract1b1llty. In an intuitive sense, 
it seems quite logical that. 1) some hyperactive children 
may be helped to learn 1n school if some consideration is 
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given to the1r d1etary needs; 2) others may well prof1t 
from a carefully controlled program of exerc1se; 3) stdl 
others may need a carefully des1gned behavroral 
learnrng program that would include prov1sions for the 
development of ins1ght on the part of the child 
regard1ng h1s/ her problem and what to do about 1t; and 
4) some children may need med1cat1on for at least some 
penod of treatment. Perhaps most children will need 
many, rf not all of these 1ntervent1ons, along w1th stdl 
other poss1bdrt1es. 
Regardless of form, what we seek when we rntervene 
with a child 1s a match between the needs of the child 
and the procedures that we use to help the chdd 
succeed 1n school or lrfe. Th1s 1s the cnt1cal cnterion we 
seek regardless of the path we take to ach1eve 1t. It has 
always seemed preferable to me to keep an intervention 
program as s1mple and as least d1srupt1ve to the chdd as 
necessary. The less complex 1t 1s, the better for all 
concerned It 1s also my b1as that any form of 
pharmacological treatment for hyperactivity should be 
cons1dered as a last resort, and that when used, 1t be 
caut1ously mon1tored for 1ts effects on the child. 
Med1cat1on IS a senous form of adjunctive treatment. It 
should rema1n so, and never become a substitute for 
careful teach1ng w1th1n an appropnate and therapeutic 
context 
A Perspective on the Use of Be havioral Strategies 
I plan to recommend th1s article to my teacher 
tra1nees. I th1nk they need to read it, digest it, and 
Incorporate its essence 1nto their emerging sense of 
1dentity as teachers of emotionally d1sturbed children. 
Qu1te frankly, I enjoyed this art1cle by Simpson and 
Sasso. I found it to be the f1rst conceptually open and 
flex1ble statement regard1ng behaviorism and 1ts 
potential as an educational resource that I can 
remember reading 1n some t1me, and I th1nk 1t helps to 
put the use of behav1oral technology in perspective. This 
is not an arrogant art1cle, nor 1s 1t a foot dragger. It 1s a 
clearly wntten statement of the potential contribution 
that behavionsm can make to educational planning, and 
it 1s also a clearly wntten statement of what behavionsm 
is not. 
There is little that I wish to add to what is sa1d in this 
article. I believe its tone to be psychoeducational in 
nature, which, to my way of thinking, is a useful 
departure from the either/ or dichotomy (e.g., emphasis 
on overt behavior vs inner life perspective) which can 
get in the way of a more rat1onale integration of the 
more applied aspects of the vanous theoretical 
orientations in our work w1th children. In short, the 
art1cle emphasizes our simdiarities rather than our 
differences, and that is as it shou ld be. I especially 
enjoyed discovering the following passage, and I feel it 
reflects a useful sentiment. .. 
"Educators who fad to establish effect1ve 
interpersonal relat1onsh1ps with the1r students, who 
do not practice effective teach1ng methods, and who 
fail to provide suitable curncula for their puptls 
cannot be expected to produce signlf1cant changes 1n 
student behav1or regardless of how well they make 
use of behav1oral technology. In other words, teacher 
success in apply1ng behav1oral 1ntervent1on 
procedures 1s 1n d1rect proportion to other 
• 
" 
• 
educational skills and to the teacher-student 
relat1onsh1p " 
There 1s a consistent emphasis on the Importance of 
establ1sh1ng and mainta1n1ng a facil1tat1ve, interpersonal 
relationship with children in th1s art1cle, wh1ch I was 
pleased to see. I believe this is a central aspect of help1ng 
children to develop, for through the teacher-student 
relationship the child receives the feelings of trust, 
safety, and security she/he will need to take the 
necessary risks that must be taken to ensure adaptive 
growth. 
There was another theme I sensed w1thin th1s article. 
Essentially, I feel these authors are suggest1ng that "good 
teach1ng" 1s ((good teaching" whether 1t be 1n this field 
or any other, and th1s is so regardless of one's theoretical 
persuas1on. I believe this too, and I suggest the reader 
g1ve most careful attention to the l1st of competencies 
presented in this article, for they prov1de some personal 
goals for educators that are well worth seek1ng. 
The final aspect of this article I wish to comment on 
perta1ns to generalization of behav1or. Although 
general1zat1on is hard to achieve w1th students, it 
rema1ns a crit1cal factor for cons1derat1on by a teacher. 
It seems Important that any learn1ng program should 
help a child ga1n 1ns1ght or an understanding of h1s/ her 
behav1or (e.g., 1ts meaning and 1ts consequences). 
lns1ght, along with a basic understanding of the 
problem-solving process, appear necessary to ensure 
the success of any program designed to help students 
get from where they are to where they want or need to 
be when there is no one else around to tell them what to 
do or how to do it. It also seems important to me that 
students acquire a sense of personal responsibility and 
that they be motivated to learn not only adaptive 
behav1or, but also how to generalize it from one person 
or Situation to another. I hope that the emerg1 ng area of 
cogn 1t1ve behaviorism will become a useful veh1cle for 
helping students to better accompl1sh such personal 
goals. 
The ability to achieve insight, along w1th skill 1n 
solv1ng problems 1n an adaptive manner wtll depend, 1n 
part, upon the child's capac1ty for cogn 1tive complexity. 
The greater the capacity in this regard, the more se lf-
understanding and problem-solvtng skill will be 
possible. It also seems more likely that generalization of 
behavior will take place if the context for such learning 
has a structured communication system associated with 
it; that is, a system wherein teacher and student 
communicate with one another, work together to set 
goals and procedures for reaching same, and where 
feedback on progress is ensured. 
Research on generalization would appear to be a 
fertile area for intense investigation, for generalization 
skills must be learned by students 1f they are ever to be 
able to adequately master their env1ronment. 
Interpersonal Skills Training 
This article offers some useful information on the 
subject of how to help children to learn social 
interaction behaviors. 
Improving chi ldren 's interpersonal skills is a 
reasonably complex undertaking and it IS another area 
of learning that suffers from generalization problems. I 
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was qu1te 1m pressed w1th the comments of these authors 
as to why th1s m1ght be so, and I believe as they do, that it 
is plaus1ble to suspect that, 
I(F1rst, early efforts to improve children's 
Interpersonal skills promoted an approach that led to 
the applicatton of behavioral technologtes pnor to a 
full understand1ng of what competent behav1or was 
1n the f1rst place ... 
Second, earl1er research promoted a rather 
narrow conceptualization of Interpersonal behav1or 
as a bundle of operant responses w1th obv1ous 
antecedents and consequences. 
And th1rd, the behav1or modtf1cat1on literature 1n 
general has emphas1zed s1ngular solutions to what ts 
an exceed1ngly complex phenomenon " 
One reason for these problems may be the direction 
that has been taken to accomplish objectives 1n th1s area. 
Teach1ng children d1screte behav1ors independent of 
1nsight and Without regard for transfer of train1ng, as I 
have already stated, will prove a less productive strategy. 
It also seems important to me that those concerned with 
help1ng children to further their development in the 
Interpersonal domain give serious thought to 
Interpersonal style as a training factor. 
We know that there are some styles of relat1ng that 
are more usefu I, acceptable to others, and that factl1tate 
human d1scourse. We also know of Interpersonal styles 
that do not accomplish such ends. By clanfy1ng the type 
of interpersonal styles we have 1n m1nd for chi ldren-
what they are and the1r component parts- we should 
be able to help children learn spec1fic behaviors that are 
part of a pattern of skills that are based upon a 
conceptual framework for intepersonal functioning. 
I do bel1eve that all problems lend themselves to the 
same solut1on or that 1t is possible to apply the same 
"cogn1t1ve set" to the examination of problems or 
problem s1tuat1ons It has always seemed to me that 
problem solving by deduct1ve methods was d1fferent 
than problem solv1ng by inductive ones and that 
depend1ng on the problem, one approach would prove 
more useful than the other. The interpersonal area of 
1nqu1ry may well be one where we wtll find it preferable 
to cons1der a deductive rather than induct1ve approach 
to problem solv1ng, as well as an interd1sc1plinary form of 
study and research rather than any form of ideological 
isolat1on1sm. 
In Summary 
The word synergetic means to work together, to 
cooperate. Th1s 1s a useful sentiment for us to g1ve some 
thought to at present. Our recent past has been 
expans1on1stic. We have grown and matured as an area 
of spec1al educat1on. Yet in some ways, we appear to 
have stayed the same; to have made very little progress. 
For example, we still seem to be preoccupied with 
terminology, Identification of children, and the use of 
labels. We still seem to lack synthesis regarding 
research; to understand its meaning to the field in 
general, and 1ts relationship to practice in particular. We 
still seem confused regard1ng whether we want to 
emphas1ze our Ideological differences or our s1milarit1es 
as we search for mean1ng in our work w1th children We 
still seem to be fragmented regard1ng our sense of 
pnorit1es; our d1rect1on as a diSCipline; and we stdl seem 
to know of far too many children for whom the school 
expenence rema1ns a nox1ous and psychologica lly 
pa1nful stressor. 
I believe these 1ssues to be real and tang1ble obstacles 
to our progress. I also bel1eve them to be something we 
can do something about Jf we choose to. Certa1n ly any 
nat1on that can place a man on the moon and explore 
the far reaches of the universe can reasonably hope to 
resolve such 1ssues as those that have been ra1sed wrthrn 
thrs monograph. 
These are hard trmes for children, and they need us 
now more than ever. We must keep them central to our 
thrnkrng and become more wrlllng to synergetrcally 
apply ourselves to d1scovenng the most useful ways to 
help them grow wrth drgnity and a sense of personal 
1ntegratron. 
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